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FOREWORD 

The second annual Space and Earth Science Data Compression Workshop was held on March 
27, 1992 in Snowbird, Utah. This NASA Conference Publication serves as the proceedings for 
the workshop. The workshop was held in conjunction with the 1992 Data Con2presslon 
Conference (DCC192), which was held at the same location March 24-26, 1992. The third 
annual Space and Earth Science Data Compression Workshop is planned for April 2, 1993, also 
at Snowbird, Utah. 

The goal of the Space and Earth Science Data Compression Workshop series is to explore the 
opportunities for data compression to enhance the collection and analysis of space acnd Earth 
science data. Of particular interest is research that is integrated into, or has the potential to be 
integrated into, a particular space and/or Earth science data information system. Participants are 
encouraged to take into account the scientist's data requirements, and the constraints im~posed by 
the data collection, transmission, distribution and archival system. 

Papers were selected from submissions to the 1992 Data Compression Conference (I166 '92). 
Eleven papers were presented in 4 sessions. Discussion was encouraged by scheduling ample 
time for each paper, and through scheduled discussion periods at the end of each  session^. 

The workshop was organized by James C. Tilton of the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC), and Sam Dolinar of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Contact infomati011 is given 
below. 

NASA Data Sets Available for Testing Data Compression Algorithm 

The Space and Earth Science Data Compression Workshop held Past year at the end of DCC 991 
made several specific recommendations to encourage and enable the use of data compression 
technology in NASA missions. One recommendation was that "NASA should provide: test data 
sets and examples of analysis scenarios to the data compression research community. These data 
sets should cover a broad range of NASA applications, concentrating on high data volume cases, 
and cases requiring high transmission bandwidth betyeen the sensors and Earth, and across 
communications networks on Earth." 

Just prior to the 1992 workshop, several test data sets were made available over "anonymous fp" 
via Internet. In the near future, certain NASA data sets will be available on CD-ROMs. Contact 
the workshop organizers for information on how to obtain these CD-ROMs. Be:low is a 
discussion of the test data sets that were identified at the time of the workshop. 

Large Scale AVIRIS and Landsat TM Data Sets 

Jeff Dozier, the Earth Observing System (EOS) Project Scientist, made available ~ w o  large 
NASA image data sets via "anonymous ftp" during March and April 1992: a Landsat Thematic 
Mapper (TM) data set and an Airborne Visible and Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) 
data set. 

The TM data (7 bands) are provided both as separate images for each band and a:; a band- 
interleaved-by-pixel image. The AVIRIS image (224 bands) is provided only as a band- 
interleaved-by-pixel image. They have been compressed with the UNIX 'compress' program 
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(hmpel-:Ziv). The files are large: uncompressed, the AVIRIS image is 70.4 MB and the TM 
images are 12.6 MB in each band. 

For information on these data sets, including how to obtain them, contact Jeff Dozier by 
elecwonic mail at dozie@crseo.ucsb.edu on Internet. If you wish to discuss testing of science 
algsritlinn?!s on reconstructed images contact Walter Rosenthal (walte@crseo.ucsb.edu) about the 
TM data imd Anne Nolin (nolin@crseo.ucsb.edu) about AVIRIS. 

Collection of Small Test Data Sets 

W m e r  )filler and Pen-Shu Yeh of the Gddard Space Flight Center have made available a 
v ~ e t y  of small test data sets that they have been using for data compression tests. While these 
data sets are small, they are representative of a wide range of NASA image data. Nine single- 
band test images are all of size 128-by-128. "clover.dat," "mount.dat," and "urban.datW are 8-bit 
data with 3 meter ground resolution (clover => interstate cloverleaf, mount => mountains, and 
urban => urban area). This data was digitized from film taken by an airborne camera. "bay.datW, 
"bay-iir.dat," and "clouds.dat" are 8-bit data with 1 kilometer ground resolution (bay => visible 
band image of Chesapeake Bay, bay-ir => infrared band image of Chesapeake Bay, and clouds 
=> image: containing clouds). This data was obtained by the Heat Capacity Mapping Mission 
(HCMM) satellite in Application Explorer Mission 8 (AEM-8) in the late 197Vs. 
"avicpsl .dat," "avi-mfs 1 .dat," and "avi-mfs2.datW are 12-bit scenes at 20 meter ground 
resolution from the August 31, 1988 flight of AVIRIS (mfsl and mfs2 => subscenes 1 and 2 
from the Moffet Field, and cpsl => a subscene from Cuprite, Nevada data set). Also included in 
this coBle~ction is a full scene (512 lines by 614 columns) of band 20 from the Cuprite data set, 
and a new full scene (312 lines by 614 columns) of band 20 from the Moffet Field data set. 
These data sets may be obtained through an anonymous fip to chrpalg.gsfc.nasa.gov in 
subdirect(2rgr pub/miller. (Several of these images are reproduced as Figure 7 on page 91 of this 
document.) 

Microgravity Experiment Data Sets 

Daniel Glover at the NASA Lewis Research Center has offered to provide a collection of image 
data sets from Microgravity experiments. The data being considered will be digitized from 
16rnm color film (e.g., microgravity flame and droplet combustion experiments), and from color 
VHS video tape (e.g., from Shuttle fluids experiment). Contact workshop organizers for 
infomation on how to obtain this collection of test data sets. 

Other Miscellaneous Data Sets 

James Tillton at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center has collected various NASA image data 
sets for use in his irnage analysis and data compression studies. These data sets may be obtained 
through an anonymous ftp to chrpalg.gsfc.nasa.gov in subdirectory publimages. The data sets 
include 32 bands of a 210-band AVIRIS data set (bands 4 through 35, 512 lines by 614 
co%umms), a Coastal Zone Color Scanner irnage (5-bands, 486 lines by 1536 columns), and 
several Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) data sets of sizes ranging from 256 by 256 to 512 by 
512. One group of Landsat TNL data sets has corresponding ground reference files. The 
READMjE file in the pub/images directory gives a more detailed description of the data sets and 
ground reference files. 



Future Plans 

Providing appropriate test data sets only partially fulfills the 1991 workshop recommendation; 
the provision of analysis scenarios was also recommended. It remains to be seen how NASA can 
effectively provide to data compression specialists guidance in analysis scenarios for the irnage 
data. Providing such guidance may not be in many cases where analysis scenarios are not well 
established. Nevertheless, it is hoped that by studying the data sets provided, data compression 
specialists will gain understanding of NASA's data compression needs, and report promising 
results at next year's workshop. 
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SUBBAND CODING FOR IMAGE DATA ARCHIVING 

Daniel Glover 
NASA Lewis Research Center 

Cleveland, Ohio 44 135 

S. C. Kwatra 
The University of Toledo 

Toledo, Ohio 43606 

Abstract. The use of subband coding on image data is discussed. An overviev~ of siibbai~d 
coding is given. Advantages of subbanding for browsing and progressive resol~itiori ar-e 
presented. Implementations for lossless and lossy coding are discussed. Algorithn~ 
considerations and simple implementations of subband systems are given. 

1. Introduction 

Subband coding is a promising strategy for data compression that has been used successfillly i n  
recent years. This paper discusses subband coding with the perspective of organizing data for 
storage and retrieval rather than as just a data compression strategy. An overvievv of subband 
coding is given followed by discussions of subbanding for archiving. Finally, sonie simple 
algorithms for subbanding image data are shown. 

Subband coding of speech was developed in the late 1970's [ I1  and matured i n  the 1980's. ?'he 
key development for subbanding signals was the Quadrature Mirror Filter (QMF) in 1976 121. A 
QMF bank cancels out the aliasing that is generated by filtering providing a good quality 
reconstruction of the signal. Subband coding was applied to image data in  the mid-1980's 
[3,4,5]. The theory for perfect reconstruction filter banks (which not only cancel aliasing, bur do 
not introduce amplitude or phase distortion) was also developed around this time 161. An 
overview of concepts important to subband coding can be found in [7,8,9]. 

2. Subband Coding 

A generic subband coding system is shown in Figure 1. The original signal is split 1112 ~rito nT 
frequency bands (subbands) by the analysis filter bank represented by the matrix I b ( z )  Eitcil 
subband is then decimated, keeping only every Nth value. If the proper conctirioni arc liiet. itic 
resulting total number of values in the subbands is the sariie as in the original signal. No 
compression has been achieved yet; the subbanding process prepares the data for cn~-ripresx~on 
coding. The coders shown in each of the subbands could be the same or (most: corni~ionly) 
tailored to match the characteristics of the data in a particular type of subband. 

After the data has been coded, it is transmitted through the channel and received or, equivalently, 
stored and recalled. The data is decoded and the subbands sent through a synthesis filter bank, 
F(z) ,  where the original signal is reconstructed. The synthesis filter bank has a speciai 
relationship with the analysis bank such that the aliasing caused by the analysis filters is 
canceled. The filter banks can be designed such that the reconstructed signal is a perfect replica 
of the original signal, provided that no errors have been introduced in the coding or tr:t~ismissinn 
stages. 

To take advantage of the two-dimensional structure of image data, the filters ~ ~ s e d  i n  thc \libb;tnci 
system should be two dimensional. Designing such filters is difficult, so sep:trnblc f i l ~ ~ r c  have 
typically been used to accomplish 2-D processing. Separable filters use I -D filters an t i  apply 
them to the data in two directions, i.e., first horizontally and then vertically. T h ~ s  results 111 



straightfc~ward filter design, but requires storage to access horizontally processed data in  a 
veflicd direction (see Figure 2). 

An important property of image data is the importance of phase as a vehicle for information. A 
good example is obtained from reconstructions of images using only the Fourier transform phase 
compwetl with reconstructions using only the magnitude; the phase-only reconstructions are 
recognizable whereas the magnitude-only reconstructions are not [10J. Linear phase filters are 
most con~monly used for image data. Since most of the information is i n  the phase, frecli~ency 
resolving capability is not as critical an issue with image data as it is with, say, audio data. This 
means that short kernel filters can be used on image data with good results. 

The advantages of using short kernel filters include simple hardware design and speed of 
algorithnl execution. Short kernel implementations are attractive for on-line compression anci 
for fast retrieval of stored data. 

Pixel 
value 
input 
8 bits 
typical 

Channel 

H(z) 
(Analysis 

Figure 1. A generic four-channel subband coder. 
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Band 3 

Band 2 

Band 1 
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Figure 2. A separable, four-channel subband analysis bank. 



3. Browsing and Progressive Resolution 

A property of the subband signals that makes the splitting of the original signal into Ioi~li);lss, 
bandpass, and highpass bands useful for lossy compression is that most of the origiixil signal 
energy winds up in the low frequency band. The higher frequency subbar;ds can be cornpi-essed 
quite a bit without compro~2sing the picture quality if the lowest subband is not degraded. 

The fact that the low frequency band is a lower resolution version of the original image makes 
subbanding attractive as a browsing tool. The low frequency band is generated as a consequence 
of subbanding and can be tracked separately from the higher frequency si~bbands in ii brows~ng 
catalog. The low band can be retrieved and viewed separdtely. If a higher resolution vei-~icin is 
desired, the higher frequency bands can be retrieved and image reconstructed. 

Color images are handled by subbanding each component separately, These components coiild 
be WGB, YUV, etc. For browsing, the most significant component can be used ( e . ~ . ,  iu~*~ii~,itice 
for color images) or all the components can be retrieved and viewed separately or rc:cc)mi~~nc.ci 
into a low resolution color image. Care must be taken when stibbanding chromin:ii~ce ti:i!ii oi- 
false colors can be generated in the low resolution (low frequency) band. 

Color image data can be stored as color components (RGB) or as luminance and ch!-oil~iri:ince 
data (e.g., YUV). The components are usually subb~inded and coded separately. ;C\ s~ibb;lii(i 
filter that averages pixels for the low frecluency band can generate false colors : ~ i o ~ i n c i  
transitions. To avoid this it is possible to use a low frecjilency subband that is jusr ti suhs~ii~~plt.ci 
version of the original (see Section 5 ) .  

A typical approach to generating multiple subbands is to cascade sets of two-channel fii1e1-i in  t i  

tree structure. Although it is possible to design multiple-band filter banks. i t  is i~sunlly ixtsier to 
just cascade a simple two-band filter bank to get four, seven, sixteen, or whatever n~rinbcr ot 
bands is appropriate. A corresponding tree structure is used for the synthesis bank anci t i l i b  lt.nci\ 
itself to progressive resolution reconstruction. 

The two most cornnlon tree structures are the octave-band split rind the uniform-hand spPit (see 
Figure 3). Either structure is equivalent from a browsing standpoint since the loth! i'rccjiiency 
bands can be made as small as is prnctical for viewing u ing  either tree. For prngst.ssi\~e 
resolution, the octave-band split is most efficient in terms of reconstructing a series of irlci-e;isiiig 
resolution images. 

4. Lossless and  Lossy CocBing 

Subbanding is a strategy for coding and as such can be used i n  either a lossless or lossy Inanriel.. 
The subbanding process itself can be made lossiess by using perfect reconstruction f i l r t r  bar~l;s. 
Of course, errors in the coding or transmission of the data will result i n  losses. ?'he silbb:tntiing 
analysis and synthesis processes do not in the~nseives result in any data loss if properly cfosigi~rtl. 

There are two places where losses can be intentionally introduced: 1 )  i n  the coders, ; in t i  2 )  i n  tIlc 

way subband values are treated in terms of maintaining accuracy. Lossy coders dclil~ei.;i~.cly 
throw out "data" that is irrelevant or is predominantly noise. The signal recons:rucred i'~.on> ioss!~ 
coders does not (in most cases) exactly match the original signal. This "loss" is by desisii iiiitl  i n  
some cases can result in a reconstructed signal that is better than the original. The term "lossy" 
is unfortunate in that it conjures up thoughts of lost data i n  scientists' minds when nlost o f  \ \ ~ t i ; ~ r  

is usually lost is noise. 



(a) Uniform bands. 

(b) Octave bands. 

Figure 3. Subband analysis tree structures. 

The second area where losses can be introduced is in the accuracy of subband values. A typical 
original signal sample size might be 8 bits. When that signal is subbanded, it may take larger 
sample sizes in the subbands to maintain the accuracy needed for perfect reconstruction. For 
example, a simple two-channel split will require a nlinimum of 112 bitlsample larger average 
sample size to maintain accuracy. For a more conventional filter, the sample size reqi~irements 
are much greater. Although the number of samples doesn't increase over the original signal due 
to subballding, the total amount of data increases due to the required accuracy if perfect 
recsnsllru~crion is desired. 

An advantage of simple subbanding systems, such as the Walsh-Hadamard transforni/subband 
system (TVI-IT), is that the sample size does not have to increase very much to maintain perfect 
accuracy. For the two-dimensional, 2x2 WHT, the sample size only increases two bits to 
maintain perfect accuracy. For more con~plex subband filters double precision accuracy might 
be needeld to avoid quantization errors (due to truncation or rounding). Section 5 presents ;i 

subband system which is even more efficient, in terms of sample size for lossless coding, t h a n  
the W T .  



For lossy coding the increase in subband value accuracy is not needed beca~~se  these ex.tr-a. bits 
would just be dropped in the coding stage. A very effective coding scheme for iruage datii uses 
simple coarse quantization of the high frequency bands for compression [ I  1 1. 

5. Some Subbanding Algorithms 

It can be shown that simple, two-dimensional subband filters can be derived from block 
transforms [12]. The filters are the basis pictures (formed by outer product of the basis liectol-s) 
of the corresponding transform matrix. The transform matrix (in the orthogonal case) is nxide LIP 
of vectors formed from the coefficients of the analysis filters. For the Walsh-Hadanlard 
transform (WHT), with the transform matrix 

the two-dimensional filters are: 

To subband an image with these filters, the image component data is broker1 LIP into 2s2 blocks 
and each block is multiplied (inner product) by each of the filters. For example, let D ,  be ;i 2s2 
block (matrix) of luminance pixel values. The low band value, S,,, corresponding to that block 
is: 

The other subband values are: 

After these subband values have been calculated, a new 2x2 block of data is read in. If thc 
subband values are kept in a block, then a traditional block transform is obt;iined. If  the subband 
values are grouped separately (e.g., all the So values in one group), then a subband represcnt;~tion 
is obtained. The subband values should be scaled (by dividing by 4) and shifted to n posirive 
range if it is desired to view them. If all of the low band (So) values are viewed as an image thar 
is 112 by 112 the original size, then a low resolution, low pass version of the original iinage is 
obtained. The higher bands contain edge information. 

Since the inverse transform matrix is the same as the forward WHT matrix, the filrcrh for 
reconstruction are also the same. To get the reconstructed data block, A , ,  the fc~ilo\\,iri~ 
equations are used (including the overall transform scaling factor of 114 here): 



Cascading the algorithm is equivalent to performing a high order subband/transforni. For 
example, performing a four channel subbanding on data that has already been split into four 
channelis results in a sixteen channel split that is equivalent to a 4x4 WHT. 

Another subband system from [12] uses the following non-symmetric transfomi: 

The analysis filters are given by the basis pictures of G: 

T11is system has been characteristic that the low band is a subsampled version of the original. 
This is useful for chrominance data where an averaging function c o ~ ~ l d  create false colors i n  the 
low band. This algorithm is also simpler, requiring fewer additions. I t  is riot a symmetric 
transfom~, however, and the following filters are used for reconstruction: 

The equations for analysis and synthesis corresponding to (4) and ( 5 )  are: 

Analysis Synthesis 

6. Simulation Results 

Some examples of subbanding an image are shown in Figures 4 through 10. Figore 4 shows the 
original image "Lenna" which was taken from the USC unofficial standard image set. The 



image is 512 x 512 pixels (but appears stretched horizontally due to the display system used) and 
was converted to monochrome from a color original. 

Figure 5 shows a four band split of the original using G from Equation (3). The low band i n  the 
upper left corner is a subsampled version of the original while the high band in the lolLver right 
comer has very little energy. Figure 6 is a close-up of the low band which makes the low 
resolution artifacts, such as staircase edges, more visible. 

The sixteen band split shown in Figure 7 was obtained by cascading two four band splits. The 
data shown in Figure 5 was subbanded again using the same algorithm. A third cascade of the 
four band algorithm produced the sixty-four band split shown in Figure 8. A close-up of the low 
band is shown in Figure 9. The low band is a very low resolution version of the original, but i t  is 
usable as a browse picture and is only 64 x 64 pixels in size. 

Figure 10 shows a perfect reconstruction of Lenna from a four band split using the inverse 
transform g from Equation (3). 

To investigate the effect of subbanding on lossless compression of images, some subbanded 
image files were compressed with a public domain program that is based on the Leinpel-Ziv 
coding method. Files subbanded into four, sixteen, and sixty-four bands using both H and G 
transform matrices were compressed and compared to the original image file size. The original 
images did not compress well with the LZ coder. 

At first, the subbanded values were truncated to 8 bits before compression, resulting i n  a lossy 
compression. Since the LZ coder is designed to work on text characters and since the bits that 
were dropped are expected to contain mostly noise, this approach seemed a logical first step. 

Figure 4. Original image of girl, "Lenna." 
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Figure 7. Sixteen-band split of Lenna obtained by applying the transform of Equation (3) 
to the data shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 8. Sixty-four-band split of Lenna obtained by applying the transform of Equa.tion 
(3) to the data shown in Figure 7. 



Figure 9. Close-up of the low band of Figure 8. 



The results are shown in Table 1. The more subbands an image is separated into, the better the 
compression. The quality of the reconstructed image remains very good since on ly  a smali 
amount of information is lost in truncation. The N transform out performed the G because when 
the values were truncated, more signal energy was removed in the N transfom~ case (i.e., there is 
less loss in the G case). A comparison of the subband value size between N and 6' is shown i n  
Figure 1 1. 

For true lossless compression the full value for each subband must be kept. This is most easily 
done by storing each value as a 16 bit word. Since the lowest band of a G transformed irxage is 
still only 8 bits, that band can still be stored in bytes. Using N, all bands have the same value 
size (dynamic range) and so require an extra 2 bits per value for every subband stage. 

Since noise is not generally compressible, we would expect the lossless compression ratios to be 
worse than the truncated ratios of Table 1. Table 2 shows the lossless case for the fo111- bailti 
subbanded images. Although the N transformed data actually expands instead lof contsacts, 
improvements could be easily obtained by packing the data properly before cornpipesslng. For 
example, adding the extra 2 bits per value (for a total of 65 536 bytes) to the four-band rst~ric:~tt.cl 
compressed file in Table 1 yields a total file size of 263 630 for the Baboon image. l'he G 
transform does much better, probably due to the 8 bit low band values. 

The results of Table 1 show that subbanding image data can improve the effectiveness of LZ 
compression. The more the data is subbanded, the better the compression ratios. For the 
truncated values used in these tests, the H transfom~ matrix outperformed the G because more 
noise was removed in truncation. 

The results in Table 2 show, in a preliminary way, the advantage of the G matrix i n  lossless 
coding. The G transform produces an average of 1 bitlpixel smailer value size than 11 which 
gives it a head start in compression. The values in Table 2 show a trend, but the bits have not 
been packed in an efficient fashion. However, computer based methods tend to use hytc and 16 
bit word size values. Dense packing of bits requires more manipulation. 

The interesting case of the Baboon image subbanded with G con~pressing better when the higher 
bands are stored as 16 bit values than truncated bytes is probably due to random charice. (; out 
performs H for lossless compression in this simple case. Future research will he into more 
efficient packing methods. 

7. Concluding Remarks 

Subbanding image data can be advantageous for browsing and progressive resol~~tioii i n  addi tioil 
to data compression. Subband systems can be designed to provide perfect reconstruction. Tlie 
use of short kernel filters allows fast, simple implen~entations for real-time use or fitst retrieval. 

Two methods of subbanding image data with simple filters were presented. These methods call 
be expanded or cascaded to work on larger block sizes easily 1121. Subbanding inxlge data is :I 
promising method of obtaining better performance from lossless coders. 
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Table 1. Lossy Compression Results using an LZ Coder on 
subbanded images with all values truncated to 8 bits. 

Table 2. Lossles Compression Results using an LZ Coder 
on Subbanded Images Saved as 16 Bit Values Except Low 

Band of G Transform Which Are Saved in Bytes. 

a Ratio of original 262 148 byte file to compressed. 
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Figure 11. Pixel value size by subband for G and H transforms, cascading the four-billid 
analysis. 
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Abstract. The compression, or efficient coding, of single band or multispectral still images is 
becoming an increasingly important topic. While lossy compression approaches can produce 
reconstructions that are visually close to the original, many scientific and engineering 
applications require exact (lossless) reconstructions. However, the most popi~lar and efficient 
lossless compression techniques do not fully exploit the two-dimensional structural links existing 
in the image data. We describe here a general approach to lossless data compression that 
effectively exploits two-dimensional structural links of any length. After describing i n  detail two 
main variants on this scheme, we discuss experimental results. 

1. Introduction 

The problem of compressing or efficiently coding various types of data for transmission or 
archival has attracted much attention recently. Since the trend is continuing in the direction of 
collecting increasing amounts of space and Earth science data, this should be an irz~porr:~nc 
problem for some time to come. 

Much of space and Earth science data is represented in image format. This is especi:illy trile for 
data that will be analyzed, recognized, and identified by human beings, with or without the 
assistance of a computer. The two-dimensional nature of single band images, and the three- 
dimensional nature of multispectral images, gives this type of data a different nature t h a n  one- 
dimensional data such as alphanumeric text. 

Many different scientific and engineering applications utilize image archiving andlor 
transmission systems. Achieving the highest possible compression factors for the ima~es will 
help reduce the expense of building and maintaining these systems. Besides space and Earrh 
science applications, many other applications would benefit from compression, incluciing 
medical and other scientific, industrial, defense, and intelligence image analysis applications; 
computer assisted image synthesis (e.g. animation); fingerprint and other criminology imaging 
application; and the publishing industry. 

All of these applications require lossless compression of image data, especially in the associated 
archival systems. It should be emphasized that in many cases the absolute pixel values carry 
important information in addition to that carried by the general image morphology (as 
determined by pixel contrast). For example, in CAT or MRI medical images, the morphology 
represents the anatomy of the body, while the absolute pixel values carry additional infonnatioi~ 
about pathology and disease. 

The potential for compression in any meaningful two-dimensional still image data comes ~~x~iri ly 
from the statistical, spatial redundancy reflecting the two-dimensional strtictural links ber\i,een 
image pixels that form two-dimensional structures. The more two-dimension:! 1 srrlict l ire 



contained in an image, the more compressible it will be, since this structure makes the image 
more dis1simi1a.r from a two-dimensional random field. 

The amount of compression achieved for an image will depend on how deep and long are the 
structural links between image pixels, and how well this structure is extracted by the two- 
dimensional preprocessing of the image compression scheme. The most popular and efficient 
lossless compression techniques [I], [2], [3], do not effectively exploit these two-dimensional 
structural links, since they were designed for the compression of one-dimensional messages such 
as texts. 

There are two well known approaches for exploiting the two-dimensional structure contained in 
still images. The first is two-dimensional predictive coding, in which the value of a pixel is 
predicted based on knowledge of the directly neighboring pixels previously scanned. Such 
preprocessing is recommended by JPEG Still Picture Compression Standard 141. However, the 
r e s ~ c t i o n  of using only directly neighboring pixels for prediction does not allow the use of any 
longer two-dimensional structural links between pixels. 

The second well known approach for exploiting two-dimensional image structure is block 
encoding in which the image is artificially divided into k-by-k pixel blocks, and spatial features 
are extracted from the analysis of each of these blocks [4], [ 5 ] ,  [6] .  I n  real images, however, 
two-dimensional spatial structures generally do not correspond to such artificial blocks, but 
instead have arbitrary shapes and sizes. 

2. General Approach 

Our approach to two-dimensional image compression employs a natural splitting of an image 
into its drawing, shading and fine-grained components. This approach extracts and utilizes two- 
dimen~i~onal structural links of any length between image pixels. Because of this, our method 
has the :potential of achieving better higher compression amounts than other methods that do not 
effectively utilize these two-dimensional links. 

The splitting of an image into drawing, shading and fine-grained components arises natur;illy 
from the nature of digital images of natural scenes. A digital image is a matrix of nlxn2=Ng 
pixels, which often is the product of analog-to-digital conversion of a natural scene consisting of 
objects. Since the objects in the natural scene manifest themselves as connected regions in  the 
two-dimensional scene, any so constructed digital image is a map-image of a number of 
connected regions that fully cover the image. We will call such an image a digital map-image. 

A connected region is an ensemble of pixels of the same type or value, in which it is possible to 
travel from any pixel in such a region to any other pixel contained in it without intersecting the 
boundary of the region. For every meaningful digital map-image with No pixels, the number of 
connected regions, N,,, satisfies N,, << No. This statistical redundancy is exploited by our 
approach. 

In our approach, the drawing component is a contour map of boundaries between all N,, 
connected regions of the digital map-image. (How these connected regions are defined is 
discussed in the next sections.) These boundaries may be represented by a "compound 
directional edgemap," which we will call a CDEdgemap. A CDEdgemap can be constructed by 
setting bits as follows: 

i) set the first bit if (and only if) the pixel is in a different region from the pixel to the 
south; 



ii) set the second bit if (and only if) the pixel is in a different region from the pixel to the 
east. 

Relationships to pixels to the north and west can be found through reflection. Such two bit 
region boundary representations are sufficient to select and label separately all N,, connected 
regions, with four nearest neighbor connectivity. This scheme can be extended to eight nearest 
neighbors by setting two more bits as follows: 

iii) set the third bit if (and only if) the pixel is in a different region from the pixel to the 
southeast; 

iv) set the fourth bit if (and only if) the pixel is in a different region from the pixel to the 
southwest. 

Here the relationships to pixels to the northwest and northeast can be found through reflection. 

The shading component is then the list of feature values for each region. The feature value is a 
common pixel value (or common pixel vector for the multispectral case) for each connected 
region. This common pixel value can be simply the region mean, or a more complicated 
compound value, such as a set of texture values. It is sufficient to list these feature values i n  the 
order in which the regions are first encountered in a fixed scan order through the image. 
Knowing the fixed scan order, the drawing and shading components can be combined to produce 
a possibly lossy reconstruction of the initial digital map-image. Depending on the partimeter 
settings, this lossy reconstruction can be either identical or very similar to the originnl, or a 
coarse representation which may be appropriate for image browsing. 

The fine-grained component is then the difference between original image and the lossy image 
reconstruction from the drawing and shading components. Since the drawing and shading 
components contain much of the structural information, the fine-grained component consists 
primarily of the region textures. 

For further compression, the drawing, shading, and fine-grained components are then processed 
with a universal adaptive compression technique. We have used the LZW algorithm (available 
as "compress" on UNIX computers), and two variants of Arithmetic coding. 

We have implemented two main variants of our general image compression approach. We will 
first discuss the variant based on dropping a specified number of least significant bits from the 
original image data. Later we will discuss the variant based on image segmentation by iterative 
parallel region growing. 

3. Method Based on Dropping ml Least Significant Bits 

In the first variant, the drawing and shading components are defined by dropping a certain 
number of least significant bits from the original image. In this case, each connected re~ion is 
the ensemble pixels of the same value (after a specified number of least significant b~ts  are 
dropped), in which it is possible to travel from any pixel in such a region to any other pixel i n  the 
region without intersecting the of the boundary of the region. 

Any image with m bits per pixel can be arbitrarily divided into two digital images. Each pixel of 
one image is the ml least significant bits of the corresponding pixel in the original image. Each 
pixel of the other image is the mh most significant bits of the corresponding pixel in the original 
image. Note that m=mh+ml. The splitting into drawing and shading components is perfon~led 
only on the image with pixels corresponding to the mh most significant bits in the original image. 



The image with the ml least significant bits is designated as the "fine-grained" component of the 
original digital image. 

It is clear that, under our scheme, the size of the drawing and shading components will depend 
on the number of connected regions, N,,. Ncr is determined by the nature of the original image, 
by the number of bits, m, in the analog-to-digital conversion used in creating the original image, 
and the number, mi, of least significant bits dropped. Ncr will generally decrease with a decrease 
in m and increase in ml. 

Depending of the value of ml, giving mh = m-ml, we will obtain different amounts of image 
compression. There will exist a value mi,opr that provides the maximum possible image data 
compression for the combination of all three components (drawing, shading and fine-grain) of a 
digital image represented with m bits per pixel. 

The following is an outline of an algorithm that implements this variant of our image data 
compression scheme for an m-bit per pixel digital image: 

i. select the ml least important bits from original digital image as its fine-grain 
component; 

ii. separate the image formed by the mh most important bits into its shading and drawing 
components, producing a directional edge map and a feature list as described in the 
previous section; 

iii. encode (compress) all three extracted image components by an appropriate universal 
lossless data compression technique. 

The original image is reconstructed by following the steps listed below: 

i. decode (decompress) the drawing and shading image components; 
ii. construct a region label map by the following process: Give each image pixel the 

region label RL = (row-l)*ncol + col, where row is the row number, col is the column 
number, and ncol is the number of columns in the image. Then propagate the lowest 
region label through each region. Note that there is one unique location in each 
region where the final labeling matches the original labeling. These locations are also 
the locations of the first pixel encountered in a line-by-line scan of the image for each 
region. We call these locations the "seed" pixel for each region; 

iii. while scanning through the region label map, fill in "seed" pixels in the reconstructed 
image from the shading component. Each time a new region is encountered, record 
the label in a table, and take the next value from the shading component file and place 
it in that location of the reconstructed image; 

iv. propagate the seed pixel value to every pixel in each region using a connected 
component labeling algorithm; 

v. decode (decompress) the fine-grained image component and add it to the 
reconstructed digital map-image formed by consolidation of the drawing and shading 
components. 

4. Method Based on Image Segmentation 

In the second variant of our compression method, the drawing and shading components are 
defined from an image segmentation produced by an iterative parallel region growing algorithm 
(IPRG), which is discussed in detail in [7] and [8]. Briefly, the IPRG algorithm is as follows: 

i. Initialize the segmentation process by labeling each pixel as a separate region; 
ii. merge all spatially adjacent pixels that have identical feature values; 



. . . 
111. calculate a (dis)similarity criterion between each pair of spatially adjacent regions; 
iv. merge pairs of regions that meet the merge constraints; 
v. check for convergence. If converged, stop. Otherwise return to step iii. 

A dissimilarity criterion is required in step iii. Dissimilarity criterion based on mean-square 
error and image entropy are described in [8]. For an image compression application, the most 
natural dissimilarity criterion is to minimize the range of pixel values in each region [9]. 

Let MIN(Dk(p)) be the minimum image value in region p for spectral band k,  and let 
MX@k(p))  be the maximum image value in region p for spectral band k. 

The dissimilarity function for regions p and q in spectral band k is: 

The dissimilarity function for regions p and q over all bands k, k=1 ... M is: 

The merge constraint employed in step iv is that each merge must be the mutually best pairwise 
merge for merging regions. This is the same as merge constraint level 1.0 in [7] .  

Convergence in step iv occurs when there are no further merges that can be performed wit11 the 
range of pixel values in each region remaining no more than rl = EXP(m,*ln(2)) - 1,  where rn, is 
the number of bits per pixel selected for the fine-grained component. 

At convergence, the IPRG algorithm produces an edge map coded as described in the Genera1 
Approach section above. This is the drawing component. It also produces the shading 
component as a list of feature values (or vectors for multispectral images), one per region, i n  the 
order each region is first encountered in a line-by-line scan through the image. The feature value 
is taken to be the "mid-val" of the regions, defined as the rounded average of the minimum and 
maximum pixel values in each region (the values are rounded up to the nearest integer-, if 
necessary). The mid-val is taken as the feature value, rather than the region mininlum or 
maximum, so that the image reconstructed from just the drawing and shading components will 
have close to the same average brightness as the original image. 

The fine-grained component is defined in such a way that i t  will consist of positive integers i n  
the range 0 to rl. This is accomplished by taking the fine-grained component to be the difference 
between the original image and the image reconstructed from drawing and shading components, 
plus a bias value equal to (r1+1)/2. 

As it was in the first variant, in this second variant the size of the drawing and :;h;~dirig 
components will depend on the number of connected regions, N,,,hproduced by the IPRG 
algorithm. As before, NCr is determined by the nature of the original Image, by the  nu^-nbei- of 
bits, m, in the analog-to-digital conversion used in creating the original image, and the number, 
me, of bits selected for the fine-grained component. N,, will generally decrease with a decrease 
in m and increase in me. 

Similar to the situation for the first variant, there will exist a value m,,, , that provicies the 
maximum possible image data compression for the combination of a l f  three conljlonenrs 
(drawing, shading and fine-grain) of a digital image represented with m bits per pixel. 



Comparing the two variants, with me=ml, the value of N,, for the second variant will be no more 
than the value of N,, for the first variant. Thus, the second variant will generally achieve better 
compression for the drawing and shading components. However, prior to extensive elnpirical 
tests, irs is unclear as to which variant will produced more conipressible fine-grained 
components. The second variant, however, requires significantly more computation for 
encoding than the first variant. However, the decoding process for both variants is virtu:tlly 
identical. 

The following is an outline of an algorithm that implements this variant of our image data 
compression scheme for an m-bit per pixel digital image: 

i. select value of me, or number of bits, for the fine-grain component; . . 
n. to help pack the feature values in the shading component in the fewest possible bits, 

find the minimum value of each spectral band and subtract for each pixel in each 

... band; 
Ian. perfom the PPRG algorithm on the adjusted image from step ii with convergence 

limit r1= EXP(ine*lcln(2)) - 1. The IPRG algorithm produces the drawing and sli:~ding 
components as a directional edge map and feature list (of region mid-val's); 

iv compute the fine-grained component as the difference between the original image and 
the image constructed from the regions mid-val's, plus the bias value = (rL+1)/2; 

v. encode (compress) all three extracted image components by an appropriate univers:~l 
lossless data compression technique. 

The onajginal image is reconstructed by following the same steps listed for image reconstruction 
for the first variant, with the exception that the bias value = (r1+1)/2 must be subtracted and the 
band minimum value added back to each pixel in each band as the final step. 

5.  Experimental Results 

Our connpression approaches were tested on image data from: 

-> the Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) instrument (512 line by 5 12 column by 7 bmti 
section); 

-> NOAA's Advance Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) instrument (Global 
Area Coverage) (5 12 line by 409 column by 5 band section); 

-> J K ' s  Airborne Visibleflnfrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) (512 line by 614 
column by 16 band section). 

For both variants we found the optimal mi or me. (number of dropped bits or error bits), N R 
F, (number of connected regions), and CR (compression ratio defined as the number of bytes i n  t e 

original image divided by the number of bytes in the compressed files). In addition, we 
compared our results to the compression produced by the Lempel-Ziv-Welch algorithm (UNIX 
"eomprc=ss"), by two forms of arithmetic coding (Witten-Neal-Cleary and Adaptive), and by 
straightfornard block averaging. 

Our algorithm for straightforward block averaging is as follows: 

i. select value of ni, or size of blocks, for the spatial averaging; . . 
n. subtract the ~ilininii~m value of each spectral band from each pixel in each band; ... 
nr. compute region mid-value (average of region maximum and minimum) over ni by ni 

sized blocks and store as feature llst; 



iv. compute the fine-grained component as the difference between the original image and 
the image constructed from the blocks of mid-values, plus the bias value = (rl+1)/2;* 

-1. encode (compress) all feature list and fine-grained image components by an 
appropriate universal lossless data compression technique. 

The numerical results are presented in Tables 1 , 2  and 3. The drawing, shading and fine-grained 
components were each losslessly compressed with one of the lossless techniques, depending on 
which technique performed best. 

Table 1 shows that the natural splitting approaches did not perform very well with the TM 
image. An alternative view is that the adaptive arithmetic coder did so well it made our 
approaches look poor by comparison. In contrast, tables 2 and 3 show that our natural splitting 
approaches did very well compared to all other approaches. Our method based on Iterative 
Parallel Region Growing posted 47% and 60% improvements, respectively, over the Lempel- 
Ziv-Welch method on the AVHRR and AVIRIS image data. Similarly, the dropping in1 
significant bits method showed gains of 41% and 42%, respectively over the Lempel-Ziv-Welch 
method on the same data sets. Smaller, but still significant, gains were obtained by both 
methods over the block averaging method. 

The results obtained here encourage us to continue investigating the natural splitting approaches 
described herein. However, the relatively poor results on the TM image indicate that additional 
work may be required to truly exploit all the two-dimensional structural links that exist in the 
data. 
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Table 1. Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) Image 

Washington, DC image; 7 spectral bands, 5 12 lines by 5 12 columns 
1 byte pixels, 1,835,008 bytes in original 

Table 2. Advanced Very Nigh Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) Image 

5 spectral bands, 512 lines by 409 columns 
2 byte pixels, 2,094,080 bytes in original 

* EZW => Lempel-Ziv-Welch method, WNC => Witten-Neal-Cleary Arithmetic Coding, ADAP => Adaptive 
Arithmetic Coding, BP => Bit Packing, BA => Block averaging method, DLSB => Delele Least ml Significant Bits 
method, 1PF:G => method based on Iterative Parallel Region Growing segmentation. 



Table 3. Airborne VisibleIInfrared Imaging Spectrometer Image 

Moffet Field, CA image; 16 spectral bands (out of 210), 512 lines by 614 columns 
10,059,776 bytes in original 

(ADAP: residual) 

* LZW => Lempel-Ziv-Welch method, WNC => Wittcn-Neal-Cleary Arithmetic Coding, ADAP =:> A t l a p t ~ ~ c  
Arithmetic Coding, BP => Bit Packing, BA => Block averaging method, DLSB => Dclctc Lcast trll Signillcant Bits 
method, IPRG => method based on Iterative Parallel Region Growing segmcntation. 
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Abstract. The lsrocess of contourization is presented which converts a raster image into a set of 
plateaux or contours. These contours can be grouped into a hierarchical structure, defining total 
spatial inclusion, called a contour tree. A contour coder has been developed which fully 
describes these contours in a compact and efficient manner and is the basis for an image 
compression method. Simplification of the contour tree has been undertaken by merging contour 
tree nodes thus lowering the contour tree's entropy. This can be exploited by the contour coder 
to increase the image compression ratio. By applying general and simple rules derived from 
physiological experiments on the human vision system, lossy image compression can be 
achieved which minirnises noticeable artifacts in the simplified image. 

1. Contourization -- The Basic Principles 

Couerourization is the creation of an image as a contoured landscape with a one-to-one or one-to- 
many mapping from pixel values to pseudo height values. An image can be fully described and 
represented as a set of contours where each contour is a region whose perimeter pixels' values 
have similar magnitude. Contours can have within their boundaries other contours but no 
boundary edge pixel is allowed to be part of more than one contour boundary. 

A contour description of an image offers two advantageous features over a standard rdster image 
format: 

Q, Image operations can be carried out on contours in one step rather than at the pixel level, 
giving certain image manipulations potential speedups. 

@ This representation potentially allows a more compact description format for reduced 
storage and transmission time. 

The rest of this paper is divided into two main sections, firstly a coding method to represent a 
contour description as compactly as possible and then a new method for lossy compression by 
exploiting this representation. 

2. Contour Description and Coding 

A contour description of an image is not a new idea and many related edge description 
techniques have been studied. These descriptions have all been used, in the past, as aids to 
image coding. Presented is an up to date implementation which performs as well if not better 
than most of the current image representations. 



2.1 Contour Description 

To describe a contour fully three distinct pieces of information are sufficient: 1 

Start Location of the contour in the x-y space of the raster image. This is defined as the top left 
hand corner of the contour, as in a raster scan of the original image. 

Height Value of the contour's perimeter. 

Boundary Description of the contour. This is a representation of the shape of its perimeter. 

The process of extracting contour information from images can be achieved in many ways which 
divide into two broad methods, either linear with the scan remembering a current list of half seen 
contours or processing contours as they are first seen, in a raster scan. The latter method was 
developed for coding efficiency reasons and a contour following technique commonly called a 
Backtracking Bug Follower was used as described in [8]. 

2 2  Contour Coding 

Once the contours have been isolated they can be coded producing the three streams of 
infomatiion as stated above. 

Preceding these streams of information is a very small header containing three items: 

@ Horizontal Size of the original raster image in pixels. 

* Vertiical Size of the original raster image in pixels. 

Magic Number specifying which version coded this image. This is purely for development 
purposes so versions can be compared. 

As an aid towards efficient coding, contours are coded in the order they are first seen in a raster 
scan sense. This means that when the decoder is dealing with the ( r z  + 1)th contour i t  knows all 
about the previous n contours and thus all about every pixel's value before the (n + 1)th contours' 
stan location. This ordering has the advantage over the obvious alternative of ordering by height 
as it aids both the coding of start locations and boundary descriptions. 

The next three parts deal with coding the three pieces of information for the (n + 1)th contour. 

2.2.1 Start Locations. The start location is coded as the next possible offset from the last 
contours' start location, reduced by the number of impossible start location known by the 
decoder ait the time of decoding. Impossible start locations known by the decoder consist of the 
set of boundary points of the previous n contours. Figure 1 shows a case where contours W and 
X have been coded and any pixel after contour X's start location not on a known boundary is a 
potential start location for the next contour. 

Also known by the decoder is a maximum offset the start location can be, which consists of the 
first pixel. which cannot belong to any of the previous n contours. This pixel must then belong to 
an as yet undefined contour as all pixels in the image are in a contour. 

This specific choice for describing a contour is possibly not the best way and is not jus~il'icd in  his papcr 



@ 
Known Boundaries to decoder after contow 
X has been M e d .  

$ 9  Pixels prior to contour X's start location. 

Figure 1. Contour decoding just before contour Y is to be decoded. 

The resulting stream has been observed to be highly skewed and to exploit this high probability 
content it is passed through an Adaptive One Level Conditional Arithmetic Coder.2 

2.2.2 Height Values. Intensity values in an original raster image often have an inherent skew 
exploited by many prediction based image compressors, the most common being the Differential 
Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) family of coders. This effect is drastically reduced when only 
one height value per contour needs to be coded but it is still possible to take advantage of it. 
Similarly encoding the difference from previous contour height usually reduces the information 
content, so difference values are passed to an Adaptive One Level Conditional Arithmetic Coder. 

2.2.3 Boundary Description. The Boundary Description of a contour can be exceedingly 
complicated but must be represented exactly. A clockwise cyclic route from the start location 
around the boundary and returning to the original start location gives a simple path. This code is 
also comma free, by imposing that you have to end up at the start location. Using a simplified 4- 
way connected version of Freemans line code [3], two bits per movement step describe this route 
fairly compactly, see Figure 2. 

On a boundary description there will be as many "north" moves as "south" moves and as many 
"east" moves as "west" moves. As a boundary description involves a clockwise walk if the 
relative moves are described in terms of "forward", "backward", "right" and "left" there should 
be more "right" moves then "left" moves and more "forward" moves then "backward" moves, 
which can be exploited, so this later format is adopted. 

There are two subtly different ways of going around the boundary, either through the centre of 
pixels or around the edge of pixels. Both of the methods have their own tradeoffs: 

Movements Through Centres (MTC): 

All four directions are possible, so a maximum of two bits per movement step are required. 

An Arithmetic Coder is a probability coder which works on similar principles to the Huffman Codcr cxccpi wiih 
greater efficiency. When coding a symbol a simple table of probabilities for all symbols has to bc prescnt for both 
coder and decoder. The resulting coded size for any particular symbol is smaller the larger its probability of 
occurrence. The basic design of the Adaptive Arithmetic Coder implementation by Bell [I ]  was uscd, changed 
slightly by adding one level of conditionality, which allows it to dcal with conditional probabiliiics. 



A single pixel contour has to be treated as a special case and a simple system is to code i t  as 
a l tn~r thff  move, which cannot occur as all pixels prior to the start location are represented 
in previous contours. 

e Certain boundaries cannot be represented and have to be represented as two contours. 
These occur when the cyclic boundary path has to return through the start location before 
the end. This is demonstrated in Figure 3. 

Right 
11 0 1 "'t O' 1 Backwards 

10 

Figure 2. Simplified 4-way Freeman Direction Code, with two alternative labellings. 

Figure 3. Examples of two simple contours which have to be coded as two contours under MTC. 
The start locations are in the top left and the numbers indicate the number of choices at each 
movement stage. 

Movements Along Edges (MAE): 

e AS you never return along the edge you have just come from only three of the possible 
directions are valid at any point so a maximum of log23 = 1.585 bits per movement step are 
required. 

* Thle difference between the number of movement steps varies greatly with MTC. Boundary 
descriptions increase in size greatly for small contours; 61% increase for a contour of two 
pixels, and reduce in size for large boundaries. 

@ All. possible contours can be specified and the single pixel contour does not need to be 
treated as a special case. Although the single pixel now has to be represented by two" 
moivement steps. 

Note not four steps as all pixels prior to the start location are known meaning that the two movement stcps from 
top left t c ~  top right and from bollom lcft to top left have to bc made so are not coded. 
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Both of these boundaries paths can have their possible movement choices restricted by six 
external factors: 

1. Pixels prior to the start location are all known not to be included in this contour 

2. Horizontal and vertical edges of the full raster image are known. 

3. All the contours previously coded will be known by the decoder at this stage and any 
whose boundary abuts the boundary for this contour will impose movement restrictions. 

4. Whilst describing the boundary description this perimeter line can not cross itself so the 
previous part boundary so far described also acts as a movement restriction. 

5. As a clockwise route is taken to define the boundary description pixels on the outside of 
the part boundary so far described cannot subsequently form part of the remaining section 
of the boundary. 

6. If during the clockwise route a neighbouring pixel is known to be on the contour any pixel 
which requires a further rotation to the right cannot thus be on the next step. 

The following graph in Figure 4 compares the number of bits required to represent the 36 
rectangular contours, whose sides are less than seven, with restrictions imposed by factors 1 ,  4, 5 
and 6. The identity line y = x graphically displays when one method gives a higher compression 
ratio then the other, and the line y = x(log,3)/2 is the asymptotic line approached as contour sizes 
increase to infinity. Figure 5 shows an example of a contour being coded by the two methods. 

The cases where MAE gives a coding advantage over MTC, are those where a high level of 
compression already exists. This means that when an image which gives a high compression 
ratio with MTC will in general give a higher compression ratio with MAE, but whe:n there is a 
poor compression ratio with MTC there is a resulting poorer compression ratio with h4AE. MTC 
gives an exceedingly low expansion of random data. To create a universal coder which works 
well on a wide range of images MTC was used. 

" 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

Number of bits required by MTC 

Figure 4. Plot comparing compactness of MTC and MAE for rectangular contours. 



Movement Through Centres Movement Along Edges 
North. 

P a t h : R , F , R , R , L , R , R , F .  

Choices: 3, 3, 3, 4, 3, 3, 4,  2 .  

Start at top right of top left pixel heading East. 

P a t h : F , F , R , F , R , L , R , F , R , F .  

Choices: 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3,  3, 3, 3, 3 .  

# b i t s :  l o g ( 3 )  + l o g ( 3 )  + l o g ( 3 ) + l o g ( 4 ) +  # b i t s :  l o g ( 2 )  + l o g  ( 2 )  + l o g ( 2 )  + l o g ( 3 )  + 
l o g ( 3 )  + l o g ( 3 )  + l o g ( 4 )  + l o g ( 2 )  = 12.925.  l o g ( 3 )  + l o g ( 3 )  + l o g ( 3 )  + l o g ( 3 )  + 

l o g ( 3 )  + l o g ( 3 )  = 14.095.  

Path gives a list of relative movement steps from "forwards", "backwards", "right" and "left". 
Choices gives the total number of different movement directions known to the decoder. 
# bits calculates the total number of bits required to code this path. 

Figure 5. Example of the coding of a simple eight pixel contour using the two alternative 
methods. 

An ideal solution would be to merge the two coding schemes but any simple bookkeeping 
system either is inefficient or causes too much overhead. Also any merging system woilld 
reduce the efficiency of any subsequent probabilistic coding of the stream. 

The stream of movement steps is still a very inefficient method of representing a boundary as 
many movement patterns constitute invalid boundary descriptions. 

To reduce this inefficiency a two stage process was designed: 

The first stage uses as much of the information known by the decoder to restrict the allowable 
movement directions as listed above. A Direction Mask is calculated which flags 
allowable movement directions. 

The second stage passes the movement steps through an Arithmetic Coder with a Dynamic 
Markov Model whose initial model has been set up to detect all impossible movement 
paths up to a length of eight. This modelling system for the Arithmetic Coder is 
described in Horspool [6] and allows a fast adaptation of movement paths. Common 
paths are given a higher probability over further impossible or uncommon paths. The 
mask from stage one allows current impossible movement directions to be discounted. 



2.3 Storage 

The final image is represented as three separate files or streams and a small header. All of these 
files can be concatenated together to minimise storage overheads or kept as separate files which 
incurs only a slight overhead. 

3. Contour Trees -- A Structured Approach 

The list of contours can be very large and at present no ordering system has been imposed. For 
coding, to aid compaction, a simple first seen order in a raster scan is very useful but for irnage 
manipulation it is limiting. A random pixel access operation is as costly as an ordered 11st 
search. 

To combat this a hierarchical structure called a contour tree was designed which stores those 
contours totally enclosed by another contour as its children. The structure commences wit11 

imaginary contour defining the image boundary and having all image contours as i ~ s  children. 
Siblings can be arranged in some order, first seen in a raster scan is a simple choice. This 131akes 
random pixel access times equivalent to a hierarchical order list search. The structure is similar- 
in some senses to a quadtree but its structure is dictated by the original image rather than by 
arbitrary division. 

For image manipulation operations each contour tree leaf can be allocated certain properties, for 
example; size, bounding boxes and previous historical operations carried out, have proved 
useful. 

4. Contour Merging to Aid Lossy Compression 

Given a contour tree, for each contour we can assign a rating of noticeability according to its 
size, actual intensity and neighbourhood. It can then be decided if two contours when ~ner-geci 
together, creating a joint contour of equal mean intensity, will be noticed by a human observer 
up to some fidelity criteria. This gives us a way of calculating a merging threshold value. 

By repeated merging until all contours cannot merge any f~~r the r  without going over this fidelity 
criteria, the resulting contour tree is pruned. Each node is usually more complrcated bur contour 
coding should result in a higher compression ratio. 

This is akin to work carried out by Samet 191 on quadtrees where under certain condi~ions tfie 
quadtree is repeatedly pruned giving a simplified tree. The concept is very simii:tr except r t l a ~  

the choice of pruning is gained from the actual structure of the image rather than the 1oc;al pisel 
neighbourhood. 

The non-deterministic physiological problem is deciding what criteria constitutes the level of 
noticeability for the merging of two contours. 

The current criteria follows these rules:4 

1. The size of the larger contour is irrelevant as the eye concerns itself with local chnnses. I1 
has been observed that details attract attention. 

General rules regarding ihc physiological and psychological aspccis of ~ h c  cyc wcrc cxtnic~cd mainly I.iorn Roi l  
121, with countless exceptions horn oihcr sourccs mainly thc Physiology Dcpar~mcnt, Camhr~dgc. 



2. The size of the smaller contour is critical and its area is linear with the possibility of being 
recognised as a separate area. Experiments have shown that noticeability of an object i n  
the human eye is proportional to its area. 

3. The intensity difference over background intensity ratio is treated linearly with the 
possibility of merger. It was discovered that average light intensity seems to follow 
Weber's Rule. 

61 
- = K a constant 
I 

This means that there exists an n under certain conditions such that a change in intensity is 
only noticed when the change in intensity is greater than n%. Experimentally this has been 
shown to be accurate only for average light intensities and short exposure times. 

4. The maximum "historic" difference of contours intensity values is considered, not just the 
current value for each contour. This means as a contour expands its constituent contours' 
intensity are still considered. 

5. The number of times either of the contours have already merged before being considered 
for this new merge. This affects the threshold value by a linear step. This rule was 
introduced to compensate for effects caused by the iterative way the merging algorithm is 
implemented. 

A single threshold value is specified and two contours are merged together when the deciding 
algorithm returns a smaller number. 

The r~esulting image can then be passed to the previously described contour coder. 

5. Operational Costs 

The two operations of contour merging and contour coding are quite separate. Contour merging 
operations purely pre-filter the image before being transmitted or stored, as shown in Figure 6. 
The critical time operations then are the contour encoding and decoding. 

The costs for contour coding are linear with the size of the image with the decoder requiring less 
than four random data access per image pixel. The three streams can be coded and transmitted 
separately splitting the work required to three linear probability coders. The coding process as i t  
presently works requires frame store for the entire picture to be held both at the encoder and 
decoder which with present systems is not an unacceptable amount of storage. 

The costs for the contour merging are more severe being O(n<l>), where n is the number of 
contours and <I> is the average length of the resulting contour boundary descriptions. 

6. Results 

For many computer generated images, even rendered and ray-traced images, the resulting 
compression ratio of the original is reasonably high. The main thorn in the side is with real 
images, often captured with cameras or scanners, which introduce their own biases and noise. I t  
is these images, whose contour tree description are very flat with an enormous number of small 
conte~urs, that will be studied in this section. 



6.1 Test Images 

Four non-synthetic images are presented, all are stored at 8bpp gray scale: 

balloons a famous test image picture, showing a girl within a cascade of smoothly shaded 
balloons. 

mandrill the famous test image picture of a monkey's face. 
escher a 300dpi scanned on an Apple Scanner, sketch drawing by M.C. Escher. 
garden an image captured by a video camera. 

These pictures are shown in Figure 7. Height values in the contour description are mapped 
directly from the actual gray scale intensity values. 

6.2 Analysis 

The size of the contour trees for each image with the number of contours at each level of the 
contour tree are shown in the second table. These images have very little structure, the 
"mandrill" contour tree consists of over 94% single pixel contours. The first table and graph 
compares compression ratios of the contour coder (CC) with an Adaptive One Level Condit~onal 
Arithmetic Coder (AC) as described in Witten [13], the LZT variant in the Lempel-Zif family as 
first presented in Tischer [lo] and a Quadtree Coder (QTC) described in Turner (1  1 ) .  Also 
shown is the theoretical compression ratio from entropy calculations using Shannon's formula: 

N-I 
E = -  C Pnlogpn 

0 

where p, is the probability of pixel value n, in the range O...N- 1, of occurring. 

Second order and third order entropy range over pairs and triples of pixel values, and Diffs is 
first order entropy over pixel value differences. 

Stream Encoders 

Contour Encoding 

Original Imag Coded FIle 

Sbeam Decodms - 
Contour Decoding '-, 

Coded File 1 Image 

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the contour coding with and without applicat:,on of the 
premanipulating merging algorithm. 
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To define quality of an image simplified by the contour merging algorithm the term e.rcellent 
was devised which has the simple criteria that a subjective observer cannot tell the original fro111 
the merged version when shown separately. These images are shown in Figures 7 61 8. 
Compression results achieved with this "excellent" criteria. The next table quantifies the number 
of contours and compression ratios achieved, in the original (first line) and "excellent" images 
(second line). 





6.3 Visual Artifacts 

Those images which are "excellent" canstill have up to one fifteenth the number of contours 
which with the contoi~rcoder gives compression ratios between 4:l and 6:l. When larger 
threshold values are given to the contour merging algorithm artifacts start to be seen. The main 
artifacts are: 

Loss of Highlights as in the flattening of the pupil of the mandrill's eye, shown in Figure 9. 

Loss of Connectivity between regions which the mind psychologically fills in. This can be seen 
in the top railing on the image "escher" in Figure 10. Merging operations on the left and 
right of the already partially disconnected railing separates it even further. 

Blotching occurs due to a high level of merging. Noticeable in areas of randomness an example 
is in the flower bed of the image "garden", as shown in Figure 11. 

False Contouring occurs when smoothly shaded areas group into regions. Noticeable on low 
quality printers which add to the effect, due to intensity quantization. 

Two features which the merging algorithm exploits with its simple set of rules: 

Edges are Sharpened up which according to Marr [7] are particularly recognisable in the 
human brain. 

Texture Shape via the contour merging algorithm is detected at the low level and the merging 
process flows with it. This allows a way of simplifying and describing areas such asgrass and 
hair. 

7. Conclusions 

Demonstrated was a new technique in lossy image compression which offers an alternative to 
other currently used methods. When combined with an up to date contour coder the initial 
results are very promising and demonstrate that its use is viable. 
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Figure 9. Shown is a sequence of 3D representations of an image which demonstrates how 
increased ehreshold values affect the Contour Merging process. The 3D view shows the contours 
around the mandrill's right eye as seen when standing above the bridge of the nose. 
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Figure 1 1. Shown is a blown-up section of the image "garden." The 
flower bed becomes blotchy large threshold value. 
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Abstract. Data compression is essential to current low-earth-orbit spectral sensors with global cov- 
erage, e.g. meteorological sensors. Such sensors routinely produce in excess of 30 Gb of data per 
orbit ( over 4 Mb/s for about 110 min. ) while typically limited to less than 10 Gb of downlink capac- 
ity per orbit ( 15 minutes at 10 Mb/s ). Astro-Space Division develops spaceborne compression sys- 
tems for compression ratios from as little as three to as much as twenty-twne for high--fidelity re- 
constructions. Current hardware production and development at AstrMpace Division focuses on 
discrete cosine transform ( DCT ) systems implemented with the GE PFFT chip, a 32x32 2D-DCT 
engine. Spectral relations in the data are exploited through block mean extraction followed by ortho- 
normal transformation. The transformation produces blocks with spatial correlation that axe suitable 
for further compression with any block-oriented spatial compression system, e.g. AsthoSpace Di- 
vision's Laplacian modeler and analytic encoder of DCT coefficients. 

1.0 Introduction 

Image compression typically consists of two steps: decorrelation and encoding. For spectral h a g -  
ery a flexible and practical approach to compression is to transform the n-band spectral data into 
n spatially correlated but spectrally mostly decorrelated channels, using some approximation to the 
spectral Karhunen-Lo6ve transform ( KLT ). Then the channels can be compressed using ,my spatial 
compression technique. The DCT is probably the most effective practical spatial decorrelator for 
image compression, but it produces a data stream which is difficult to encode due to its severe cycli- 
cal nonstationarityl. The analytic encoder was developed specifically for such data sources, and has 
therefore first been applied to DCT coefficient encoding. 

The spatial compression system consisting of the DCT, Laplacian modeler and analytic encoder is 
specifically designed for superior performance at bitrates near those achievable by optimized los- 
sless compressors, producing nearly lossless performance ( 85% of pixels reconstructed exactly ) 
at the lossless compressor 's bitrate. The DCT-Laplacian'system generally outperforms JPEG &aft 
rev. 8 by about 0.5 b/p ( or an MSE ratio of about 1:2 ) when compressing more lossily . 

2.0 Spectral Decorrelation 

One of the results of our investigations into spectral data compression ( a.k.a. "multispectral. corn- 
pression" [sic] ) is that data with extension in a spectral dimension can be effectively compressed 
by first applying a decorrelating orthonormal transformation to each pixel spectrally and then corn- 
pressing blocks of like coefficients from adjacent pixels spatially as though they were irnage data. 

This is not a new idea, but empirical investigations have demonstrated that three-dimensional ( one 
spectral and two spatial dimensions ) optimal decorrelating transforms ( Karhunen-Lokve or Hotel- 
ling transforms ) are decomposable into separate spectral and spatial transforms. Thus, there is noth- 
ing substantial to be gained by joint spatial-spectral transformations. Whereas such transformations 
have previously been rejected a priori for practical reasons, we now reject them a posteriori. 

1. The expected moments of transform coefficients vary within blocks, hence nonstationarity, but the pattern is re- 
peated for each block, hence cyclical. 



Thus, all that is needed for spectral compression is a decorrelating orthonormal spectral transforma- 
tion. Once the spectral transformation is done, the resulting channels of coefficients can be com- 
pressed using any normal spatial compression technique. 

The implemen.tation of the spectral transform is still not simple. The basis vectors of spectral Karhu- 
nen-Lokve transforms derived for several 5-band AVHRR images varied greatly from scene to 
scene, and attempting to use a "composite" transform derived from the pooled covariance matrix 
in a prototype spectral compressor lead to insignificant extra compression ( less than 0.1 bits per 
band per pixel ) over a benchmark scheme of compressing each band spatially only, with bits allo- 
cated among the bands according to information content. 

2.1 Stabilizing the Karhunen-Loitve Bansform 

One basic feature of spectral images which can be overlooked in spatial applications but becomes 
mmlportmt in spectral applications is that different surfaces ( e.g. cloud, water, ice, forest, desert ) 
have different offsets between spectral bands but similarly aligned random variations about those 
oflsets. Therefore subscenes with uniform underlying surfaces have similar optimum spectral decor- 
relating transforms regardless of the surfaces, but scenes with a variety of surface types have optimal 
spectral transforms which depend on the mix of surfaces, since the intersurface spectral variations 
swamp the smaller intrasurface variations. 

This is graphically illustrated for a two-dimensional system in figure 1 below. 

Dimension X 

Figure 1 : Example of Alignment of lntrasurFace Variations 

Clearly in figure 1 the principal component of variation in the X-Y domain is similar for scenes con- 
sisting of only one surface type ( the main axes of each ellipse are nearly parallel ), but for any pair 
of surface types the principal component of variation in the X-Y domain will be more or less parallel 
to the vector connecting the centroids of each surface's distribution, while for a scene containing 
dl three surface types the principal component of variation could be oriented in any manner. 

Without actually trying to classify pixels and compress only within irregularly shaped regions, the 
easiest way to eliminate intersurface variations from data being spectrally transformed is to apply 



spectral transformation in the spatial frequency domain only on those elements whose wavelength 
is shorter than plausible spatial feature sizes, i.e. those coefficients which register intrasurface varia- 
tions better than intersurface variations. For DCT compression with small blocksizes ( or vector 
quantization techniques ) this may mean spectrally transforming all but the principal spatial cornpo- 
nents ( the "DC terms" ). 

2.2 The Spectral Compressor Front End 

A simple and generic implementation of spectral compression as outlined above consists of a stan- 
dard spatial compressor ( e.g. the analytic encoder with Laplacian coefficient modeler applied to 
DCT coefficients ) with a centroid extractor and deviate transformer appended to the front end. As- 
suming n-dimensional spectral data and a spatial compressor that operates on 32 by 32 pixel blocks 
( 16x 16 and 32x32 are common blocksizes for the DCT, but 4x4 and 8x8 are more common for vector 
quantization ), the front end is depicted in figure 2 below. 

Deviate 
(32x32~  n) 

Figure 2 : Front End Block Diagram 

When the spatial compressor is a discrete cosine transform-based algorithm the centroid values can 
be substituted for the DC coefficients of the DCT blocks in the overhead stream, since those coeffi- 
cients will all be zero for blocks whose centroids have been extracted. Other spatial compressors 
( e.g. mean-residual vector quantizers ) also exploit the zero-mean property of the deviates. 

3.0 The Spatial Compressor 

For the Astro-Space DCT compressor the sensor data are partitioned into 32-pixel square blocks 2, 

which are transformed into 32-point square blocks of transform coefficients. These blocks are then 
passed through the Laplacian ( analytic ) encoder one at a time, with anew arithmetic codeword gen- 
erated for each block. In between the transform operator and the encoder the data are statistically 
characterized by a coefficient modeler so that scale predictions can be generated for the Laplaclan 

2. Previous studies for Mars Rover Sample and Return data compression indicated that the most efective power-of- 
two sized transforms were 16 pixels and 32 pixels square. The choice of 32 pixels square was based in part on the size 
of GE's proprietary PFFT chip ( 1024-point transforms, or 32 transforms in parallel with 32 points eaLh ) and in part 
on the desire to lower the amount of overhead information ( which is typically generated on a per-block basis and corn- 
pressed less efficiently than other data ). 



encoder. The Laplacian model is purely an empirical choice3. This process is depicted below in fig- 
ure 3. 

Divisor 

DC Coefficient h 
Block Height 
Block Slope 
Block Orientation 

Figure 3 : System Block Diagram 

The flo-w sizes in figure 3 are as follows: 

@ 1024 pixels enter the discrete cosine transformer, 

@ 1024 coefficients and one divisor ( W,  ) enter the coefficient modeler, 

@ The principal ( "DC" ) coefficient and block model parameters are put out as block 
overhead for further compression and separate transmission, 

@ 1023 coefficients ( the "AC" coefficients ) and associated predictions enter the La- 
placian encoder, 

@ The Laplacian codeword ( a long bitstream ) and its length are put out, the former 
as the principal output, the latter as block overhead for further compression and sep- 
arate transmission. 

3.1 The Discrete Cosine nansformer 

The As1:roSpace discrete cosine transformer takes a 32-pixel square block of data and performs two 
passes of 32 parallel 32-point one-dimensional discrete cosine transforms. In between the two 
passes the data are transposed row for column so that the two passes are first horizontally across the 
block, then vertically across it. 

The discrete cosine transform has the property that for typical image data, the transform coefficients 
are nearly uncorrelated. Specifically, the principal components of samples from first-order Markov 
processes approach the basis vectors of the discrete cosine transform as the adjacent element correla- 
tion coefficient approaches unity. The two-dimensional Markov model is intuitively appealing as 
an interpretation of images, and typical images have adjacent pixel correlation coefficients in excess 
of 0.9, so the discrete cosine transform is widely used. 

3.2 Decorrelation Efficiency of the Iltvo-Dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform 

The covariance hypercube of the coefficients of a two-dimensional transform is simply the four-di- 
mensional transform of the covariance hypercube of the original two-dimensional data block. Given 
3. See section 4.4 of Clarke, "Transform Coding of Images", Academic Press, London 1985, for a thorough survey 
of coefficient distribution models. 



an optimal decorrelator ( the KLT ) the transform domain covariance matrix of one4hensiond 
data would be diagonal, and the transform domain covariance hypercube of twdimensional data 
would be diago-planar ( have nonzero entries only on the "diagonal" plane ). To quantify the extent 
to which a transform is optimal, we define two measures of optimality: decorrelation efficiency ( the 
traditional measure ) is the proportional reduction in off-diagonal energy ( sum of ak)solute values 
of covariances ) from the data domain to the transform domain4, and relative remaining energy is 
the ratio of the total energy in the transform domain to the (planar ) trace of the data domiain covarian- 
ce hypercube. Ideally both measures would be one, with decorrelation efficiency approachg from 
below and relative remaining energy approaching from above. 

Figure 4 shows scatter plots of decorrelation efficiency and relative remaining energy as a function 
of adjacent-pixel correlation5. In interpreting these plots it is important to keep in mind that the "sp- 
timum" decorrelator corresponding to complete efficiency and no extra remaining energy is only 
optimum within the following constraints: 

Decorrelation shall only be accomplished within blocks; interblock correlation is 
not considered, 

@ Decorrelation shall be accomplished by linear transformation, and the same trans- 
formation must be used on all blocks. 

Traditional Efficiency 
vs. Correlation 

Relative Remaining Energy 
vs. Correlation 

Figure 4 : Decorrelation Efficiency vs. Adjacent Element Correlation 

4. Diagonal energy is unchanged since: 1) the trace of a matrix is invariant under orthonormal transformation; 2) the 
covariancematrixdiagonal elements are all variances, hence positive; 3) the covariance matrixis real symmetric, hence 
the transform-domain diagonal elements are all positive. 
5. Actually, the independent variable is diagonal correlation with pixels one row up or down and one column left 01- 
right, raised to the root-one-half power This is sort of a geomemc mean of horizontal and vertical adjacent-pixel corre- 
lations, which are not equal for real sensols. 



The plolts in f ipres 4 and 5 are based on 35 frames ( 7 scenes with 5 bands each ) of NHRR data 
from the 1990 GE benchmark satellite image test suite. The frames are 5 12x5 12x 10 bits, so efficien- 
cy was computed for 16x16 transforms since a 5 12-pixel square frame does not have sufficient de- 
grees of' freedom for a 324-element covariance hypercube of full rank. 

As the figures suggest, decorrelation efficiency and relative remaining energy are directly related. 
In the limit, if we assume that all correlations w i h  the 16 by 16 pixel data block are near unity, 
then the 16~-elernent covariance hypercube has 1 6 ~  units of information energy out of 1 64 total units 
of energy. Expressing relative remaining energy in terms of decorrelation efficiency q (the portion 
of the 1 6 ~ - l 6 ~  units of redundant energy removed), 

This apl?roximate relationship is apparent in figures 4 and 5. Clearly relative remaining energy is 
more sensitive than the traditional measure of efficiency. Note that changing the size of the block 
and the ;assumed amount of non-diagonal energy in the covariance hypercube changes the two coef- 
ficients in the right-hand expression above without affecting their unit difference. For 32-pixel 
square blocks the coefficients in the expression are about one thousand. 

Figure Cj indicates a typical relative remaining energy of two for the test suite. Using the relationship 
of entropy ( 4 ) as a function of enegy ( or variance, d ) 

a relative remaining energy of two means a half a bit per coefficient ( or pixel ) of extra information 
is needed to encode the not-quite-deconelated data set. Using the relationship between lost resolu- 
tion b ( bits per symbol ) and mean squared error for densely quantized data 

22b - 1 
MSE = - 

12 

a half of a bit of resolution lost causes a mean squared error of 1/12 at a bitrate that would otherwise 
have been lossless, or doubles the mean squared error at other bitrates. While the discrete cosine 
transfoim is good, it is still not nearly optimal even within the constraints given above for this effi- 
ciency analysis. For this reason Astro-Space division continues to study DCT pre- or postproces- 
sing, e.g. sparse matrix pre- or postmultiplication to exploit the DCT as a flrst ( or last ) easily com- 
putable step on the way to a good approximation of the KLT. 

3.3 Coefficient Modeling and Quantization 

The coefficient modeler, quantizer, and analytic encoder are optimized for data having the Laplacian 
distribution 



The coefficient modeler predicts the value of Ixl from block overhead parameters indicatixlg general 
block energy, energy decay with sequency, and energy orientation, and from coefficienlt reconstmc.- 
tions that will be available to the decompressor at the time it is working to decode any pmicula 
coefficient. The prediction of 1x1 for any coefficient is used as s ( the dispersion parameter of the La- 
placian distribution ) for quantizing and encoding that coefficient. Clearly, s is not ceastrked to 
be constant for any block of coefficients, nor even to vary slowly. 

The quantizer design is based upon the following premises: 

@ A tradeoff ratio -R is set for expected squared error o2 vs. expected code length h, 

@ The center quantizer bin will be symmetric about zero, 

@ The center bin will be set to that width ( Wo ) for which the marginal increase !in c2 
for expanding that bin at each end is R times the marginal reduction in h, 

@ Subsequent bins will extend outward toward positive and negative Smity from the 
endpoints of previous bins until the marginal increase in o2 for expanding those 
bins is R times the marginal reduction in h, at which point those bins will end ( 
width Wo ) and new bins will begin. 

Varying R in this scheme will sweep through the various points on the limiting curve elf ouput rate 
vs. distortion, with each value of R producing that point on the rate-distortion curve where the dexiv- 
ative of distortion with respect to rate is -R. 

Solving the equation 

for the upper bound b of a quantization bin as a function of the lower bound a, the cost constr&lt 
R, and the dispersion s of the laplacian-distributed variable x, and also solving for a :;ymmetsicd 
bin about zero ( for which a = -b ) yields quantizers with uniform size bins off zero, a slightly lager 
bin about zero, bin sizes that increase slightly with s, and everything varying in the same propontions 
when R is varied. In particular, if we define VVb, to be the width of a quantizer bin for the uglzfomn 
distribution given cost constraint R, then the bin widths and reconstruction points ( consu&ed ex- 
pected values of positive x given a <x I b, where a and b are the bin boundaries for positive nonzero 
bins ) are tabulated below in proportion to W, for some values of s. 

From Table 1 it is apparent that the quantizer favors finer quantization of low-energy si ;pds ( high- 
sequency DCT coefficients ) than high-energy signals, since distortion reduction is "cheaper" for 
them in proportion to output expansion. 

Such a quantization scheme obviously fives neither block distortion nor block output rate. High-en- 
ergy blocks will obviously consume more bits than low-energy blocks given the same ~ f d u e  for Ww 
( the parameter used to control overall compression quality, maintained constant for long periods 
of time ), but they will not consume enough extra bits to match the output quality of the Pow-63nergy 
blocks because marginal distortion improvements are more expensive for high+nergy signals. 



Dispersion of Width of Bin Width of Reconstruction 
Distribution About Zero Nonzero Bins Point 

s Wo/ Ww Wo / Ww E(x-a) / W, 

0 94; .'/& 0 

0.01 0.81 699 0.41 837 0.01 000 

0.02 0.81 845 0.42874 0.02000 

0.05 0.82852 0.461 23 0.04995 

0.1 0.85530 0.51 548 0.09701 

0.2 0.89775 0.60094 0.16867 

0.5 0.94784 0.73621 0.28087 

1 0.971 51 0.8291 3 0.35792 

2 0.98509 0.89898 0.41 593 

5 0.99387 0.95441 0.46203 

ce 1 1 '42 

Table 1 : Quantizer Parameters 

The actual quantizer is simply realized as two interpolated lookup tables: one yielding the inverse 
of the nonzero bin size and the other yielding half the difference between the zero and nonzero bin 
sizes. Using these values the coefficient x is quantized into the integer i according to 

with i rounded to the nearest integer, and the alternating sign matching the sign of x. The formula 
for i above is designed to map the quantization bin boundaries a and b to odd multiples of 1/2, so that 
all values of x in the same bin round to the same i. 

3.4 The Laplacian ( Analytic ) Encoder 

The analytic encoder is an arithmetic encoder which uses an analytic expression for the c.d.f. of the 
distribution that a particular datum is assumed to have been drawn from, rather than a prepro- 
grammed table or prior experience. Thus, along with each datum the encoder expects as many pa- 
rameters as are needed to define the c.d.f. In the case of the laplacian distribution, the only parameter 
needed is s, the expected absolute value. 

The Laplacian encoder is a state machine which takes in Laplacian4stributed data coupled with 
scale predictions and puts out a bit stream called a codeword. The bit stream is unlimited in length, 
and is restarted for each 32-pixel square block in Astro-Space division's current implementation 
of DCT compression. The Laplacian encoder can terminate a codeword in either of two ways: simply 



by putting out ( as compressible overhead )the length of the codeword, or by extending the codeword 
( theoretically by 2% bits on average ) so that regardless of what follows the codeword will be prop- 
erly decoded. The former option is preferable for applications where data losses are possible, as it 
allows a total restart at the beginning of each block. 

Freedom to encode diverse data in any order, rather than in statistically homogeneous groups, brings 
a number of benefits: 

@ Data can be grouped spatially, for instance encoding all of the coefficients of a 
single discrete cosine transform block as one symbol set. This obviously simpliFies 
buffering and also provides robustness. For instance, if a 32 by 32 pixel bloclk is 
compressed to one bit per pixel, then one thousand consecutive bits will all be from 
the same block, so that burst errors in communication are likely to affect only (one 
block at a time (or two at most). 

@ A carefully designed predictor of Ixl used to choose the distribution dispersion pa- 
rameter s will be able to adjust immediately to any nonstationarity in the data 
source, tracking variations in source statistics on the single-sample level rather 
than from sample set to sample set. 

No symbol distribution or similar overhead needs to be transmitted. 

The codeword put out by the Laplacian encoder is the principal compression product for leach block. 
For instance, for a compressor operating at four bits per pixel the codeword would be, on average, 
about four thousand bits for each 32x32 block ( though unusual blocks could yield much longer or 
much shorter codewords for the same setting of the control parameter W, ). 

3.4.1 Encoder Operation 

The Laplacian encoder differs from normal arithmetic coding by not grouping similar da.ta together: 
each datum is encoded individually as though it came from a large sample, but each datum is in fact 
a sample of one. Instead of having a probability table the Laplacian encoder has embedded in it the 
analytic expression for the cumulative density function of a Laplacian distribution, 

Each datum is modelled as coming from a Laplacian distribution with mean absolute value s, with 
a unique value of s for each datum. Obviously, s cannot be a measured sample statistic ( there is only 
one datum in the sample ); it must be a prediction entirely independent of the datum to be encoded. 
As long as the predictor is unbiased and has the power to discriminate, i.e. as long as 

while 
0 < asc,us 

the encoder will operate as efficiently as, and often more efficiently than, encoders which rely on 
grouping similar data together. 



3.5 Implementation of Laplacian EncoderIDecoder 

The encoder follows the general procedure for arithmetic encoders, maintaining a bounded interval 
w i t h  which the ultimate codeword will fall, and transmitting bits ( and shifting up the boundaries ) 
as the boundaries converge to the point where leading bits match. Specifically, a pass through the 
errcoder ( with one symbol ) consists of the following: 

(1) Computation of Hi and Lo, the boundaries of the interval on [O,1] where the code- 
word will be. The computation yields a subinterval on the stored previous interval 
Hi- and Lo+ ( derived by truncating the previous Hi and Lo inward to some buffer 
size, e.g. 16 bits ) corresponding to the c.d.f. interval between the bin boundaries 
a and b for the input datum i and the dispersions. The new Hi and Lo are temporarily 
maintained at their full precision, e.g. 32 bits if Hi-, Lo+, and the c.d.f. points are 
all 16-bit numbers. 

(2) Transmission of as many of the leading bits as match in Hi and Lo ( actually, for 
exception handling and sneaky storage purposes, transmission of "0" if Hi 5 v2 and 
"1" if Lo 1 v2, repeated as often as possible ). As the bits are transmitted, Hi and 
Lo are shifted up ( padding with zeroes ) so that in the end 

(3) Truncation of Hi and Lo into new values of Hi- and Lo+. As the labels imply, Hi- 
is derived by rounding Hi down while Lo+ is derived by rounding Lo up. This 
rounding towards the inside of the interval guarantees that adjacent intervals do not 
overlap after truncation. If they did, a codeword in the overlapping region could be 
misinterpreted. 

Matherniatically the decoding process for one coefficient consists merely of solving the actual code- 
word, Hi, and Lo, for a c.d.f. value, and then evaluating s and the inverse of the Laplacian c.d.f. for 
a value of x' , which is quantized to i ( note that the actual value of x' produced by the inverse c.d.f 
will lie in the same quantization bin as the original value of x, but beyond that it carries no inforrna- 
tiion, and therefore should be reduced to its bin label i ). The true value of x will then be estimated 
by adding ( subtracting for negative i ) a tabulated and interpolated expected value ( the last column 
in table 1 above ) to the quantization bin boundary a ( or -a for negative i ). 

4.0 Block Overhead Compression 

For each block of 1024 pixels the compressor puts out four pieces of overhead information that need 
to be tretnsmitted along with the codeword for reconstruction: 

@ The raw DC coefficients ( a S-dimensional quantity ), 

@ The codeword length ( in bits ), 

e The "height" of the scaled, quantized coefficient block absolute values ( a 5-dimen- 
sional quantity ), 

@ The "slope" of the scaled, quantized coefficient block absolute values ( a 5-dimen- 
sional quantity ). 



@ The "orientation" of the scaled, quantized coefficient block absolute values ( (a 
5-dimensional quantity ). 

The "height" of the coefficient block is a measure of information content and therefore obviously 
correlated with the codeword length, and the two are also be weakly correlated with the "slope" of 
the coefficient block. The DC coefficients, codeword lengths and coefficient block "heights" are 
also obviously correlated with their counterparts in adjacent blocks, and the coefficie:nt block 
"slopes" are also weakly spatially correlated. Finally, all of the 5-dimensional quantities haye inter- 
nal correlation among their scalar components. These correlations are exploited in a DPCIM com- 
pressor of overhead information. The codeword length is compressed losslessly, and the oth.er quan- 
tities are compressed lossily, with the compressor using those values of lossily compressed 
parameters that the reconstructor will have rather than the original values. 

5.0 Performance of the Comp~ssor on Meteorological Images 
AstroSpace division maintains ongoing efforts to determine the value to end users of 1oss:ily com- 
pressed imagery. Studies have included generic quality measures ( e.g. mean squared and absolute 
errors, frequency distortion, automated pattern recognition, edge detection and location, difference 
histograms and images, etc. ), user-oriented objective quality measures ( e.g. calculated sea surface 
temperatures, spatial coherence analyses, cloud type identification, cloud cover calculation, forest 
classification, crop identification, ice fissure detection, location, and measurement, inteq~lanetary 
probe landing site hazard identification, surface altitude and grade derivation from stereo p&s, 
etc. ), and subjective expert assessments. Algorithms have been evaluated not only for the quality 
of their reconstructed images but also for hardware requirements at the transmitter, vulnerability to 
communications errors, compatibility with packeting and encryption, and exploitation of error-cor- 
recting codes and retransmission. 

Most analyses have indicated a surprising robustness of image-derived information to compression 
losses, particularly to compression errors without structure, e.g. white noise. A battery of meteoro- 
logical tests on 5-band AVHRR data indicated that with our best compression techniques compres- 
sion ratios of 50: 1 were achievable with borderline unacceptable defects in the images. Images com- 
pressed 25: 1 were clearly acceptable for all analyses, and images compressed between 5: 1 and 10: 1 
exhibited either no loss ( due to rounding to some user-selected relevant resolution ) or negligible 
loss in image-derived quantities. 

For example, one study focussed on computing multichannel sea surface temperatures ( MCSST ) 
from compressed AVHRR data. Table 2 below summarizes root-mean-square ( RMS ) errors in de- 
grees Kelvin for a variety of compressors. 

Table 2 : Sea Surface Temperature RMS Errors 

The data in table 2 were interpolated for those compressors ( all but DCT/Laplacian, which employs 
rate feedback control ) which don't produce an arbitrary compression ratio exactly on demand. The 



DCT Laplacian algorithm used involved no spectral compression or spectral resource allocation in 
order to produce results commensurate with the other ( purely spatial ) techniques. 

The RMS errors of fi,oure 2 were computed on a pixel-by-pixel basis, and would seem ( in some 
cases ) to be unacceptable, except that typical sea surface temperature analyses involve computing 
average temperatures over regions of not less than 256 pixels. Such averaging reduces r m s  error by 
factors in excess of 16, making even the worst compressed datalook good. Similar averaging effects 
help in other meteorological analyses, e.g. cloud cover calculations, since most analyses focus on 
the properties of large objects ( e.g. cloud formations, ocean currents, polar icecaps, etc. ). 

Another interesting result of our user-oriented studies is that scalar error measures are usually en- 
tirely adequate for intercomparisons of conceptually dissimilar algorithms. For instance, when we 
presented a panel of meteorologists with a suite of images compressed to various degrees with vari- 
ous algorithms and asked them to subjectively grade the reconstructions, the rank order in which 
they placed the reconstructions exactly matched the rank order of their mean squared errors ( MSE ), 
without regard to whether the images were compressed using any of a number of DCT algorithms, 
a DPCM algorithm, or an MRVQ algorithm, all of which produced different characteristic errors. 
In the spirit of this observation in defense of the much-maligned MSE, figure 5 below presents the 
MSE performance of the DCTLaplacian compressor, both with the spectral transform and without, 
for a particularly challenging scene combining clouds on two levels, land, open water, and polar ice. 

Good ( Fully Useful ) Quality Nearly Lossless Quality 
75- 

60- 

45- 

# 
# 

Very High Fidelity 
I I I 1 1 

Compression Ratio 

Unusually Entropous Scene, 5 Bands, 10 Bits/Pixel/Band ( AVHRR Level 1 B ) 

Figure 5 : Bad-Case Compressor Performance 

Operating the spectral compressor without the spectral transform but with the same value of W,used 
for each spectral band causes the same cost constraint R to be used across the whole image, resulting 



in bit allocation among the bands as well as among the blocks in such a manner as to reduce: overall 
distortion as much as possible within the tradeoff ratio -R of distortion for output. The di.Eerence 
in performance shown in figure 5 is due entirely to spectral decorrelation, and can be used a:s a mea- 
sure of the added benefit to be gained from full spectral/spatial compression over spatial compres- 
sion with output bits allocated among the spectral bands according to need. The latter approach sug- 
gests itself as a way to compartmentalize the effects of single-band sensor hardware failures such 
as that on the AVIHRR sensor aboard TIROS-7. 

Figure 5 shows two statistical classifications of reconstruction quality in use at A s t r d p a c e  Di-vi- 
sion: High Fidelity reconstruction is defined as reconstruction with an MSE of one squared quanmm 
per scalar dimension ( chosen for parsimony and uniphilia ), and Very High Fidelity reconstmction 
is defined as reconstruction with an MSE of 1/12 of one squared quantum per scalar dimension ( cho- 
sen to match quantization error for dense quantizers ). Together with Lossless and Lossy these pro- 
vide a range of qualitative descriptors of reconstructions. 

6.0 Choosing Spectral Bands for a Sensor 

Existing sensors designed without spectral data compression in mind ( such as AVWRR ) tend to have 
spectral bands which are relatively unconelated. This is only natural, since without spect:ral com- 
pression the cost ( in storage space and transmission bandwidth ) of adding a new band to a sensor 
is independent of the added nonredundant information in the band, so bands are chosen to provide 
as much nonredundant information as possible. Intuitively, when a sensor is designed without spec- 
tral compression in mind, the optimal sensor design produces spectrally irreducible data, thereby 
packing in the most information per band, and justifying the omission of spectral compression after 
the fact. This leads to spectral compressor performance such as that shown in figure 5,  where exploit- 
ing spectral redundancies provides only limited performance improvements over well-designed 
spatial compression. 

Adding spectral compression to a sensor changes the cost of adding a new band by exploiting spec- 
tral redundancies so that a system designer has only to pay ( in bytes, baud, and bucks ) for the nome- 
dundant information in a band, rather than paying a fixed price for all the information in a band. 
Since the cost and added value of a new band will vary together given spectral compression, there 
will no longer be an obvious incentive to choose highly uncorrelated bands for a sensor. Future sen- 
sors with spectral compression will therefore tend to have more spectral bands, and more correlation 
among bands, than current sensors designed for the same purposes. 

7.0 Choosing Sensor Output Quantization Resolution 

In parallel with our user-oriented studies As t rdpace  division also conducts systems studies to as- 
sess the impact of data compression on sensor design, backplane capacity, buffer memory require- 
ments, and downlink encryption and error correction. In this context, one of the most common cus- 
tomer requirements is for lossless data compression regardless of other systemic, dynamic, md 
random sources of loss. AstroSpace Division develops lossless compressors for various uses, but 
future sensors ought to be designed for lossy compression, since lossy data compression a~lplied to 
higher-resolution data always produces better radiometric accuracy for a given bitrate than lossless 
data compression applied to lower-resolution data. 

This is intuitively a consequence of the fact that the underlying "exact" datavalues are real numbers, 
and the difference between higher-resolution sensor data and lower-resolution sensor data is simply 
the degree of truncation, with the lower-resolution data always worse than, and reproducib1.e from, 



the higker-resolution data ( higher-resolution data is produced by a quantizer with bin boundaries 
at dl of the boundaries of the lower-resolution quantizer, plus other intermediate boundaries as 
well ). Since the lower-resolution data is reproducible from the higher-resolution data, the choice 
between Bossless compression of the lower-resolution data and lossy compression of the higher-re- 
solution dar a becomes a choice between two lossy approaches to compressing the higher-resolution 
data: tmncation followed by lossless compression or direct lossless compression. Direct lossless 
compression has flexibility to incur losses in some optimal manner, and therefore should always out- 
perfom truncation followed by lossless compression, in which the losses are fixed in an arbitrary 
m mner* 

Retahhg h.igher-resolution data for lossy compression is rarely a matter of buying a more precise 
( m d  hence more expensive ) analog-to-digital converter ( ADC ), since most sensor data needs to 
be calibrated, corrected for nonlinear sensor response, spatially resampled, etc. The calibratedlcor- 
rectediresanpledtprocessed data will be real numbers even though the ADC produces only integers, 
so as Iong eis some of these steps ( and preferably all of them, which is feasible with current space- 
borne processors ) occur before compression, the data will have to be truncated once more ( or many 
tbnnes more ) before compression, and these later truncations will determine the resolution of the data 
being compressed. 

The effect of original data resolution on reconstructed data quality can be assessed using the pre- 
viously presented fomula for MSE as a function of bits truncated, 

22b - 1 
MSE = - . 
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This fornula can be inverted to get effective resolution lost as a consequence of error, which, com- 
bined with the original resolution, yields effective remaining resolution: 

g resolutions can be compared for reconstructions independently of the original 
data resolution, so one way to assess the value of extra bits of resolution is to measure how many 
bits of eiFgective resolution are gained by adding a few bits of resolution to the original data, given 
that in either case the data have to be compressed to the same fixed bitrate before reconstruction. 

Such a study is presented in figure 6 below: 10-bit AWRR data and &bit truncations of the same 
data were compressed to a number of bitrates and reconstructed, and effective resolutions compared. 
The improvement in effective resolution from having two extra bits in the original data is plotted 
below as a h t i o n  of the effective resolution lost in compressing the &bit data, so the benefit of 
extra resolution is expressed as a function of how much of the lesser resolution data are being lost 
to compre:ssion. Clearly, as less of the information in the lower-resolution data is being retained 
( i.e. Bossier compression is being performed ), the benefits of having even more resolution in the 
original data evaporate. 

Figure 6 shows that substantial gains can be made by increasing original data resolution until the 
resolution of the data being compressed is such that at least two bits of effective resolution are lost 
in the corn:pression. Another inference from the figure above is that lossless compression of an image 
( compressbng a lower-resolution image without losing any effective resolution ) is about one bit 



worse in effective resolution than lossier compression of a higher-resolution version of the same 
image. 

Effective Resolution Lost in Compressing Lower-Resolution Data ( Bits ) 

Figure 6 : Benefits of Increasing Original Data Resolution 

8.0 Conclusion 

Astro-Space Division continues to investigate, develop, and build compression systems for high- 
volume spectral images. Existing techniques compress data at ratios from 3: 1 with pristine recon- 
struction to 25: 1 with acceptable reconstruction quality. Data compression is being designed into 
future sensors, and future sensors are being designed differently because of data compression. In 
particular, sensors designed with lossy data compression in mind produce higher resolution cali- 
brated, corrected, and resampled data, and spectral sensors designed with spectral compression in 
mind can afford more spectral bands since the cost ( in storage volume and downlink bandwidth ) 
of adding a new band depends only on the amount of new information in the band. 
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Abstract 

It is recognized that mean square error (MSE) is not a sufficient criterion for deter- 
mining the acceptability of an image reconstructed from data that has been compressed 
and decompressed using an encoding algorithm. In the case of Synthetic Aperture Radar 
(SAR) data, it is also deemed to be insufficient to display the reconstructed image (and 
perhaps error image) alongside the original and make a (subjective) judgment as to 
the quality of the reconstructed data. In this paper we suggest a number of additional 
evaluation criteria which we feel should be included as evaluation metrics in SAR data 
encoding experiments. These criteria have been specifically chosen to provide a means 
of ensuring that the important information in the SAR data is preserved. The paper also 
presents the results of an investigation into the effects of coding on SAR data fidelity 
when the coding is applied in (a) the signal data domain, and (b) the image domain. 
An analysis of the results highlights the shortcomings of the MSE criterion, and shows 
which of the suggested additional criterion have been found to be most important. 

1 Motivation for the Study 

Since the launch of ERS-1 in July 1991, SAR data has been received in large volumes on a routi~le 
basis (approximately 200 GBytes per day). In addition,:4 other SAR satellite sensors are planned 
for launch in the next decade. Data compression is needed because of the limitations of on-board 
tape recorders, downlinks, ground archives and data dissemination networks. 

SAR data merits study on its own, because its statistical properties are quite different horn those 
of data from other sensors. Most notably, it has a greater high frequency content and a lctwer signal 
to noise ratio (SNR) than most other sensors. Thus, compression algorithms which are optimal 
for other sensors may require modification before the best performance is achieved for SAR data. 
Also, evaluation metrics which suffice for other data sets may be insuffcient for SAR da.ta. 

The main distinguishing feature of SAR data is that it is received at the satellite in the form of a 
hologram (the information governing the spatial distribution of energy in the image is stored in the 
phase of the received data). This initial received or "signal" data has a frequency spectrum similar 



to that of white noise. A numerically intensive convolutional process is required to form the image, 
i.e. convert the signal data into a recognizable scene. The image formation is done on the ground. 

SAR signal and SAR image data have quite different statistical properties, particularly with regard 
to their dynamic range, sample-to-sample correlation, and overall redundancy. For this reason and, 
for operational reasons, the encoding of SAR data must be studied in two distinct parts, (a) signal 
data encoding and (b) image data encoding. It is likely that the optimal encoding algorithm will be 
different in. the two cases, and that the encoding performances will be quite different. Also, metrics 
which are used for analysing the effects of encoding on images may not be suitable for analysing 
the effects of encoding in the signal data domain. 

2 Evaluation Metrics 

The evaluation environments for SAR signal and SAR image data are given in Figure 1. As the 
figure shows, the analysis of SAR signal data encoding has been divided into two parts. First, 
the effects of encoding in the signal domain will be analysed in the signal data domain itself, 
by comparing original and reconstructed signal data sets using the metrics listed in Section 2.1. 
Second, the original and reconstructed signal data sets will each be processed, and the "original7' 
and "reconstructed" images thus obtained will be analysed and compared in the image domain 
using the metrics given in Section 2.2. 

2.1 Siglnal Domain Metrics 

The properties chosen for evaluation in the signal data domain are given below. Note that each 
measurement is applied to the original and reconstructed data sets and the results are compared, 
or  applied directly to the error data set. 

1. Data, Statistics 
Comparison of data range, mean, standard deviation, kurtosis and entropy of the original 
and .reconstructed data sets may highlight changes in the data characteristics. Analysis of 
the error data statistics (e.g. MSE) will show the characteristics of the error signal. 

2. SQNR 
The signal to quantization noise ratio is a measure of the SNR due to encoding. It will be 
expressed in two ways: the ratio of peak signal to MSE in dB (PSQNR); and the ratio of 
average signal energy to MSE in dB (ASQNR). MSE gives the total absolute encoding error 
between original and reconstructed data sets. ASQNR and PSQNR give relative measures 
usefd for comparing results of encoding between data sets with differing mean and peak 
values respectively. 

3 .  Data. Histograms 
Comparison of the histograms of the original and reconstructed data sets will show alterations 
in the probability distribution brought about by coding. The distribution of the error will be 
shown in the error data set histogram. 

4. Phase Error 
Phase information is used by the processing algorithm to focus the SAR image. A measure- 
ment of the phase error present in the reconstructed signal data set will allow comparison of 
the amount of focusing error introduced by different encoding algorithms. 
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Figure 1: Evaluation environments for SAR signal data encoding (left) and SAR image data en- 
coding (right) 
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Many of the evaluation metrics which are applicable in the image domain (see Section 2.2) are not 
applicable in this domain, e.g. since the appearance of signal data sets is equivalent to white noise, 
the effects of added quantization noise on this data will not be discernible, thus no information 
would be gained by examining the signal data images. These metrics will however be applied in 
the second part of the signal data analysis, i.e. after processing of the original and reconstructed 
signal data sets. 

T 

2.2 Image Domain Metrics 

The metrics used in the image domain include items 1, 2 and 3 given in Section 2.1. Item 4 is not 
relevant in this case, since 4 look detected imagery, i.e. real data, is assumed. Phase error would 
however be relevant for single look complex imagery. In addition to the three given metrics, the 
metrics listed below will be used. 

T 

1. Image Appearance 
Comparison of the reconstructed image with the original image will show how well the visual 
quality of the image is preserved by the coding process. The appearance of the error image 
will also be analysed for structural content, to see if the error is correlated with any specific 
feature type in the original image, and for spatial effects such as error propagation. 
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2. Spectra 
Bot:h the ID and 2P  spectra of the reconstriitted image mill be compared with that of tlie 
original image, and the 1D and 2D spectra of the error image will be examined. The latter 
should highlight any periodicities in the error, and will also show whether the error is greater 
for high or for low frequency image components. 

3. h a g e  Registration 
Cross correlation between the original and reconstructed data sets, and between small cor- 
responding regions within these data sets, will show if the coding has given rise to any 
mis-registration effects, either on a global or on a local scale, respectively. The latter could 
be i.mportant in target location and tracking, or in mapping applications, for instance. 

4. Image Radiometry 
The changes in the radiometric properties: mean, standard deviation, radiometric resolution 
and speckle statistics, brought about by coding will be measured. The radiometric linearity 
of tlne coding process will also be determined, by plotting the mean values of homogeneous 
regions in the reconstructed image against the mean values of the same homogeneous regions 
in tlne original images. 

5. Point Target Characteristics 
The position, resolution and energy distribution of point targets will be computed and com- 
pared for the original and reconstructed data sets. 

6 .  Wavelength Estimation 
The magnitude and frequency of the main peaks in the I D  range and azimuth spectra of the 
original and reconstructed images will be compared. 

It is recognized that this list is not exhaustive, however it is felt that it is sufficient to give a detailed 
insight into not only the magnitude of the error, but the characteristics of the error. Figures relating 
to these metrics will inform the scientist using the reconstructed SAR data what information may 
have been altered in the encoding process and to what extent. It is important that any end user 
of a reconstructed SAR data should have access to such information in order to decide how much 
trust can be put in conclusions drawn the data. 

Additiona.1 metrics which could be considered are: edge analysis; and application specific criteria 
such as efFect on segmentation algorithms, or on ship or ice tracking algorithms. 

3 Characteristics of Data Used in. Study 

The data used in this study was data derived from that obtained from the 1978 SEAS AT SAR 
sensor. The major characteristics of this sensor are [Jor80]: 

e radar wavelength of 0.235 m, 

cs incidence angles between 19deg and 25deg, 

(D nominal altitude of 800 km, 

D noise equivalent a0 of -21k5 dB (this implies that the SNR is in the 0 to 10 dB region), 

ta signal data digitized to 5 bit real samples at an IF of 11.25 MHz, 
e resolution of 25 m with 4 looks. 



SAR Sienal D a t a  

For the signal data encoding studies, the SEASAT data was f i s t  downconverted from real samples 
at the IF of 11.25 MHz to complex samples at baseband, since present day SAR sensors (e.g. ERS- 
1) prefer to record complex baseband data. The components of the complex data are the In-phase 
(I) and Quadrature (Q) components. Prior to basebanding, the data was scaled to make more use 
of the 8 bits available after basebanding. Thus the characteristics of the SAR signal data are as 
follows: 

0 SEASAT, downconverted to baseband, 

e data precision at baseband: 8 bits per I and Q sample, 

0 data entropy: approx 5 bits, 

0 data type: signed byte, 

e data range: [-128,1271, 

0 data properties: 

- approximately zero-mean, Gaussian distribution, 
- complex data samples (I and Q components), 
- no I, Q sample correlation, 
- low inter sample correlation, 
- slow variation of rms level with range, 
- slow variation of rms level with azimuth. 

0 signal data size: 5100 lines x 1250 complex samples (as required to give a 4 look detected 
image of 512 x 5 12 pixels). 

SAR Image  D a t a  

For the image data encoding studies, the signal data was processed using a precision SAR processor. 
The image was processed to 4 looks. The characteristics of the SAR image data are as follows: 

0 SEASAT, 4-look detected, resolution 25m, 

e data precision: 12 bits per pixel, 

e data entropy: approx 10 bits, 

0 data type: unsigned word, 

e data range: [0,4095], 

e data properties: 
- Rayleigh amplitude distribution 
- very high dynamic range: 

* >50 dB for point targets, 
* >30 dB for distributed areas, 

- statistics dominated by speckle: 
* moderate inter-sample correlation, 
* less spectral roll-off than optical sensors, 
* lower SNR than optical data, 

e single band, 

e image size: 512 x 512 pixels. 



4 Selection of Algorithms 

Two encoding algorithms have been used in each part of the investigation: 

1. for (encoding in the signal domain, JPL's Block Adaptive Quantization (BAQ) algorithm (as 
used on the Magellan mission to Venus), and Unstructured (full search) Vector Quantization 
(UVQ) have been compared, 

2. for encoding in the image domain, the JPEG D CT algorithm and UVQ have been compared. 

The BAQ [KJ89] algorithm was selected for analysis because of its simplicity and because it has 
given very good results for SAR images obtained on the Magellan mission. The algorithm has been 
designed specifically for the zero-mean Gaussian statistics of SAR signal data, and is therefore not 
suitable for the Rayleigh distribution of SAR image data. In its present form, BAQ provides a 
fixed compression ratio of 4 (i .e.  from 8 bpp to 2 bpp). 

The VQ [Gra84] algorithm was selected because it is the subject of much of the current research 
in encoding, and it has been shown to give excellent performance on some data sets. The decision 
to use unstructured VQ was reached because it was believed to give better performance than 
structured versions, which generally compromise quality for a reduction in "cost" of execution. In 
retrospect, it would have been better to use a structured version, such as gainlshape VQ, since 
the cost of execution of UVQ was found to be so high that its full potential was unrealizable, and 
compromises had to be made, such as working with smaller vectors. 

The UVQ algorithm was applied in both the image and signal data domains. 

The JPEG DCT algorithm [Wa190] was selected as the second algorithm to be applied in the 
image domain, since it is becoming a globally accepted still image compression standard. It is 
recognized that this algorithm is not optimized for SAR data, for example, compression results 
can be improved using an adaptive DCT algorithm such as that of Chen and Smith [CS77]. The 
JPEG DCT algorithm was not applied to SAR signal data since the JPEG quantization tables as 
they stand are not applicable to complex data. SAR signal data has a spectrum similar to that of 
white noise, with almost as much energy in the high frequency components as there is in the low 
frequency components, and it is unlikely that the DCT algorithm would produce sufficient energy 
compaction to enable a useful level of data compression without appreciable loss of image fidelity. 

5 Methodology of Study 

The activities of the study are broken down into the following steps: 

1. Select a suitable operating point i. e. compression ratio, and 

2. do a full comparison of the algorithms, using all the defined metrics, at the chosen operating 
point. 

To select the operating point for the image data encoding analysis, the UVQ and JPEG DCT algo- 
rithms were run with a variety of compression ratios, and SQNR was graphed against compression 
ratio. The images obtained at each compression ratio setting were viewed, and an operating com- 
pression ratio of ~7 was selected, since in this region there was felt to be a small but acceptable 



level of distortion in the data. The operating parameters for UVQ were 2 x 2 vectors and 2' 
codevectors. For JPEG DCT, the quality parameter was set to 8. 

For the signal domain encoding, UVQ was run at a variety of compression ratios, and the resulting 
SQNR compared with that of BAQ at its fixed compression ratio of 4. Since UVQ algorithm 
produced a similar SQNR to BAQ at the same compression ratio, the operating compression ratio 
for the signal data study was set at 4. The operating parameters for UVQ for this cc~mpaession 
ratio are: 2 x 2 vectors and 28 codevectors. 

Three SAR scenes, which provided a variety of scene features, were used for the analysis: 

1. Cambridge Bay (sea ice, ocean, snow and arctic tundra), 

2. Niagara Falls (urban, roads, river, agriculture, airfield, orchards), and 

3. Flevoland (sea, polder, forests, urban). 

6 Signal Data Encoding Results 

The results of the encoding experiment on the SAR signal data pertaining to the Niagara image, 
using the BAQ and UVQ algorithms, are presented in Table 1. The Niagara results have been 
selected for discussion since they accentuate the differences in the results for the two algorithms. 
The other scenes produced similar results, but the differences were less marked. The reason for 
this being that the Niagara scene contained greater feature diversity than the other two scenes. 

The results for the analysis in the signal (and coding) domain show that BAQ produces a lower 
SQNR, and in general alters the signal data statistics more then the UVQ algorithm. BAQ does 
however produce a lower average phase error than UVQ. 

Both algorithms altered the appearance of the signal data histograms. For BAQ, the reconstructed 
histogram shows 4 main peaks, corresponding to the data being mapped to -GBz,  -G.Bl, +GB1, 
or +GBz where G is a function of the rrns level of a block, and the B; values are chosen to minimize 
the rrns error ( B 1  zz 0.5, and Bz zz 1.7). The concentration of the data in 4 main peaks implies that 
the rrns level varies very little from block to block. For UVQ, the histograms, which were smooth 
Gaussian distributions on input, appeared very spiky on output, but still retained the same overall 
Gaussian appearance. The spikiness is due to the fact that the use of a limited size codebook 
restricts the output intensity space, e.g. by limiting the combinations of intensities of adjacent 
pixels. 

The results for the analysis in the image domain (i.e. after processing both original and recon- 
structed signal data sets) show that the SQNR is again lower for BAQ than for U'GTQ. Ln this 
domain, however, BAQ has degraded the data statistics less than UVQ. 

The original, reconstructed and error images for BAQ and UVQ are shown in Figure 2. The 
reconstructed images for BAQ and UVQ are judged to be of good and equivalent quality. The 
error images show the error to be fairly evenly distributed for BAQ. For UVQ, the structure of the 
original image is fairly evident in the error image. This implies that the algorithm is affecting some 
features more than others. It is seen that the error image is in essence a negative of the original, 
implying that bright areas have become darker, and dark areas brighter. For BAQ this occurs to a 
much lesser extent. The phenomenon implies that the radiometric linearity of the coding has been 
disturbed. This last deduction is corroborated by the fact that the linearity is measurecl to be 0.98 
for BAQ and 0.94 for UVQ, i.e. despite the higher MSE value, BAQ has disturbed tlie linearity 



less tha.n UVQ. Preservation of linearity is important, for example, if the data is to be used for 
SAR sensor calibration. 

In terms of the other image domain metrics, both algorithms performed very well, i.e. image 
histograms, spectra, radiometric resolution, speckle and point target characteristics were well pre- 
served (i.e. the error is too small to be statistically significant). BAQ did however perform better 
for wavelength estimation, preserving both the magnitude and frequency of the dominant peaks in 
the ID spectra. UVQ preserved the frequency but reduced the magnitude by ~ 6 % .  

To summarise, when evaluated in both the signal and image domains, BAQ gave a higher MSE than 
UVQ. However, since BAQ gave better results in terms of data statistics, radiometric linearity and 
wavelength estimation, and equivalent results for the remaining metrics, it is deemed to be better 
than UVQ, with the given operating parameters, for application to SAR signal data encoding. 

It is recognized that gain/shape VQ would result in improved linearity, but for the same compression 
ratio and vector size, this would be at the expense of codebook size. Thus one would expect the 
overall IdSE to be essentially the same, but with the errors more evenly distributed. This last point 
illustrates another of the shortcomings of MSE: since it is a global measure, it gives no indication 
of the spatial distribution of the error, and no indication of the extent to which the error affects 
the various properties important to SAR image analysis. 

7 Innage Data Encoding Results 

The results of encoding experiments on the SAR image data for the Niagara scene, using the JPEG 
DCT and UVQ algorithms, are presented in Table 2. Again, the Niagara results have been selected 
for discclssion since they accentuate the differences in the results for the two algorithms. 

The results for the analysis in the image (and coding) domain show that the SQNR is lower for 
UVQ than for JPEG DCT, and, in general, UVQ has distorted the data statistics more than the 
JPEG DCT. 

The original, reconstructed and error images for JPEG DCT and UVQ are shown in Figure 3. The 
reconstructed images for both JPEG DCT and UVQ are judged to be of good quality, though the 
JPEG DCT reconstructed image is slightly less well focussed than the original (due to attenuation 
of the high frequency components), and the UVQ reconstructed image shows some loss of contrast 
(due to the codebook having a more limited intensity space than the original data). The error 
images show the error to be fairly evenly distributed for both algorithms, with the UVQ error 
image having slightly more structure than the JPEG DCT error image. 

The histogram characteristics were well preserved by the JPEG DCT algorithm. For the UVQ 
algorithm, although the overall shape of the histogram was preserved, the histogram was much 
more "spiky" in appearance. Again this is due to the codebook limiting both the intensity space, 
and the intensity combinations of adjacent pixels. 

For both algorithms, the reconstructed spectra appeared very similar to the original spectra, with 
all dominant peaks reproduced, and no extra peaks introduced. The error spectra did not show 
evidence of any periodic error effects having been introduced. The error spectra did show that the 
error for JPEG DCT was greater in the high frequency portion of the spectrum than in the low 
frequency portion. This was also true for UVQ, but to a very much lesser extent. 

Both algorithms preserved the radiometric resolution, and both reduced the speckle component by 



~ 5 % .  The radiometric linearity was 1.0 for JPEG DCT, however UVQ was again shown to disturb 
the linearity, with the slope of the linearity plot being 0.96. 

Neither algorithm produced any mis-registration effects, either globally or locally. For almost all the 
point targets studied, JPEG DCT was found to produce only very slight differences in peak widths, 
energy and position. UVQ, however, was found to be more likely to alter these characteristics. This 
is mainly due to the fact that point targets are essentially "rare events" of dimension not much 
greater than the vectors themselves. A centroid based codebook is not geared to meet the needs 
of reproducing the individual characteristics of each point target. Point target preservation is 
import ant in SAR image analysis. 

In terms of wavelength estimation, JPEG DCT preserved both the magnitude and frequency of the 
dominant peaks in the 1D range and azimuth spectra. UVQ preserved the frequency, but reduced 
the magnitude by up to 3%. I t  is however recognized that the peaks studied occurred in the low 
frequency portion of the spectrum. For higher frequency peaks, JPEG DCT would be more likely 
to alter the magnitude, since the evaluation of the spectra showed that JPEG attenuates high 
frequency components more than low frequency components (an inherent property of' the JPEG 
quantization scheme). 

To summarise, the JPEG D CT algorithm performed consistently better than the UVQ algorithm. 
The use of the additional metrics specified in this paper served to highlight the exact way in which 
the higher error introduced by the UVQ algorithm manifested itself. 

Again, the linearity of VQ could be improved using gainlshape VQ. It may also be possible to 
reproduce the point target characteristics more accurately using some form of classified VQ, as 
opposed to designing a purely centroid based codebook. 

8 Conclusions 

In this paper we have suggested a number of evaluation criteria especially suited to dietermining 
the manner and extent to which an encoding algorithm distorts SAR data. Both signal and image 
domain encoding were studied, with two algorithms having been applied in each domain. The 
results obtained using the given algorithms were described and analysed using the given rnetrics. 

The measurement of MSE or SQNR is important, as it gives a measure of the severity of the 
unstructured error brought about by encoding. The MSE should always be included as as evaluation 
metric. However, in order to gain additional insight into the characteristics of the error, and also 
into the manner of operation of the encoding algorithm, additional metrics are needed. 

The metrics which produced the most insight into the manner in which the algorithms acted on 
the data and the resulting degradations were felt to be: 

1. the original versus reconstructed data histograms, 

2. error images, 

3. error spectra, 

4. radiometric linearity, and 

5. point target analysis. 

The data histograms were useful in both the signal and image domain analysis in showing how the 
algorithms acted on the data. e.g. for BAQ they showed how little the block rms vi3ilue varied 



for the chosen block size. This insight would be useful when selecting a block size. For UVQ 
the histograms showed the effects of mapping data onto a smaller intensity space and limiting the 
allowed intensity combinations of adjacent pixels. 

The error images, in conjunction with other metrics, such as the data histograms, showed which 
properties of the original images were giving rise to the highest errors e.g. for UVQ it was found 
that regions with an intensity having a low probability of occurrence, in this case those on the edges 
of the input intensity space - very bright areas or very dark areas - produced the largest errors. 

The spectra highlighted which frequency components were most affected by the coding. 

The measurement of radiometric linearity consolidated the results seen in the error image, and 
showed the severity of this error. 

The point target analysis showed how well rare events are reproduced by the given algorithm. 
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Table 1: Evaluation of Signal Encoding Performance (Niagara Scene) 

Signal Domain Results 

CR at  operating point 

MSE 

ASQNR (dB) 

PSQNR (dB) 

Data range 

Amean 

A u  

Akurtosis 

Aentropy 

Phase Error (degrees) 

histograms 

ASQNR (dB) 

PSQNR (dB) 

Amean 

A u  

Akurtosis 

Aentropy 

histograms 

radiometric resolution 

speckle 

radiometric linearity 

mis-registration I 
point targets 

wavelength estimation 

BAQ 

4 

107 

9.5 
21.8 

-20 % 
+24 % 
+8 % 
-8 % 

-32 % 
18.1 

4 peaks 

-1 % 
t 0 . 6  % 
-0.1 % 

preserved 

preserved 

preserved 

0.98 

none 

preserved 

preserved 

33.6 

-3  % 
-7 % 

+18 %) 

-1 % 
preserved 

preserved 

preserved 

0.94 

none 

preserved 

degraded 



Table 2: Evaluation of Image Encoding Performance (Niagara Scene) 

Image Domain JPEG DCT UVQ 

CR at operating point 5.7 6.9 
MSE 6208 13430 

ASQNR (dB) 21.5 18.1 

PSQNR (dB) 34.3 31.0 
Arange +0.8 % -6 % 
Amean -0.04 % -0.4% 

Au -0.1 % -3% 

Akurtosis -2 % -5% 
Aentropy + O . l  % -19% 

histograms preserved spiky 

radiometric resolution preserved preserved 

speckle -5% -5% 
radiometric linearity 1.00 0.96 
mis-registration none none 

point targets preserved degraded 
wavelength estimation preserved degraded 



Figure 2: Niagara: Original, Reconstructed and Error Images (Signal Data Encoding) 
Top Left: Original; Top Right: Original 
Centre Left: BAQ Reconstructed; Centre Right: VQ Reconstructed 
Bottom Left: BAQ Error; Bottom Right: VQ Error 
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Figure 3: Niagara: Original, Reconstructed and Error Images (Image Data Encoding) 
Top Left: Original; Top Right: Original 
Centre Left: JPEG DCT Reconstructed; Centre Right: VQ Reconstructed 
Bottom Left: JPEG DCT Error; Bottom Right: VQ Error 



FRACTAL IMAGE COMPRESSION: 
A RESOLUTION INDEPENDENT REPRESENTATION FOR IMAGER?? 

Alan D. Sloan 
5550 Peachtree Parkway 

Iterated Systems, Inc. 
Norcross, Georgia 30092 

1. Background 

A deterministic fractal is an image which has low information content and no inherent scale. 
Because of their low information content, deterministic fractals can be described with small data 
sets. They can be displayed at high resolution since they are not bound by an inherent scale. A 
remarkable consequence follows. Fractal images can be encoded at very high compression 
ratios. This fern, for example, is encoded in less than 50 bytes and yet can be displayed at 
resolutions with increasing levels of detail appearing. 

The Fractal Transform was discovered in 1988 by Michael F. Barnsley. It is the basis for a new 
image compression scheme which was initially developed by myself and Michael Barnsley at 
Iterated Systems. The Fractal Transform effectively solves the problem of finding a fractal 
which approximates a digital "real world image." 

2. The Fractal Hypothesis for Real World Images 

Fractal Image Compression, when used in a lossy mode, provides approximations to a large class 
of images, termed Real World Images. 

Digital real world photographs contain exceptionally high frequency of occurrence of local 
large scale correlations, under affine transformations. 

r Given a digital real world photograph, it can be approximately partitioned into cc1ntr:icrive 
affine transformations of geometrical structures in the image. Affine transformations of 
these structures, interpreted as probabilistic events, are unlikely to occur in  an arbi tra1-y 
digital image. However, in a specific image, such occurrences are likely events. Ftor digital 
real world images, the higher the resolution, the better the approximation. 



Affine ~sarasfornations are composed of translation, differential scaling and differential rotat ion 
operadons. An affine transform, T, is contractive relative to a given metric, d, when 

d(T(p),T(pt)) < c*d(p,pl), for some constant c<l and all points p and p'. 

Real world images are distinguished from general digital bit-mapped images by the property that 
they contain local large scale affine correlations unexpectedly often. Foe example, the 
probabilit~, of a randomly generated 1K x 1K x 24 bit/pixel image containing a face of 
photographic quality is nearly infinitesimal. Experience shows that whenever a real world image 
contains one face, it tends to contain additional faces. The additional faces are not exact copies 
of each other, but to a reasonable approximation, can be mapped into each other by :iffine 
eransfomadons. 

3. Methodology of the Fractal Transform 

The Fractal Transform process consists of distinct encoding methodologies. The encoding step 
begins by creating two collections of images subsets. The first subset consists of Domain 
Blocks. The collection of Domain Blocks must satisfy two conditions: (a) Domain Blocks must 
not overlap; and (b) as a whole, the Domain Blocks must exactly cover the image. The seconcl 
subset consists of Range Blocks. Range Blocks may or may not overlap and may or niay not 
cover the image. Once the subsets of Domain and Range Blocks have been established, a R:~rigc: 
Block and a contractive affine transformation is chosen for each Domain Block. The choice is 
made so that difference between the affine mapping of the Range Block and the Domain Block is 
minimal. The information which is retained as the code produced by the Fractal Triinsforni 
consists of the description of the Domain and Range Block sets and, for each Domain Block, the 
affine &anisfornation and location of the Range Block. No image data need be saved. For each 
domain block D, only the Range Block address, RD, and an affine transformation, TD, are saved. 

Decoding an image from its Fractal Transform code consists of repeatedly transforming images 
starting from an arbitrary initial image, Io, to create successive images 11, 12, ... I N :  1 .  is 
transformed into I,+1 by partitioning Ij+, into the Domain Block structure obtained dul-lng \tie 
encoding step and computing the contents of the Range Block region RD computed from I , .  
These co~nputations continue until the difference between I .  .I and Ij+l differ by less than :\ 

specified amount. 

No inhere:nt scale is introduced during the Fractal Transform process. Relational inform:\rion 
and slot resolution specific data is retained. Moreover, code produced is of finite length and b o  

of low iriformation content. We conclude that the Fractal Tran,~form produces u ,frcxt.ttrl 
description of images. 



Summary of the Fractal Transform Methodology 

Search for Affine Transformations 

- Partition Image and Create Collection of Image Fragments 

- Map Image into Itself 

- Contractive Mappings 

- Minimize Distance between Image Fragment and Partition Elements 

o Produce Code 

- Save the Transformations 

- Discard All Image and Other External Data 

- Organize Transformations into Fractal Image Format 

o Reconstruct Image Algorithmically 

- Iterative Process 

- Repeated Application of Image Processing Transformation 



FRACTAL TRANSFORM - TECHNICAL 

Step 1 - Partition the image to be encoded creating Domain 

Blocks. 

Step 2 - Choose another collection of image subsets, called 

Range Blocks. 

Step 3 - For each Domain Block, D, choose Range Block RD 

and contractive affine transformation TD : RD 4 D 

so that image distance between D and TD(RD) 

is minimal. 

FRACTAL TRANSFORM CODE CONSISTS OF 

Domain Block Set, 

Wange Block sets, and 

for each Domain 

Block, 

t'he affine 

t:ransformation 

and location of 

tlhe Range Block. 



4. Comparison with the Discrete Cosine Transform 

Study I 

Twenty images input at a resolution of 640 x 400 x 24 bitslpixel were compression by the Fractal 
Transform and a JPEG implementation of DCT compression. The image set includes data from 
9 IS0 standard images. Image fidelity is measured by comparing the root-mean-square (RMS) 
difference between the original digital image and the compressed and then decompressed image. 
Compressed file sizes range from about 5K to 50K. Typically, for larger file sizes the image 
fidelity of the techniques are comparable. However, at lower file sizes, the Fractal Transfomm 
yields significantly better quality imagery than the DCT technique, as measured by the RMS. 

The following data is from the "balloons" I S 0  image: 

RMS 

Difference 

0 10 20 30 40 50 

"Balloons" IS0 Image. 

Vertical Axis is RMS Difference between Compressed and Original Data. 

Lower Curve is Fractal Transform Data. Upper Curve is DCT Data. 

Vertical Axis is RMS difference. Horizontal Axis is Compressed File Size in Kilobytes. 

Study I .  

Two 5 band AVHRR images were obtained at resolution 1024 x 1024 x 16 bitslpixel for each 
band. The data pre-processed to retain 8 bits of data. This pre-processed data was compressed 
by Fractal Compression technology and by a JPEG implementation of DCT by Xing. The data 
below represents compression of one of the two five band images resulting in file sizes ranging 
from about 90,000 bytes to 6,000 bytes. 



The vertical axis provides values for % root-mean-square error(%RMS). The RMS is computed 
for the five band image and is then divided by 255, since the RMS can vary between 0 and 3-55. 
Using tlhe FUvIS as a measure of fidelity, higher %RMS values indicate less fidelity. The 
horizontal axis measures the (compression ratio)/1000, which varies inversely as the file size of 
the compressed image. 

Error 
15.00 

Compression Ratio/1000 

The upper and shorter curve describes the JPEG results. The lower and longer curve describes 
the results of Fractal Compression on the same digital imagery. The rapid increase in % R M S  for 
the JPEG technique points towards the breakdown of the JPEG methodology. This is borne out 
by visual inspection in which the JPEG images reveal a blocky nature, the characteristic artifact 
which results as the limit of the JPEG technique is approached. The Fractal Compression 
technique permits much smaller file sizes to be reached. 

5. Resolution Independence 

A straight line in encoded in a computer by a formula, not by a bit map image of a representative 
line. Output and display questions are, for the most part, independent of the fom~ula for the line. 
When ain output device is attached to a computer, a software program which targets the output 
specific format ( resolution, aspect ratio, pixelldepth, number of colors, etc.) of the outl~ut 
device, is used to generate a suitable display from the resolution independent formula \vhich 
represei~ts the line. Analogously, the Fractal Image Fornut provides a description of an image 
which is independent of the output device. 



The Fractal Image Format is a Resolution Independent Representation for Images. 

No inherent scale is introduced during the Fractal Transform process. Relational infosmatioii 
and not resolution specific data is retained. Therefore Fractal Transform compression prodi~ces a 
resolution independent description of images. 

An Evaluation of Resolution Independence 

Forty 640 x 400 x 24 bitslpixel satellite images of the earth were compressed to a variety of file 
sizes between 15K and 5K by both DCT and Fractal Transform technologies. In the case of 
DCT the original image was compressed and decompressed and a RMS error wa.s cornputed 
between the decompressed and original image. To evaluate the nature of the resolution 
independence of the Fractal Transform technique, each of the 640 x 400 images was first 
subsampled to create a 320 x 200 image. This smaller image was compressed and then 
decompressed at the larger 640 x 400 resolution. A RMS error was computed for the 640 x 400 
original and fractal zoom image. In each case, the Fractal Zoom RMS was no worse t h a n  rhe 
DCT RMS. On average, the Fractal Zoom technique reduced RMS errors by 15% from those 
produced by DCT. 
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Abstract 

Data compression has been proposed for several flight missions as a means of either 
reducing onboard mass data storage, increasing science data return through a bandwidth 
constrained channel, reducing TDRSS access time, or easing ground archival mass storage 
requirement. Several issues arise with the implementation of this technology. These include 
the requirement of a clean channel, onboard smoothing buffer, onboard processing hardware 
and on the algorithm itself, the adaptability to scene changes and maybe even versatility 
to the various mission types. 

This paper gives an overview of an ongoing effort being performed at Goddard Space 
Flight Center for implementing a lossless data compression scheme for space flight. We 
will provide analysis results on several data systems issues, the performance of the selected 
lossless compression scheme, the status of the hardware processor and current development 
plan. 

1 Introduction 

Before implementing a data compression scheme onboard a spacecraft, it is important 
to address issues in the telecommunication channel and the architecture of the data system 
in which it resides. The advanced orbiting systems of the 1990's and beyond will demand 
a communication network which can support a wide range of data rates, complex inter- 
national constellations of space platforms, extensive onboard computer networking and 
possibly cross-support among missions. To meet the requirement of such a network and 
data system, the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) has published 
a recommended standard: "Advanced Orbiting Systems, Networks and Data Links: Ar- 
chitectural Specification" [I], to provide descriptions of the architecture of a network and 
data structure recommended for future orbiting platforms. 

An important feature of such a data system is that all sensor data are packetized 
into the hierarchical structure shown in Fig. 1. Sensor data are first encapsulated into 
a CCSDS packet of length up to 216 bytes. It is further multiplexed with other CCSDS 
packets originated from other paths into Multiplexing Protocol Data Unit (MPDU) of fixed 
length. After being padded with error protection bits and other inserted data, the MPDU 
is further assigned a Virtual Channel, and converted into a Virtual Channel Data Unit 
(VCDU). Again, this is a fixed length data unit. 
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The subsequent stage which takes MPDUs from both single and multiple sources is the 
Virtual Channel Access (VCA). Its output data rate is the fixed link data rate assigned to 
the platform. The VCA may accept inputs from various data sources of variable data rates 
and bandwidths. To provide a constant output data rate from VCA, a smoothing data 
buffer is required and occasionally fill VCDUs are transmitted when the buffer experiences 
data underflow. 

An  efficient lossless data compression scheme will almost always produce variable length 
coded bits. These coded bits will be concatenated to form CCSDS packets, which conse- 
quently will be of variable lengths too. This requires that the multiplexing unit be provided 
with smoothing buffer in order that the output MPDU rate is constant. Associated with 
the selected buffer size, there will also be instances when a fill MPDU is necessary. A filled 
data unit can be regarded as a decrease in the channel utilization or efficiency. 

In the sequel, we will firs: address data system issues related to implementing onboard 
data compression. A description and performance analysis of a selected lossless compression 
algorithm will be given. It will be followed by the results of an ASIC development of this 
algorithm. Finally, a brief summary of our current efforts will be given. 

2 Systems Issues 

2.1 Glean Channel Requirement 

As pointed out in [2] of the last Data Compression Workshop held at Snowbird, April 11, 
1991, one characteristic of compressed data is its sensitivity to noise. That is, one bit in 
error can result in a burst of data errors during the reconstruction process. This sensitivity 
to noise results from the fact that most compression algorithms reconstruct data based 
on values from more than one sample. Specifically, it is apparent that for algorithms 
which perform Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) as a front end process, a 
reconstruction error will tend to propagate to the end of a packet. In general, a tradeoff 
exists between choosing a suitable packet length to match the telecommunication channel 
characteristics and the ease of interfacing instruments within a data system. However, the 
chanciel coding recommended by CCSDS employing a concatenated error control coding 
scheme of an outer Reed-Solomon (255, 223) code and a rate 112 convolutional inner code 
131, will provide a channel with bit error rate (BER) much lower than at SNR of 3 db. 
Operational use of this concatenated system should typically yield even lower error rate, 
far lower than the stated requirement of for the compressed data [2]. 

2.2 Buffer Location, Requirement and Channel EEciency 

Lossless data compression methods, by which redundancy is removed from the source data, 
result in variable length bit strings which can be packetized. The variable length CCSDS 
packets are first enclosed in fixed length MPDUs. These MPDUs are input to the VCA 
either synchronously or asynchronously as shown in Fig. 2. For the synchronous sampling 
by thle VCA: a MPDU packet consisting of either valid CCSDS packets or fill bits is passed 
to the VCA, at every sampling period t,. In this scheme, the smoothing buffer is provided 
at thie MPDU generator location. For the asynchronous sampling scheme: a MPDU is 



provided to the VCA only when it is filled with valid CCSDS packets. Therefore, the 
input to the VCA is sampled at variable time intervals which are a multiple t,, the CCSDS 
packet generation period. The constant downlink data rate is achieved by providing a 
buffer at  the VCA. The system sampling time t, is determined by the data rate allocated 
to a specific instrument, while the packet generation period t ,  relates to a sensor's data 
collection scheme. 

During data underflow, filled MPDUs for Fig. 2(a), or filled CVCDUs for Fig. 2(b), are 
generated to maintain constant link rate. This causes reduced channel utilization. 

For the smoothing buffer, its size requirement depends on the packet statistics. These 
effects have been simulated in a study [4] which shows that the long-term performance of 
both sampling strategies in Fig. 2 are similar. That is, the maximum buffer recluirement 
and the channel efficiency are comparable. An example is given in Fig. 3, which shows 
these effects as a function of the sampling ratio t,/t,. The result was obtained by assuming 
a packet source of Gaussian distribution of mean packet length 1 MPDU and a o- of 0.1, 
which is related to the variation in source statistics. The performance is characterized in 
terms of the buffer length requirement (in MPDUs) and average fill fraction. 

2.3 Recoverability 

As mentioned earlier, a channel error on the compressed data bits is likely to cause re- 
construction error that will also affect subsequent reconstructed data. This type of error 
propagation can be limited to the error within a single packet by employing a data corn- 
pression scheme that resets at the beginning of every packet. 

3 An. Adaptive Lossless Source Coding Algoridhmn 

In selecting a lossless compression algorithm for onboard applications, several criteria 
are considered: 

Adaptivity: Spacecraft sensor data are usually characterized by wide variation in the 
statistics. Representative data come from Earth observation data over clouds, ocean, 
land, or spectrograph data of solar activities, or star fields, or galaxies. i?i selected 
algorithm should compress data at near optimal rate when the scene changes (even 
for one instrument) to fully exploit the benefit of data compression. 

Ease of Implementation: For onboard implementation, an algorithm should require few 
processing steps, small memory, and insignificant power. 

The universal source coding scheme, devised by Rice [5] [6] [7] 181 [9] was selected. Its 
function and performance are described in the following. 

3.1 The Universal Source -ding Scheme 

The Rice algorithm is a structure that provides efficient performance over a broad range of 
source entropy. This universality is accomplished by adaptively selecting the best of several 



options of an easily implemented variable length coding algorithm on the basis of a block of 
input samples. The size of the block is a compromise between algorithm adaptivity and the 
necesstary overhead bits to identity algorithm options. Our earlier study has shown that a 
block size of 16 samples is optimal for most our test imagery. This block of input samples 
is pre-processed by first performing DPCM (or higher order prediction) and a mapping of 
the data into non-negative integers. A block diagram of the algorithm structure is provided 
in Fig. 4. One option of the algorithm codes these integers with a comma code, the other 
options are obtained by splitting a specified number of the least significant bits, k, off the 
integers, to be appended later to the comma code of the remaining most significant bits. 
These options are considered as coders running in parallel. The one that produces the least 
number of coding bits is selected and ID bits are generated to signal this option to the 
decoder . 

3.2 Opt imality of The Compression Algorithm 

In an earlier analysis [lo], it was shown that for source symbol sets having a Laplacian 
distribnution, the first option is equivalent to a class of Huffman code under the Humblet 
condition. The other split-sample options are shown to be equivalent to the Huffman codes 
of a slightly modified Laplacian symbol set, at integer symbol entropy levels. For NASA's 
applications, especially on imagery, for which the symbol probabilities after DPCM are well 
modelled as Laplacian, the practical result is simple and profound: the Nuffman code to 
use at each integer entropy value (k + 2) is the corresponding k split-sample option. 

The theoretical performance of these split-sample options on a Laplacian symbol set 
is given in Fig. 5. As more split-sample options are included in the coding structure, the 
performance curve will be extended in the upper-right direction following the same trend. 

A major advantage of this coding structure is that the codeword for each symbol is 
complietely specified by knowing its order in the integer symbol set. No codebooks are 
needed, this significantly simplifies onboard hardware implementation. 

3.3 Simulation and Comparison with Other Techniques 

A set of nine test imagery of 128x128 pixels, acquired from NASA image library and shown 
in Fig. 7, was compressed using the selected algorithm. The top two rows are 8-bit data 
while the bottom row has 12-bit AVIRIS test data. The results are given in Fig. 6. The 
efficacy of the algorithm is clearly demonstrated. 

In order to compare with other techniques, four other samples of University of Southern 
California (USC) 8-bit test images, shown in Fig. 8 are used. The results are listed in Tables 
1, 2 and 3 in terms of three performance parameters: percentage reduction, the compression 
ratio (CR), and total coding bytes. For the Ziv-Lampel (LZ) algorithm, the compress utility 
on UI\JIX system is used [I 11. The pack utility simulates the adaptive Huffman (AN in the 
Tables ) code. The arithmetic coding (denoted as ARi in the Tables) scheme is implemented 
using 1121. To provide a fair basis for comparison, we also include results obtained by using 
these techniques on the same pre-processed, i.e. DPCM+mapping, imagery. It is expected 
that this pre-processing will largely de-correlate data and increase the performance of the 
three other techniques with which we are comparing the Rice algorithm. For the LZ, AH 



and ARi techniques, the results are listed under columns marked as p+LZ, p+.AH and 
p+ARi. 

It should be noted that the results for the Rice algorithm include an 8-bit reference for 
every scanline and a 3-bit ID for every 16 samples. 

4 ASIC DevelopmellG 

An Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) chip set has been designed, fabricated 
and tested to perform the selected universal lossless compression algorithm [13] [14]. The 
general architecture follows Fig. 4. 

4.1 G ~ n e r a l  Descriptions of the Chip Set 

The algorithm lends itself to a high speed integrated circuit implementation because: 

1. The encoding process allows a highly pipelined architecture, and most of the clecoding 
process can be pipelined as well. 

2. Hardware can be shared inside the chips because the options are similar in structure. 

3. No external RAM is needed to store tables or statistics. 

4. No lookup tables are required on either the encoder or the decoder. The total on-chip 
RAM is only 320 bytes. 

To allow easy interface with an onboard data system such as depicted in Fig. '2, the 
coded bits are preceded by a header word containing the total number of coding bits. It 
will be stripped by the packetizer before being concatenated with other blocks into CCSDS 
packets. 

The default DPCM uses the previous value as a predictor, however, the design also 
allows an external reference to be used as predictor. The pre-processor functional module 
can also be by-passed completely to allow using only the entropy coding module. Because 
the encoder is designed to be able to operate continuously at the sample frequency, no 
sample buffer is needed to store scanlines. Features are also built in the decoder to prevent 
any decoding error induced by the channel noise to propagate to the next packet. 

In order to adapt to a variety of potential instruments, the current chip set is designed 
to handle 4-14 bits of digital data. A 4-bit ID is attached to every block of 16 coded 
samples. In addition, reference samples can be inserted at a user-specified interval. 

4.2 Chip Set Parameters 

The chip set has been designed in a 1 micron CMOS process for low power consumption 
and high data rate. The resulting die area for both encoder and decoder was only 5mrn on 
a side. Fig. 9 shows the chip plots for the encoder and decoder. 

The designed chip set was fabricated and tested on a Bewlett Packard BP82000 IC 
tester with parametric tests and functional tests that use over 100,000 vectors. Table 4 
lists its parameters. 



4 3  Flight Readiness 

The chip set, named Universal Source Encoder (USE) and Universal Source Decoder (USD) , 
was fabricated using the Hewlett Packard commercial process line which was tested to 
withstand a total radiation dose of up to 1 Mrad. The USE chip will undergo thermal 
cycles and a vibration test as part of chip qualification before possible launch. Meanwhile, 
a rad-hard version of the USE/USD chip set will be developed before being installed in the 
flight data system. 

5 Current Development Plan 

Currently, a testbed for the USE chip is being designed. This testbed includes pack- 
eiizer, xiultiplexer and interface to VCA on the encoder side. Plans have been made to 
perform end-to-end test through NASA's TDRSS and the NASCOM system, where the 
USD chip will be located to decode compressed data. 
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Fig. 7 The 9 GSFC test aerial images 
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Fig.8 The 4 USC test images 



(a) Encoder Layout. 

(b) Decoder Layout. 

Fig. 9 The chip set layout 
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Table 1: Percentage reduction of files after compression 

girl 
baboon 
F16 
aerial 

Table 2: Compression ratio of each test image 

LZ 
28.48 
-4.79 
22.32 
9.42 

girl 
baboon 
F16 
aerial 

-- 

Table 3: Total number of coding bytes after compression 

AH 
18.80 
5.90 

14.50 
12.10 

LZ 
1.40 
0.95 
1.29 
1.10 

Table 4: Chip Set Summary 
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Designed Frequency 
Design Specs (wc process) 
Measured Lab Freq 
Lab Bit Rate N=14 
Power(2OMhz,5.5V,lOOpF+) 
Transistors 
Die Size 
Process 
Package 

ARi 
21.50 
7.75 

20.76 
13.72 

AH 
1.23 
1.06 
1.17 
1.14 

Encoder 
20 Mhz 
125C74.5V 
50+ Mhz 
700+ Mbits 
0.34 W 
36,487 
5mm X 5mm 
l.Oum CMOS 
84 pin PLCC 

p+LZ 
30.02 
-0.15 
32.04 
17.63 

ARi 
1.27 
1.08 
1.26 
1.16 

Decoder 
20 Mhz 
70C,4.75V 
50 Mhz 
350 Mbits 
0.24 W 
33,451 
5mm X 5m.m 
l.OuM CMOS 
84 pin PLCC 

p+AH 
39.40 
17.80 
40.20 
29.10 

p+LZ 
1.43 
1.00 
1.47 
1.21 

p+ARi 
40.23 
18.76 
41.65 
29.63 

p+AH 
1.65 
1.22 
1.67 
1.41 

Rice 
41.50 
18.44 
42.36 
29.95 

p+ARi 
1.67 
1.23 
1.71 
1.42 

Rice 
1.71 
1.23 
1.74 
1.43 
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Abstract. How do you store enough of the key data sets, from a total of 120 gigabytes of data 
collected for a scientific experiment, on a collection of CD-ROMs, small enough to distribute to 
a broad scientific community? In such an application where information loss in unacceptable, 
lossless compression algorithms are the only choice. Although lossy compression algorithr~~s 
can provide an order of magnitude improvement in compression ratios over lossless algorithn~s, 
the information that is lost is often part of the key scientific precision of the data. Therefore, 
lossless compression algorithms are and will continue to be extremely important in  minimizirig 
archiving storage requirements and distribution of large earth and space (ESS) data sets while 
preserving the essential scientific precision of the data. 

Data preservation, distribution, and archiving were integral and essential elements for the 
satellite, aircraft, and field data collected by the FIFE (First ISLSCPl Field Experirnent) in 1987 
through 1989 over the Konza Prairie area near Manhattan, Kansas. In total, the raw and the 
derived data products comprise approximately 120 gigabytes of which the image data comprise 
over 99%. An important element of the planned final archive is a set of CD-ROMs which will 
contain a reduced data set felt to satisfy the primary objectives of the experiment. Pn order- to 
store as much key image data as possible on the CD-ROMs and to preserve the scientific 
precision of the data, a lossless compression algorithm was devised. Use of the algor-ith111 or1 

AVHRR-LAC, Landsat TM, SPOT, NS001, and ASAS image products has resulteci i n  
average compression ratio of 2:l with ancillary and supporting files of information h a v i n g  ratio5 
as large as 16: 1. 

The ordered steps of the algorithm include : 1) normalization of the columns of the data mntrl\, 
2) normalization of the rows, and 3) viewing the remaining values in each row as layer> of bits 
that are either runlength encoded or packed back into bytes depending on the calci~lated averagc 
runlength of the line. The compression package, containing functions for processing 8, 16, antf 
32 bit values and processing control, is written in C and is operational on a VAX compute1 
system in the Laboratory for Terrestrial Physics at NASA GSFC. A complementary set of Irn'igc 
restoration software was developed and can be run on a wide range of computing platfonns fro111 
PCs to workstations. 

We envision this intuitive compression algorithm to be useful on a broad range of spnti;zl dar ;~  
sets including gridded layered modeling data sets such as terrain, spectral, and n-~eteorologic:tl 
variables that will be required for coordinated earth systems field experiments during the nexl 
decade. 

1. Introduction 

Distributing large amounts of scientific data such as satellite and aircraft imagery, ni:indnres 
some form of data compression to minimize storage and data transmission. Altho~~gh Iojjy 
compression algorithms can provide compression ratios of up to 100: 1 ,  the precision t h k ~ t  1s lo\[ 
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is often part of the key scientific information of the data. Therefore, lossless compression 
algorithms are and will continue to be extremely important in dealing with the distribution of 
large scientific data sets and in minimizing archival storage requirements. The importance of 
lossless compression for earth and space science (ESS) and space physics data are addressed by 
Walker [PI. 

The First ISLSCP Field Experiment (FIFE) collected a coordinated data set useful for 
developing and validating models that determine surface climatology from satellite-accluired 
measurements. Particular attention was placed on measurements of the mass and energy 
balances at the boundary between the land surface and the atmosphere and on the role of the 
existing s~~r face  biology in controlling the land and atmosphere interactions. The experiment 
was also designed to explore the use of satellite observations to infer climatologically import:unt 
land-surface parameters related to the land/atmosphere interactions (see [2] for further details). 

The 15 x 15 km FIFE study area included the Konza Prairie Research Natural Area, an NSF 
Long Terrn Ecological Research (LTER) site near Manhattan, KS, and surrounding areas. The 
data collection effort consisted of long-term monitoring through satellite observations and 
peiodic in-situ ground and meteorological measurements along with five intensive field 
campaign:; of 10 to 20 days in length during the growing season of 1987 and late summer in  
1989. Atlempts were made during the IFC's to obtain coordinated (and at times simultuneous) 
ground, air, and satellite measurements of hundreds of variables. 

Integral to this whole effort was a data system that served as a tool for designing the experiment 
and for organizing, manipulating, and archiving the complex data set. A dedicated and remotely 
accessible data system was developed at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) to meet 
the data management requirement. Data compression has become a critical concern as the data 
system prepares the final CD-ROM based archive of the reduced data collection (about 10 
Gbytes). To date, one prototype CD-ROM has been produced to evaluate the CD-ROM datii 
publication facilities available at GSFC and to establish operational procedures and softw;lre for- 
the final CD-ROM series production (see [3]). 

2. FIFE Information System 

The fundamental mission of the FIFE Information System (FIS) was to capture, preserve, 
organize, distribute, and archive the satellite, aircraft, and field data that were collected. Durins 
the experiment and to date the image and other large data sets have been stored and distributeci 
on magnetic tape while the smaller data sets have been stored in an on-line data b x e  and 
distributed via electronic transfer and floppy disk (see [4] for further details). In  total, the raw 
and the derived data products now comprise approximately 120 gigabytes. 

The non-image data consist of conventional meteorological and radiosonde data fro111 all NOAA 
stations within lo latitude and longitude of the study area, automated meteorological and 
radiation sensors reporting up to 20 variables every 5 minutes at 32 sites, and in-sit11 data 
assembled by the 30 investigator teams during the IFC's. These data sets characterize the diurnal 
patterns of radiation, moisture and heat flux, atmospheric properties and temperatures, nloisture 
and wind profiles, vegetation and soil condition, and rates of photosynthesis and evaporation. 
Although overwhelming in diversity, these data comprise less than 1 % (300 Mbytes) of the total 
data volume. The image data on the other hand occupy over 99% of the data volume but consist 
of only approximately 12 types with differing levels of processing (Table 1). 

A final data archive is currently being established. An important element of the archive plan 1s 
publication of a set of some 6 CD-ROMs which will contain a reduced data set felt to satisfy the 
primary objectives of the experiment. The bulk of this data (90+%) will consist of derived (i.e., 



level-1 and level-2) image products from satellite and aircraft based instruments with sparlit\ 
resolutions from 20 m to 1 km. The need for lossless compression of the image ddea product\ 
arose from the use of the CD-ROMs as the main FIFE data archival product. Dozier and Tilton 
[5] note that "Since the purpose of the archival process is to keep an accurate and co~aiplete 
record of data, any data compression used in an archival system must be lossless, and protect 
against propagation of error in the storage media." We feel lossless compression of dalii store:l 
on CD-ROM media satisfies these criteria quite well. 

Table 1: Volume of Selected Digital Image Data (NIbytesl2 

Image Type 
AS AS 
AVHRR-GAC 
AVHRR-LAC 
Landsat TM 
NS001 (TMS) 
PBMR 
SPOT-XS 
SPOT-PAN 
TIMS 
Totals: 

Processing Level 
Level-0 Level- 1 Level-2 Level-3 

3958 
7406 27 2 

67583 1686 812 
2 157 210 2 

19201 1210 24 
3 7 3 8 

1998 462 
198 144 

3. FIS Irnage Data Products 

To be successful, FIFE required image data products that allowed integration of m~rli~-dare. 
multi-sensor, and multi-resolution imagery for quantitative atnlospheric and surface b~ophy\ic,il 
radiometric studies. In particular, mandatory capabilities were to accurately derive, extract, 2nd 
utilize geographic location and solar and viewing conditions in conjunction with instru~nenr 
calibration information for derivation of surface radiance and reflectance on a polygonal or per- 
pixel basis. In FIFE, these outputs were required from the pixel to the regional level as Input  TO 

models of the surface energylmass exchange processes. 

Based on this set of requirements and the need to distribute the data to a large and diverse user 
community, a processing approach and operational processing software were cleveloped to 
handle the task of processing the large volume of level-0 data into complete and usen--friendly 
image products (see [6] for further details). Level-0 image data was defined as unmodifiecl (bill 
possibly reformatted) instrument values as received from the agencies supplying the d ~ l  r :!. The 
definitions of the level-0 and higher data products (i.e., level-1, level-2, ...) were deriveci fi-or21 
and are consistent with the EOS (Earth Observing System) formulated definitions (see 17 1 ) .  

Of particular concern to the CD-ROM publication and data compression efforts was the conrent 
and format of the image products to be published; primarily the level-1 and level-', product\ Ai l  
example of a generic level-1 FIFE image product is shown in Figure 1 .  The level-1 p1-otliicri 
were closely reviewed since they were required to contain all the inforn~ation necessary ro derive 
at-sensor radiance values and were anticipated to be (and resulted in being) the prini;~I-y Irn:I:c- 
data distribution product. Each level-1 product contains a 'header' file consisting of 80 byrc 
ASCII text records that describe the overall contents of the image product, sumnlarle\ of a n y  
necessary calibration, georeferencing, viewing, and solar position information, arld cornmer-it\ 
related to the processing performed. The header file is then followed by a series of f ~ i e \  
containing the spectral image data, any unpacked and reformatted calibration inforn~ailon,  rid 

2 ~ e e  Appendix A for list of acronyms 



georeferenicing, view angle, and solar angle information. The georeferencing and view arid solar 
angle files contain values for the respective variables on a per pixel basis for the selected subset 
of image data. In content, the FIFE level-1 image products are very similar to the level-1 
MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) products described by Salornonson 181. 
All of these files except for the ASCII header file (which is simply copied) are processed by the 
data compression software. The ASCII header files were not compressed to allow users to easily 
review the summary information of a given image and to determine if the image met their 
particular needs before proceeding with the restoration of the data. In addition, each ASCII 
header file occupied less than 19K bytes of the total image product volume. 

4. Image Data Compression 

The need for a lossless compression procedure arose from the desire to store as much image data 
as possible: on the planned CD-ROMs and to preserve the scientific precision of the data. From 
our experience, it seemed that a useful and intuitive algorithm could be developed to perform the 
needed compression. 

Figure 1: Example Level-1 Standard Data Product 

80 Byte ASCII Records 

N-Pixel ASCII Records 

N-Pixel Integer*4 Records 

N-Pixel Integer*4 Records 



4.1 Algorithm Evolution and Performance 

We started with the observation that adjacent pixels in an image frequently have quite similar 
values (especially in a given line or column). Often too, the range of digital values in an irmage 
is only a small fraction of the total data range. Determining an overall image mia~lmelrma value 
and subtracting it from all the pixels in the image would therefore maintain the range and 
distribution of values while bringing the bit representations of the pixel values into the lowest set 
of bits. In addition, the quantized spectral responses of adjacent pixels (in the fonla of digiral 
counts or DNs) do not usually differ by more than a few counts. Essentially, the high-order bir 
layers represent the major structural information of the image and do not change much from one 
pixel to another. On the other hand, the low-order bits are quite variable between adjacent pixels 
and can tend to be rather random. 

It seemed then that runlength encoding of the high-order bits of the pixels in each line could 
result in significant compression. Depending on the smoothness of a given image, runlengri: 
encoding of the low-order bits may also result in good compression. So, the algorithm was 
developed to evaluate each series of bit values in a given bit plane across a given irnage iine for 
runlength encoding. In addition, a threshold was needed to determine whether or not ri1niengti.t 
encoding would be worthwhile for a particular line of image data and an alternate storage 
scheme was needed to process the lines that were not runlength encoded. The deci.sioiis on rht .  
initial threshold value and what to do with the records that were not ninlength encoded sesi~lred 
from the fact that the first images being considered for compression (level-1 A\JHRR-LAC) 
contained 256 pixels in each line and the runlength counts were being stored i n  single byte (8 
bit) values. If the average runlength for a given bit plane across the pixels in a przrtlci11:li- line 
was greater than 8, then the data would require less space to be stored in a series of 8-bii 
runlength counts. If the average runlength count was less than or equal to 8, no storage savings 
could be realized, and the bits were packed into bytes and stored as a series of byte val~ies. 
Actually, if the average runlength count equalled 8, both encoding formats stored the darn 
equally well, but no storage savings resulted (see Appendix B for details of the oi-igin:li 
compressed file record structure). This type of bit plane encoding is discussed at some length b y  
Rabbani and Jones [9]. 

Results of using this first version of the algorithm on a set of 97 FIFE level-1 AVHRR-LAC 
image products is given in Table 2. The compression ratios for the spectral bands ( B  1 rliso~~gli 
B5) ranged from 1.6:1 to 53:l. The values of 16:l and 53: 1 for B1 and I32 were achievecf or) 
night image in which the images for B1 and B2 (which are visible and near inf::;~i-ed haiic!.;, 
respectively) were very smooth with only a small amount of random noise. For the rem2iinin: 
files, the best compression was achieved in the view azimuth (Vaz), view zenith (Vzeri), solar 
azimuth (Saz), and solar zenith (Szen) files. An overall average compression of 2.7: 1 was 
achieved in terms of actual storage space required. This result was promising in that i t  would 
allow us to place 270% more AVHRR-LAC imagery on the CD-ROM disc than if we had not 
compressed the data. The 'bit average' compression ratios in Table 2 (and subsequent tables) nr-e 
smaller than the 'average' ratios in that they are weighted compression statistics calculated with 
the actual number of bits in the data rather than the number of bits required for storage. For 
example, although B1 was stored in a 16 bit value, the actual data only occupied a 10 b ~ t  range. 
Therefore, the bit average ratio of 2.3 for B1 equals the average ratio (3.6) multijnlieti t ~ y  the 
actual bits divided by the storage bits (i.e., 10/16). 

The next development in the algorithm resulted from testing the existing software on a new cizii;~ 

set, level-1 NSOOl TMS (Thematic Mapper Simulator) data. The level-1 NS001 t i ; i t ;~  psoci~lct 
consists of 8 spectral bands, 8 associated files of record-by-record housekeeping anci caIibi-:lrior~ 
information, files of latitude and longitude, and 2 files containing one record each oi' vie\l1 
azimuth and zenith information for the given flight line. Storage of a nominal level-1 NSOOI 
image product required 8.6 Mbytes for spectral data, 1.5 Mbytes for housekeeping info'or-i~~arior~. 



8.6 Mbytes for latitude and longitude information, and 5.5 Kbytes for view angle inforni;~tion. 
Table 3 shows the results from testing the initial compression scheme on the NS001 data. ?'he 
highest co~mpression from this original ('old') algorithm was achieved on the latitude, longitude, 
and view azimuth files. Although the overall compression ratio of 1.5:l resulted in a space 
saving of 6.2 Mbytes per image product, we felt we could improve this by more closely 
evaluating the characteristics of the NS001 and other image data product files. 

Table 2: Initial AVHRR-LAC Compression Results 

B1 B2 B3 B4 fi Ane Lat Lon Vas! Vzen & Szen - - 
Storage Bits 16 16 16 16 16 8 32 32 32 32 32 32 
Actual Bits 10 10 10 10 10 7 25 26 17 16 17 16 
Max Ratio 16 53 2.5 2.8 3.2 1.5 2.2 1.8 6.6 4.0 6.8 6.7 
Win Ratic~ 1.8 1.8 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.4 1.8 1.6 4.8 3.8 4.5 4.6 
Avg Ratio 3.6 3.4 1.9 2.3 2.3 1.5 2.1 1.7 5.7 3.8 5.6 5.6 
Bit Avg Ratio 2.3 2.1 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.6 1.4 3.0 1.9 3.0 2.8 

Overall A.verage 2.7: 1 
Overall Bit Average 1.7: 1 

Table 3: NSOOl Compression Results 

Housekeeping 

Storage Bits 
Actual Bits 
Old Watic~ 
New Ratio 
Old Bit Ratio 
New Bit Ihatio 

- - 
Bands 1 - 8 Files 1 - 8 - - -  Lat Lon Vaz Vzen 

8 8 32 32 32 32 

Overall Old Ratio 1.5:1 
Overall R[ew Ratio 2.1:1 
Overall Old Bit Ratio 1.3: 1 
Overall R[ew Bit Ratio 1.8:1 

In the splectral bands the response of the pixels in each column of the NS001 imagery is 
differentiatlly affected by limb brightening caused by the large across-track scan angle of the 
instrument. Strong column similarities existed also in the latitude or longitude file (depending 
on the flight direction) and in the housekeeping files which are series of column fom~atted 
ASCII records containing the timing, calibration, and instrument-status information. 
Corresporiding column-element similarities exist also in data collected by linear-array (push- 
broom) scanners. Based on this, it was decided to take advantage of these column similarities by 
determinillg the minimum value of each data column, storing these values as part of the 
compressed file structure, and subtracting the minimum column value from each element in the 
column. This resulted in a more 'column normalized' data matrix and the subtraction of the 
overall image rninimum was no longer needed. 

The values in each record of the georeferencing, view-angle, and solar-angle files for the imrzge 
products were also quite similar depending on the orientation of the image. Although not 
applicable to the NS001 data, other remote sensing instruments (like Landsat TM) gather 'n '  lines 



of data in each across-track scanning pass with a set of n detectors. Since each detector has ,I 

somewhat different response, consecutive lines of data over the same target can contain 
somewhat different values. It was assumed that these line-to-line differences ~vould bc 
somewhat 'independent' of the column similarities and would still exist in the 'colu~nn 
normalized' data matrix. Determining, storing, and subtracting the row minimum values tvas 
used to remove these row similarities and to bring the data down into a 'smallest' nurnber of bits 
for subsequent encoding. 

The results of applying this refined algorithm on the NSOOl data are given as the 'new' values in  
Table 3. Although only incremental improvements were realized in compressing the spectral - 
image files, and the view-azimuth and view-zenith files remained at their original voli~rnes, an 
overall improvement in compression of 20% was realized for the whole image product. The 
decrease in the compression of the view angle files is due to the fact that each file contains only 
one record of information and the additional 'overhead' storage required to store \:he colum~i 
minimum values which was not present in the old version. Since these files coniprise less th:m 
0.03% of the data volume, we felt this was a small price to pay for maintaining the general iry of 
the compression overall. If the files contained a record for each image line as did the Icvcl- 1 
AVHRR-LAC data, we believe they would compress at least as well as the view angle files iri 

the AVHRR-LAC data. As is evident from the values in Table 3, the real savings came froin the 
housekeeping and latitude and longitude file compression which improved by 66%) and 12%. 
respectively. The small improvement in the spectral data compression and the large 
improvement in compressing the latitude, longitude, and housekeeping files (which comprised n 
significant part of the data prodtict volume) resulted in the 20% improvement. Overall, :I 2.1 : 1 
compression was realized in relation to actual data storage space requirements. 

After testing the improved algorithm on the NSOOl data, we went back to check i t  on rhe Ic\~cl- I 
AVHRR-LAC data. Table 4 contains the results of applying the updated algorithm to the 707 
level-1 AVHRR-LAC data products which were processed for CD-ROM public: rioil. Tlic 
largest improvements in the compression again came from the view angle, solar ~lnglc, ;inti 

latitude and longitude files. Overall an additional 8% improvement in  stortzge space \ v ; I ~  
realized. Although this seems small, it resulted in  saving an additional 40 Mbytes (aho~lr 6.7% 
of the total CD-ROM volume) in storing the level-1 AVHRR-LAC data. This allov~ecf all  rhe 
level-l satellite monitoring data (i.e., AVHRR-LAC, Landsat TM, and SPOT) fr-om 19x7 
through 1989 to be archived on a one rather than two CD-ROMs. 

Table 4: Updated AVHRR-LAC Compression Results 

B1 B2 ]B3 &J Anc Lat Lon Vaz Vzea~ Saz S Z ~ I B  - - 
Storage Bits 16 16 16 16 16 8 32 32 32 32 1 2  32 
ActuG Bits 10 20 10 10 10 7 25 26 17 16 17 16 
Max Ratio 64 85 2.7 3.1 3.1 1.5 4.4 8.4 43 102 22 23 
Min Ratio 1.7 1.7 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.5 2.3 2.0 6.8 7.6 6.0 3.6 
Avg Ratio 3.6 3.4 1.9 2.3 2.3 1.5 3.1 2.4 8.6 33 8.5 18 
Bit Avg Ratio 2.3 2.1 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.3 2.4 2.0 4.6 16 4.5 9.1 

Overall Average 3.5: 1 
Overall Bit Average 2.2: 1 

Tables 5,  6, and 7 contain the results of applying the algorithm to Landsat Them:t~~c M,ipl)t'i 

(TM), SPOT multispectral (XS), and SPOT panchromatic (PAN) 'browse' image products N O R  
that the actual level-1 image products could not be d~stributed without infrlng~ng on EOSA I or 
CNES copyrights. Therefore, the data were spatially degraded by averaging the orlgln,il pr\cl\ 



within a 2 by 2 moving window. The resultant degraded Landsat TM, SPOT-XS, and SPOT- 
PAN images were temed as 'browse' products with spatial resolutions of 60, 40, and 20 meters, 
respectively. Compared to the original level-1 imagery, these would be considered to be lossy 
data prod~icts. The largest compression ratios were achieved in the latitude files, w i t h  the 
longitude files also compressing significantly. The spectral bands themselves were compressed 
an average: of 1.4:1. This is lower than the AVHRR-LAC results but higher than the NS001 
spectral data compression. The increase over the NSOOl data which is of similar spatial 
resolution and spectral content is likely due to the averaging done in degrading the original data 
to derive the browse products. 

Table 5: Landsat TM Compression Results 

B 4 B 5 M M L a t L o n  B 1 B 2 1 B 3 -  - 
Storage Bits 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 32 3 2 
~ c t u 2  Bits 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 25 2 6 
Max Ratio 1.5 1.8 1.5 1.3 1.1 1.7 1.3 16 18 
Minm Ratio 1.3 1.5 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.1 15 5.9 
Avg Ratio 1.4 1.6 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.4 1.2 16 7.3 
BitAvgRatio 1.4 1.6 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.4 1.2 13 5.9 

Overall1 Avg 2.4: 1 
Bveralll Bit Avg 2.1: 1 

Table 4: SPOT-XS Compression Results 

B I B 2 B 3 L a t L o n  - 
Storage Bits 8 8 8 32 32 
Actual Bits 8 8 8 25 26 
Max Ratio 1.9 1.9 1.5 21 19 
Min Ratio 1.0 1.0 1.1 5.2 3.8 
Avg Ratio 1.5 1.5 1.2 15 8.6 
Bit Avg Ratio 1.5 1.5 1.2 7.0 7.0 

Overall Avg Ratio 3.8: 1 
Overall Bit Ratio 2.8:l 

Table 7: SPOT-PAN Compression Results 

BB Lat - 
Storage Bits 8 32 32 
Actual Bits 8 25 26 
Max Ratio 1.5 20 20 
Min Ratio 1.3 17 6.5 
Avg Ratio 1.4 18 9.7 
Bit Aa~g Ratio 1.4 14 7.9 

Overall Avg 6.7: 1 
Overall Bit Avg 5.5:1 



Preliminary tests of the algorithm on level-1 ASAS and level-2 AVHRR-LAC image products, 
have resulted in average compression ratios of 2.5:l and 2.2:1, respectively. The level- 1 AS AS 
image product consists of seven spectral data files (one for each of seven look angles) coilraining 
29 spectral bands and an ASCII header file. The spectral image bands are sequentially extracted 
from the look angle files and compressed. The level-2 AVHRR-LAC product contains an ASCII 
header file, two files containing cloud and urbanlwater feature masks, two files of reflectance 
values, one file of surface temperature values, one file of vegetation index values, and five files 
of original spectral data. Each of the files has been resampled to a spatial resolution of 
approximately 300 meters from the original 1 km resolution. The better compressio~i of the 
ASAS data over that of NSOOl is due to the increased similarity of pixels from its narrow 
spectral bands and the linear arrays of detectors that gather data. Both of these features would 
lend themselves to enhanced compression based on the steps in the algorithm. The level-? 
AVHRR-LAC results are overall comparable to the compression results for the spectral bar~iih 
shown previously in Table 4. 

4.2 Algorithm Irllplementation 

The ordered steps of the improved operational algorithm incl~lde : 1) nomialization of the data 
matrix columns by subtracting the respective column minimum value from each eleml=i~t i n  the 
column, 2) normalization of the rows by subtracting the respective row minimum value froni 
each value in the row, and 3) viewing the remaining values in each row as layers of bits that are 
either runlength encoded or packed back into bytes depending on the calculated average 
runlength of the line. A description of the improved compressed file fomwt is provided i n  
Appendix C. 

The compression package, which consists of a base set of compression functions for t iandl~n~ 8, 
16, and 32-bit values and processing control functions, is written in C and currently r u n 5  on ;I 

VAX computer in the Laboratory for Terrestrial Physics at NASA GSFC. Adherence to 
modularity of the sourcecode functions has resulted in the ability to implement compres5iorl of a 
new image-data product in a day or less. A complementary set of image-restoration soft\v,~~.t., 
also written in C, was developed, and can be run on several computing platforn~s inclutllng If3M 
compatible PCs, Macintosh (Plus, SE, and 11), Sun and SPARC workstations, Personal Iris, ;ind 
HP 9000 RISC workstations. This system independexe was required to allow use ol' the d,~t;i 
from the distributed CD-ROMs by as large a group of science users as possible. Althougl~ total 
system independence is not achieved, implementation of the restoration software on any  o f  rhe 
mentioned machines simply requires editing a single line of the C source code file to set the type 
of system architecture (i.e., Intel or Motorola) being used before compiling and linhli~g the 
package. 

An average time of 12 minutes is currently required to compress a FIS level-1 AVIHIIR-LAC 
image product consisting of 13 files from 2.4 Mbytes to an average of 0.7 Mbytes oil a ViZS 
111780 system. A more modern system such as the VAX 6000 planned for use i n  the Bo~-eiil 
Ecosystem Atmosphere Study (BOREAS) (see [lo]) could reduce this time to 1 minute or les5. 
Restoration of the image product requires an average of 10 minutes on the loaded VAX I 11780 
system; an average of 8 minutes on a 286 based PC; and 8 seconds on a Hewlett-Packzrrd Series 
9000 Model 720 RISC workstation. 

5. Conclusions 

The overall compression ratios realized by using the described algorithm on the FIFE image-ci,ii;i 
products are consistent with the rule-of-thumb limit of 2:l for lossless image coml)t.e\\ion 
algorithms. The algorithm will definitely serve its purpose for the CD-ROM production ct'lo~ I 1 1 1  

decreasing the amount of storage required for distributing the image data and has siicd \ o ~ i l ~  



light on its potential use and enhancement for future efforts. For each image product, an overall 
ratio of 2:B or greater was achieved from the compression, which allows production of only half 
as many CD-ROMs as would have otherwise been required. Although the original intent was to 
compress the spectral data, the best compression ratios were achieved in the georeferencing and 
view and :;olx-angle files. The compression of the latitude and longitude files within each of the 
AVHRR-1,AC and NSOOl products was quite similar, but there was a notable difference i n  the 
compression of the latitude and longitude files in the Landsat TM and two SPOT image 
products. In these three, the compression ratio of the latitude files were generally twice ;IS large 
as the cornpression for the longitude files. Review of these files showed that the least-scluares 
equations used in calculating the latitude coordinates were predominantly linear in nature while 
the equations derived to calculate the longitude coordinates were generally quadratic. For the 
owe or two instances where the longitude coordinate equation was linear, the longitude 
coordinate file compressed comparably with the latitude coordinate file. This nonlinearity is the 
result of the small second-order effect caused by the convergence of the lines of longitude over 
the scenes, which is not present in the latitude values. This effect will be more important in 
northern l,~eieudes, such as the proposed BOREAS site. 

For curp-ernt purposes, the algorithm is 'frozen' and operational in producing the FIFE 0 - I I O M  
image data sets, however, we are exploring options for improving on the current results. One 
possible improvement in the compression would be to map the remaining vr-ilues i n  each line 
(after c o l ~ ~ m n  and row minimum removal) into a Gray code (as discussed by Rabbani and Jones 
[9]3 before proceeding with the runlength encoding. In theory, this should improve (iricsei~se) 
the length of bit runs for runlength encoding purposes. These improvements would benefit the 
upcoming BOREAS project, in which CD-ROM is being considered as a primary data- 
distributicln mechanism for the satellite image data. It would also benefit distribution of the data 
using available communications networks. 

The algorithm's perfomance is quite broad (as are most compression algorithms) depending on 
the data layer being processed, but its generality has been a significant point in hrzndlin~ the 
FIFE data sets. Based on our experience with the algorithm, we envision this 'inti~~tive' 
compression algorithm to be useful on a broad range of spatial data sets including gridded 
layered modeling data sets which could contain terrain, spectral, and meteorological vnriables. 
Such data sets will be required for coordinated earth systems field experiments executect dur~ng 
the next decade. 
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Appendix A 
FIFE Image Product Acronyms 

ASAS 

NSW1 (ThfS) 
P B m  
SPOT-XS 

T-PFIPII 
S 

Advanced Solid-state Spec troradiometer 
A Very Nigh Resolution Radiometer - Local Area Coverage 
A - Global Area Coverage 
Landsat Thematic Mapper 
NSOO 1 Thematic Mapper Sirnulator 
Push-Broom Maowave Radiometer 
Systeme Probatoire d'Observation de la Terre (Multispectral mode) 
SPOT (Panchromatic mode) 
Thermal Imaging Multispec~al Scanner 

Appendix B 
Original Compressed File Format 

[Note that two-byte fields are in VAX byte order (i.e., low-order byte first)] 

Recod 1 (Header record) 
Bytes 1 - 4 : Overall image minimum value 
Byte 5 : Number of bits being encoded for each image line (NBits) 
Bvte 6 : Total number of bits in the file values (8. 16, or 32) . .  , 

~ y t e  7 : Number of 256 element segments across a line of the image (NSeg) 
Byt12s 8 - 9 : Number of records (lines) in the original file (mines) 

Records 2 - n (Encoded data records) (where n = NBits * NSeg *mines + 1) 
Run.length Encoded Record 

Byte 1 : Record type (0 = runlength encoded) 
Byte 2 : First runlength bit value (equal 0 or 1) 
Byte 3 : Number of runlength counts that follow (rn) 
Byte 4 : Runlength count - 1 for first bit value (record byte 2) 
Byte 5 : Runlengh count - 1 for opposite bit value 

Byte m+3 : Runlength count - 1 for last bit series 
Bit Encoded Records 

Byte 1 : Record type (1 = bit encoded) 
Byte 2 : Contains packed bits for segment values 1 - 8 
Byte 3 : Contains packed bits for segment values 9 - 16 

Byte 32 : Contains packed bits for segment values 249 - 256 



Appendix G 
Improved Compressed File Format 

[Note that two and four-byte fields are in VAX byte order (i-e., low-order byte first)] 

Record 1 (Header record) 
Byte 1 : Total number of bits h the file values (8, 16, or 32) (Total_Bits) 
Bytes 2 - 3 : Number of lines/records in the original file (Whes)  
Bytes 4 - 5 : Numkr of values per line (NVals) 

Record 2 (Column 
Bytes 1 - n : Column finirnurn values (1,2, or 4 bytes each depending on Tc~td-Bits) 

(Wals in number) 

Records 3 - z Gncoded sets of compressed data information) 
Each set of h f m a ~ o n  used to reconstsuct an output data file record c o n ~ n s  a 
Row-Minimum value, an NBits value, and a set of encoded records in rhe follo~ring 
manner: 

: Stored as an 8, 16, or 32 bit value depending on the respective 
value of Total-Bits in the header record. 

NBits : Stored as an 8 bit value. Indicates the number of bits that were left 
for encoding in this line after column and row f i ~ m u m  
subtractions. 

Series of NBits encoded data records as Runlength encoded or Bit encoded records 
Runlength Encoded Record 

Byte 1 : Record type (0 = runlength encoded) 
Byte 2 : First mnlength bit value (equal O or 1) 
Byte 3 - 4 : Number of runlength counts that follow (Nr) 
Byte 5 - 6 : Runlength count - 1 for first bit value (record byte 2) 
Byte 5 : Runlength count - 1 for opposite bit value 

Byte rn - m+l : Runlengh count for last bit series, where m = 2*Nr + 3 
Bit Encoded Records 

Byte 1 : Record type (1 = bit encoded) 
Byte 2 : Contains packed bits for segment values 1 - 8 
Byte 3 : Contains packed bits for segment values 9 - 16 

Byte J+1 : C o n ~ n s  packed bits for last values in the record where 
J = Wals/8 if W a l s  is a multiple of 8 or 
J = Wals/8 + 1 if W a l s  is not a multiple of 8 





THE EFFECTS OF VIDEO COMPRESSION ON ACCEPTABILITY 
OF IMAGES FOR MONITORING LIFE SCIENCES' EXPERIMENTS 
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1. Introduction 

Current plans indicate that there will be a large number of life science experiments carried out 
during the thirty year-long mission of the Biological Flight Research Laboratory (BFRL) on 
board Space Station Freedom (SSF) [I]. Non-human life science experiments will be perfonnetl 
in the BFRL. Two distinct types of activities have already been identified for this facility: ( 1 )  
collect, store, distribute, analyze and manage engineering and science data from the Habitrits, 
Glovebox and Centrifuge, (2) perform a broad range of remote science activities in the Glovebox 
and Habitat chambers in conjunction with the remotely located principal investigator (PI). These 
activities require extensive video coverage, viewing and/or recording and distribuiiion to video 
displays on board SSF and to the ground. This paper concentrates mainly on the second type of 
activity. Each of the two BFRL habitat racks are designed to be configurable for either six 
rodent habitats per rack, four plant habitats per rack, or a combination of the above. Two vidrc) 
cameras will be installed in each habitat with a spare attachment for a third camera when rmxkd  
Therefore, a video system that can accommodate up to 12-18 camera inputs per habitat rack milst 
be considered. 

The present Glovebox (GB) design provides an enclosed, bioisolated workspace i n  which a witic 
variety of non-human life sciences research can be conducted without contaminating the scsr of 
the interior of SSF. Two dedicated video cameras are installed in the walls of the GB to prov~tie 
orthogonal views of the activity in the work volume. These cameras are in addit~on ro others 
installed in the attached Modular Habitats. The user will be able to select and display video data 
from the work volume, GB attached habitats, transmissions from the ground or other esterr~al 
video sources. 

The centrifuge provides a selectable gravity environment (between .Olg and 2g) for biologic;ll 
specimens. In addition, four rodent habitats can be accommodated on an inner ring of the 
centrifuge. Each of these habitats will also have two video cameras installed with a spare 
attachment for a third camera when needed. Therefore, from 24-36 camera outputs must be 
supported in the centrifuge system. 

2. Problem and Approach 

The number of individual cameras in the entire BFRL can range between 50-74 camel;is (whrrl 
all of the components of the BFRL are in use), each simultaneously collecting NTSC clu: i l i ty  
image data. In addition, there will be a limited transmission bandwidth that will (likely) bc 
available between SSF and the ground. An approach to these problems may be thro~igh the iiw 
of video compression technologies. 
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3. Methodology and Results 

In general, the research approach described elsewhere [3] was used here. Video images were 
viewed by a variety of Ss consisting of PIS and other professional personnel already fitmiliar 
with the scene content. Each made judgments of the quality and acceptability of each 
compressed scene. The data were then subjected to statistical analyses in order to be able to 
extend rhie parametric findings beyond the present groups of participants. Three independent 
exgefiments were conducted, one involving static images of plants and two involving moving 
animals. Each is described in detail below. 

3-1 Experiment I: Still Image Compression of Three Plant Scenes 

3.1.1 Procedure and Test Instructions. The subject (S) was told about the nature of the study, 
what he or she was supposed to do, and shown the apparatus and scoring sheet and rating criteria 
sheet which were posted nearby. There were three scenes per experiment and three primary 
subjective judgments made per scene. In the first experiment there were two additional 
judgments made on each scene. The method of pair-comparison 121 was employed whereby 
each of the four levels of image compression were presented in all possible pairs. These twelve 
image pairs were displayed side-by-side on a high resolution color  non nit or with the highest 
resolution image located on the right or left side of the screen on a random basis. Each i~nage 
measured 6.75" x 6.75" (45.5 square inches). 

The first subjective judgment required was to carefully inspect both images on the screen and 
select the one having the best overall quality to support the S in carrying out scientific research. 
The second subjective judgment to be made [only with respect to the screen image chosen 
(above) as having the best overall quality] was a numeric rating from 1 to 5 where: 1 = 
completely unacceptable image quality, 3 = average image quality, and 5 = maximally clear and 
acceptable image quality. The third subjective judgment required was to either accept or not 
accept the image chosen in terms of whether it would be acceptable to provide the kinds of 
answers to questions the S would normally ask of this particular image. The fo~irtlz subjective 
judgment to be made was to list which image characteristics were used i n  making the nlrmeric 
rating of image quality such as color, contrast, brightness, resolution, etc. Thefijth requirement 
was to circle those parts of the image (on a B&W copy of the screen image placed in front of the 
S) at which the S looked in order to make his or her judgments. This was done on a trial by trial 
basis for Later analysis. 

3.1.2. Apparatus. The apparatus consisted either of a Panasonic color CCD (model WV-CD 
llOA) camera (for scene I), or a Toshiba color CCD (model IK-M30) microminiature camera 
yielding over 360 TV lines horizontally (for scenes 2 and 3) taken through a microscope. An 
image capture board ("Moonraker" by Workstation Technology Inc.) and Joint Photographic 
Expert Group (JPEG) standard compression board ("Picture Press" by Storm Technology, Inc.) 
were installed in a Macintosh I1 with 8 megabytes of RAM and a 1.04 Gigabyte hard disk. 
Software image control was accomplished using image manipulation software ("Photoshop" by 
Adobe, Inc.). The images were displayed on a 20 inch (diagonal), high resolution (1024 x 768 
pixel) color monitor (Mirror Technologies, Inc.; model C/T 20HA, Rev. 6). 

3-13 fmage Compression Details. Following are the four image compression levels 
invesdgaited using the JPEG standard. The number by each level is referred to in the results 
section. 1 = Excellent; 2 = High; 3 = Good; and 4 = Fair. Table 1 presents selected 
infomation on the four levels of compression derived from the scenes which were studied here. 



Table 1. Compression Details Associated With Test Scenes Studied I-Here 

Notes: Excellent settings uses 1: 1 : 1 subsampling ratio 
The range of compression ratios is between 5: 1 to 7: 1 

High setting uses 2: 1:l subsampling ratio 
The range of compression ratios is between 16:l to 24:l 

Good setting uses 2:l: 1 subsampling ratio 
The range of compression ratios is between 40: 1 to 60: 1 

Fair setting uses 2: 1: 1 subsampling ratio 
The range of compression ratios is between 80: 1 to 120: I 

The S sat with his or her eyes 32" (+/- 2") from the screen of the monitor so that the angular 
width of the two images subtended approximately 20 degrees arc. Each of the three compressed 
test scenes was presented with each of the others in all combinations in random order for a to~;ll 
of twelve pairs per S per scene. The order in which the three scenes was presented also was 
randomized. 

3.1.4 Test Scenes. Three static color images were investigated: (1) a "wheat stalk" clusrcs 
scene, (2) "wheat kernel cluster" scene and, (3) a magnified "single wheat kernel." 

3.1.5 Test Subjects. A total of ten volunteer Ss took part. Most were senior level N A S A  
investigators, contractors, or visiting faculty working in such fields as plant physiology and 
biology, closed environment life support research and development, plant nutrition. Three were 
graduate students working at Ames in the area of plant growth dynamics for the SSF program. 

3.1.6 Results. The results are presented in four sections, each of which deals with the 
subjective judgments that were made on each compressed image. 

Image Accuracy Judgement. As expected, (1) the larger the difference in compression levels 
between the two paired images the greater was the accuracy of judgement. (2) Of the three 17;lis- 

comparison conditions that were one compression level apart (viz., I,?; 2,3; 3,4), only 28 
percent were judged accurately. (3) Of the two pair-comparison conditions that were two 
compression levels apart (viz., 1,3 and 2,4), 42 percent were reliably correct. (4) Of the s ~ i ~ ~ l c  
pair-comparison that were three compression levels apart (viz., 1,4), 67 percen; \Yere r - t . l ~ , ~ b I ~ ~  



correct. (5) There were differences in the proportion of unreliable judgements due to the kind of 
scene presented, and (6) There was only a relatively small difference in these judgements due to 
whether the best image was located on the left or the right side of the screen as would be 
expected. Nine of the eighteen cells (50 percent) were only ten percent apart indicating a 
generally good level of agreement. Five of the 18 cells (28 percent) were twenty percent apart, 
two (11 percent) were thirty percent apart, one (5 percent) was forty percent apart, and one ( 5  
percent) was identical. The single cell in which there was perfect agreement was at the 50 
percent "guessing" level and is, therefore, not considered reliable. 

Image Numeric Ratings. There were no statistically significant differences (by analysis of 
v ~ a n c e )  among the four JPEG compression levels. The three scenes tested did produce a 
significant difference (F = 8.25; df=2; p=0.009) with scene 2 producing the largest subjective 
quality ratings for each compression level (mean = 3.70). 

Pmage Acceptability Judgement. There were small (statistically insignificant) differences among 
these means. An analysis of variance showed that the four JPEG compression level means were 
not significantly different from one another but that the three scenes were (F = 9.73; df = 2; p = 
0.006). These mean acceptability results parallel (in magnitude) the above mean image rating 
results acrcbss these four compression levels and three scenes. 

Image Characteristics Selection Results. Each S was asked to indicate which particular image 
characteks~;ics were used in making a judgment. It was found that resolution by itself was the 
single-most important image characteristic regardless of scene content. This was followed in 
frequency of occurrence by resolution, color and brightnesslcontrast combined. 

3.1.7 Conclusions. These results suggest that there is no clearly perceptible difference i n  the 
ratings of image quality among any of the four JPEG compression levels studied here for- any of 
the three scenes presented. There was a significant difference found due to the type of scene 
studied. The magnified image of scene 3 was significantly darker than were the other two and 
was difficult to discern the identity of specific tissues. It elicited the lowest mean rrztintr of all b . .  
three scenes across these four JPEG compression levels. For scenes that are clearly famil~ar to 
the viewer and possess sufficient resolution, brightness, and contrast a FAIR JPEG compression 
level (i.e., average 10 kilobytes/image) appears to be sufficient. 

3.2 Expesiiment 2: Motion Image Compression of Three Rodent Scenes 

3.2.1 Procedure and Test Instructions. Each S viewed fifteen second-long dynamic scenes 
four times, each generated at a different level of video compression. First they had to assign the 
scene a number from one to five indicating its image quality where 1 = completely unclear and 
unacceptable image quality, 3 = average image quality, and 5 = maximally clear and acceptable 
image quality. Their second judgment was to answer yes or no to the question of whether that 
scene would be acceptable to them in order for them to answer the kinds of clilestions they would 
normally ask of this particular image. Finally, using the image characteristic key t h a ~  is posted 
to their left1, to write down which specific image details led them to select the numeric rating ( 1  
to 5 )  they chose." 

Three rodent scenes were selected. Scene 1 consisted of general animal movement including a 
(Jump) . Scene 2 showed both rodents in Play activity where they rolled on top of each other 
and chased. each another around the enclosure. The third scene was of a subtle "fall-over" 
behavior which was of interest to several Ss. In this Fall-Over scene both animals were 
generally sedentary. 

This sheet was located about 26" away at eye level. 



3.2.2 Apparatus. The original rodent behavior imagery was recorded on a N,ASi%-Ari~es' 
animal centrifuge using a Panasonic CCD (model WV-CD-110A) camera with 16mm fixed 
focus lens located outside the transparent animal holding cage. This signal was routed to a 
BetaCam recorder through a slip-ring assembly on the rotational axis of the centrifuge arad 
thence to a SVHS recorder. 

Scenes selected from the SVHS tape were compressed to four levels (384, 448, 768. 1540 
kbits/sec.) using a Compression Labs Inc.2 "Rembrandt" model Codec and then re-recorded on :i 

new SVHS tape in random order. The S never knew which compression level was being shown 
nor was he or she shown NTSC broadcast quality imagery prior to testing. The display apj7ararlss 
consisted of SVHS color tapes (only) on which the compressed images were recorded, ;t SVHS 
tape recorder for playback, and a NEC (model PR-2000s) color TV monitor with 20" (diagonal) 
screen-The S sat with his or her eyes normal to the TV screen and 32" away. 

3.2.3 Test Subjects. Twelve people took part as volunteer subjects. Eight were :senior leveB 
staff who regularly worked with rodents in such disciplines as physiology, neuro~zauscular 
dynamics, behavioral interactions, etc. Four people were animal care technicians who were very 
familiar with the health and status characteristics of white rats. 

3.2.4 Results. The results are presented in three sections, irnnge r a t i q ,  i171178~ ~ ~ ~ c ( ' p r ( i l l i l i r !  
image characteristics. 

Image Rating Results. The differences in mean image ratings related to variation of compr-essioi~ 
level were not statistically significant. I-Iowever, as expected, the mean ratings an~ong the rhree 
scenes waeresignificantly different (F = 5.01; df = 2; p = 0.0025). The mean ratings for scene 3 
"fall over" approached significance (p=0.06). As was found in Experiment 1,  the type of 
experimental situation that must be compressed/decompressed and visually analyzed plays n 
very significant role in the image rating. 

Image Acceptability Results. The percentage of the twelve Ss who selected each scene as be~iig 
acceptable tended to increase as bandwidth increased for all three scenes. These mean data 
suggest that the largest gain in image acceptance is between 448 and 768 kilobits per >ccor~ti. 

Image Characteristics Selection Results. Resolution, motion, and bsightness/corst~-~-1st 
(combined) are the most frequently selected image characteristics across all rhree scenes. In 
addition color, by itself, was never selected as being an important characteristic of these images. 

3.2.5 Conclusions. Experiment 2 has shown that these four compression levels did not yield a 
statistically significant difference in mean image ratings while the mean ratings for the three test 
scenes were significantly different. The largest difference in image acceptability across these 
four bandwidths occurred between 448 and 768 kilobits per second, averaging 36 perceilr 
increase in mean acceptance. 

3.3 Experiment 3: Motion Image Compression of' Three Primate Scenes 

3.3.1 Procedure and Test Instructions. The same procedures and instr~ictions were iiseti :rs 
just described for Experiment 2 except that, (a) a mature squirrel monkey was the animal of 
interest, and (b) 576 kilobits/sec was substituted for 448 kilobits/second in order to provide an 
additional data point on possible curve-plots of the joint results. The three test scenzs selected 
were as follows: Scene I showed a relatively close-up view with the entire face of the rnoi~kcy 
filling the field of view. This scene is referred to as Face. 

The second scene, Rear of Head, showed the rear of the animal's head with a hard plastic 
electrode cap attached and the restraining device in which the animal sat. Of piirticuliir 



expe~m~zntal  monitoring interest by the Ss was the color of the skin surrounding the cap, fur 
conditioin and color, and other apparatus detail. The third scene was a close-up of the eyes - it is 
referred to as Eye Close-up. 

33.2 Apparatus. The hardware was identical to that used in Experiment 2 except that the CLT 
compression device was pre-set to 384, 576, 768, and 1,540 kilobits per second for the SVHS 
video tape made. 

3.3.3 Test Suqects. Eleven volunteers took part (9 males, 2 females). All were NASA 
personnel or contractors working with these animals routinely and all were different from the Ss 
used in the first two studies. 

3,3,4 Results. The results are presented in three sections, image ratings, image acceptobiliry, 
and imalye characteristics.. 

Image Rating Results. Separate analyses of variance were conducted on the data from each 
scene. The means of the four bandwidths were significantly different for each of the three 
scenes: Scene 1 (F = 9.36; df = 3; p = 0.0001); Scene 2 (F = 4.88; df = 3; p = 0.0055); and Scene 
3 (F = 4.35; df = 3; p = 0.0096). Another ANOVA incorporating all of the data found that the 
scene main effect was also highly significant (F = 11.1; df = 2); p = 0.0001). While the 
bandwidth main effect in this analysis was statistically significant it was not as large an effect as 
found in the individual scene analyses (all p < 0.01). 

Image Acceptability Results. The percentage of the eleven subjects who selected each image as 
being acceptable increased regularly with increasing bandwidth as expected. 

Image Characteristics Selection Results. The image characteristics which were cited as being 
impofiarit to each participant's judgments were rank ordered by frequency of occurrence. 
Re~oluti~on and color were considered to be the most important image characteristics across all 
three scenes. Neither color nor brightness/contrast was ever selected (except once) as being an 
imgofiarit image characteristic. 

3.35 Conclusions. Perhaps the most general conclusion that can be drawn from Experiment 3 
is that for each of the three scenes selected, this range of bandwidths produced a clearly 
significant increase in judged image quality. The largest increase in image acceptability 
occurred between 384 and 576 kilobits per second, increasing from 45 to 79 percent (mean) 
acceptance level. 

4. Discussion: General Overview of Findings. 

The degree to which a still or moving image can be compressed and decompressed and remain 
acceptable and useful depends upon numerous hardware, software, and humanware "factors". 
With regard to motion image compression, the present study has shown that for the four dynamic 
(inter-frztme compression) bandwidths examined here using a proprietary algorithm, mean i ~nage  
ratings increase reliably as compression level decreases. The results from the second experiment 
involving rodents may be compared directly with previous data (Haines and Jackson, 1990; fig. 
la) in which the same codec and compression levels were used as well as white rats within 
enclosures. When the slight difference in rating scale indices used in these two studies is taken 
into account it is seen that the mean ratings are almost identical. For example, the 384, 448, and 
768 kilobits per second compression levels result in a slightly above average mean ratings of 3.5 
while the 1,540 kilobits per second compression level yields a full point higher. 



The Ss' recommendation on the type of scene that was evaluated also played a significant role iii  

judged image quality. In addition to the selection of scenes based on representative experir~~eiiis, 
scenes were purposefully selected which would sample all of the basic visual perception 
domains involved in anticipated future Space Station Freedom life science operatioins. Domains 
such as high and low visual resolution were included as well as a wide range of colors, 
brightness, and contrasts. 

It is true that future Space Station Freedom life science procedures will probably differ horn the 
rather passive animal monitoring and plant examinations carried out here. Never~.heless, if PIls 
must visually inspect in-space specimens from the ground using video compression hardware 
and software, the fundamental image features they will look at will be similar to those studitxi 
here. The kinds of specimens also may be different but the range of sizes of critical det:i~I to bc 
inspected cannot be much greater (without the use of high definition TV). Likewise, iinicss 
digital image processing techniques are used that involve pseudo-coloring, edge t:nhance~~icnr, 
etc., the range of image brightness and contrast cannot be much greater than what was pr-esenrtcl 
here. Of course this is also true for other types of TV sensors such as low light or infr~ra-recl \~ricc 
it is the final display which the S looks at which determines the ultimate image conrr-'1st and 
brightness. It is for these reasons that the presented results are reasonably representative of thaw 
that would be found if other life science specimens (which possess different dynarlsic behavior ) 
were substituted. 

5 .  Conclusions 

The JPEG standard was found to provide acceptable still-frame imagery of pliinrs , i t  

compressions as high as 120:1, depending upon particular scene conrent. Resolutioir by lrseli 
was most important for the still-frame imagery followed by resolution co~nbined with color or 
brightness/contrast. For moving imagery using an inverse cosine transform cornpre\cioii 
algorithm, a transmission bandwidth of about 768 kb/s or one-half of T-1 was found to prov~dc 
very high acceptability for the mean of the three scenes in which camera imagery was coPor-S'iiP. 
and showed high detail. Finally, the visual judgment criteria that were selected lnost often ;I\ 

being important for evaluating dynarnic imagery was resolution, color, and image motion rn 
some combination. The present testing methodology which involved individual Ss ev;iiuatins 
their own data was effective in evaluating video compression effects. 

A wide array of local (in space) and remote (on the ground) visual judgments will be i n ,  '1 d e 01' 

plant and animal specimens on board Space Station Freedom in the future. While this arid nrllci 
studies have shown that carefully selected video con~pression techniques provide 2 n acceptable 
solution to transmission bandwidth constraints, the final quality of the remote televisioi~ irn:igerll 
that is achieved will be dependent upon complex, interrelated hardw~lre, software (vidco 
architecture), and humanware factors. Advanced pre-flight simulatiorrs using repr-esenrarive 
flight end-to-end hardware should be conducted in order to optimize this imagery anci re1:iteti 
scientific procedures, particularly the role that can be played by infra-red imagery, switchlilg ,iilii 
scheduling algorithms in order to optimize the use of available transmission bandwiclrhs. 
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Summary 

Astronomical images have some rather unusual characteristics that make many existing 
image compression techniques either ineffective or inapplicable. A typical image consists 
of a nearly flat background sprinkled with point sources and occasional extended sources. 
The images are often noisy, so that lossless compression does not work very well; further- 
more, the images are usually subjected to stringent quantitative analysis, so any lossy 
compression method must be proven not to discard useful information, but must instead 
discard only the noise. Finally, the images can be extremely large. For example, the Space 
Telescope Science Institute has digitized photographic plates covering the entire sky, gener- 
ating 1500 images each having 14000 x 14000 16-bit pixels. Several astronomical groups are 
now constructing cameras with mosaics of large CCDs (each 2048 x 2048 or larger); these 
instruments will be used in projects that generate data at a rate exceeding 1C)O MBytes 
every 5 minutes for many years. 

An effective technique for image compression may be based on the H-transform (Fritze 
et al. 1977). The method that we have developed can be used for either lossless or lossy 
compression. The digitized sky survey images can be compressed by at least a factor of 10 
with no noticeable losses in the astrometric and photometric properties of the compressed 
images. The method has been designed to be computationally efficient: compression or 
decompression of a 512 x 512 image requires only 4 seconds on a Sun SPARCstation 1. The 
algorithm uses only integer arithmetic, so it is completely reversible in its lossless mode, 
and it could easily be implemented in hardware for space applications. 

1. Introduction 

Astronomical images consist largely of empty sky. Compression of such images can seduce 
the volume of data that it is necessary to store (an important consideration for large scale 
digital sky surveys) and can shorten the time required to transmit images (useful for remote 
observing or remote access to data archives.) 

Data compression methods can be classified as either "lossless" (meaning; that the 
original data can be reconstructed exactly from the compressed data) or "lossy" (meaning 
that the uncompressed image is not exactly the same as the original.) Astronocners often 
insist that they can accept only lossless compression, in part because of conservatism, and 
in part because the familiar lossy compression methods sacrifice some information that is 



needed for accurate analysis of image data. However, since all astronomical images contain 
noise, which is inherently incompressible, lossy compression methods produce much better 
compression results. 

A simple example may make this clear. One of the simplest data compression tech- 
niques is run-length coding, in which runs of consecutive pixels having the same value are 
compressed by storing the pixel value and the repetition factor. This method is used in 
the standard compression scheme for facsimile transmissions. Unfortunately, i t i s  quite 
ineEeetive for lossless compression of astronomical images because even though the sky 
is nearly constant, the noise in the sky ensures that only very short runs of equal pixels 
occur. The obvious way to make run-length coding more effective is to force the sky to be 
exactly constant by setting all pixels below a threshold (chosen to be just above the sky) 
to the mean sky value. Nowever, then one has lost any information about objects close to 
the detection limit. One has also lost information about local variations in the sky bright- 
ness, which severely limits the accuracy of photometry and astrometry on faint objects. 
Worse, there may be extended, low surface brightness objects that are not detectable in 
a single pixel but that are easily detected when the image is smoothed over a number of 
pixels; such faint structures are irretrievably lost when the image is thresholded to improve 
compress.ion. 

2, The H-transform 

Fritze et d. (1937; see also Richter 1978 and Capaccioli et al. 1988) have developed a 
much better compression method for astronomical images based on what they c d  the 
E-transform of the image. A similar transform c d e d  the S-transform has also been used 
for image compression (Blume & Fand 1989). The H-"cansform is a two-dimensional gen- 
eralization of the Haar transform (Baar 1910). The N-transform is calculated for an image 
of size "2 x X~ as foUows: 

o Diviclie the image up into blocks of 2 x 2 pixels. Gall the 4 pixels in a block ~ Q Q ,  ale, 

a01 and al l .  

G FOE each block compute 4 coefficients: 

ho = (all + a10 + a01 + aoo)lz 
ha? = (all + ale - sol - aoo)/2 

hJ = (all - ale + a01 - aoo)/2 

hc = (all - a10 - a01 + aoo)/2 

o Construct a 2N-1 x 2N-1 image from the ho values for each 2 x 2 block. Divide that 
image up into 2 x 2 blocks and repeat the above calculation. Repeat this process N 
times, reducing the image in size by a factor of 2 at each step, until only one ho value 
remains. 

This cdc~alation can be easily inverted to recover the original image from its transform, 
The transform is exactly reversible using integer arithmetic if one does not divide by 2 for 



the first set of coefEcicnts. It is straightforward to extend the definition of the transfosa 
so that it can be computed for non-square images that do not have sides that are powers 
of 2. The IH-transform can be performed in place in memory and is very fast to compute, 
requiring about 16M2/3 (integer) additions for a M x M image. 

The H-transform is a simple =?-dimensional wavelet transform. It has severzd advan- 
tages over some ather wavelet transforms that have been applied to image conlpression 
(e.g., Daubechies 1988). First, the transform can be performed entirely with integer arith- 
metic, making it exactly reversible. Consequently it can be used for either lossles:: or lossy 
compression (as indicated below) and one does not need a special technique for the case 
of lossless compression (as was required, e.g., , for the JPEG compression standa.rd.) 

A second major advantage is that the M-transform is a natively 2-dimensional wavelet 
transform. The standard 1-dimensional wavelet transforms are extended to two di;rnensioaas 
by transforming the image first along the rows, then along the columns. Unfortunately, 
this generates many wavelet coefficients that are high frequency (hence localized) in. the z- 
direction but low frequency (hence global) in the y-direction. Such coeficients art: counter 
to the philosophy of the wavelet transform: high-frequency basis functions shoulcl be con- 
fined to a relatively small area of the image. Discarding these mixed-scale terms, which 
may be negligible compared to the noise, generates very objectionable artifacts around 
point sources and edges in the image. The N-transform, on the other hand, is a fully 2- 
dimensional wavelet transform, with all high frequency terms being completely localized. 
It is consequently more suitable for image compression and produces fewer artifacts. 

A possible disadvantage of the B-transform is that other wavelet transforms take keztesc 
advantage of the continuity of pixel values within images, so that they can produce higher 
compressions for very smooth images. However, for ast romical images (which are rn os tly 
flat sky sprinkled with point sources) the smoothness built into higher-order trarresSarms can 
actually reduce the effectiveness of compression, because one must keep more coeficients 
to describe each point source. 

3. Compression Using the H-transform 

If the image is nearly noiseless, the N-transform is somewhat easier to compress than the 
original image because the differences of adjacent pixels (as computed in the H-triznsform) 
tend to be smaller than the original pixel values for smooth images. Consequently fewer 
bits are required to store the values of the W-transform coescients than are required for 
the original image. For very smooth images the pixel values may be constant over large 
regions, leading to transform coefficients that are zero over large areas. 

Noisy images still do not compress well when transformed, though. Suppose: there is 
noise a in each pixel of the original image. Then from simple propagation of errors, the 
noise in each of the N-transform coefficients is also a. To compress noisy images, divide 
each coefficient by Sa, where S N 1 is chosen according to how much loss is acceptable. 
This reduces the noise in the transform to 0.5/S, so that large portions of the transform 
are zero (or nearly zero) and the transform is highly compressible. 

Why is this better than simply thresholding the original image? As discussed above, 
if we simply divide the image by u then we lose all information on objects that are v~;thin 



10- of sky in a single pixel, but that are detectable by averaging a block of pixels. On the 
other ham$, in dividing the H-transform by g, we preserve the information on any object 
that is ds:tectable by s u m ~ n g  a block of pixels! The quantized N-transform preserves the 
mean of the image for every block of pixels having a mean significantly different than that 
of neighkloring blocks of pixels. 

As an example, Figure 1 shows a 128 x 128 section (3.6 x 3.6 arcmin) from a digi- 
tized version of the Palomar Observatory-National Geographic Society Sky Survey plate 
a7ontainin.g the Coma cluster of galaxies. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the resulting image for 
S r~ 0.5, 1, and 2. These images are compressed by factors of 10, 20, and 60 using the 
coding scheme described below. In all cases a logarithmic gray scale is used to show the 
maximurn detail in the image near the sky background level; the noise is clearly visible 
in Figure I. The image compressed by a factor of 10 is hardly distinguishable from the 
original* In quantizing the N-transform we have adaptively filtered the original image 
by discarding information on some scales and keeping information on other scales. This 
adaptive Sltering is most apparent for high compression factors (Fig. 4), where the sky has 
been smoothed over large areas while the images of stars have hardly been affected. 

The adaptive filtering is, in itself, of considerable interest as an analytical tool for 
images (Capaccioli et d. 1988). For example, one can use the adaptive smoothing of 
the H-transform "E smooth the sky without affecting objects detected above the ( locdy 
determined) sky; then an accurate sky value can be determined by reference to any nearby 
pixel, 

The blockiness that is visible in Figure 4 is the result of difference coefficients being set 
to zero over large areas, so that blocks of pixels are replaced by their averages. It is possible 
to eliminate the blocks by an appropriate filtering of the image. A simple but effective 
filter can be derived by simply adjusting the M-transform coefficients as the transform is 
inverted to produce a smooth image; as long as changes in the coefficients are limited to 
f Su /2 ,  the resulting image will still be consistent with the thresholded H-transform. 

The qua~llized H-transform has a rather peculiar structure. Not only are large areas of the 
transform? image zero, but the non-zero values are strongly concentrated in the lower-order 
eoeficients. The best approach we have found to code the coeEcient values efficiently is 
quadtree coding of each bitplane of the transform array. Quadtree coding has been used 
for many purposes (see Samet 1984 for a review); the particular form we are using was 
suggested by Huang and Bijaoui (1991) for image compression. 

o Diviide the bitplane up into 4 quadrants. For each quadrant code a 'I' if there are any 
I-bits in the quadrant, else code a '0'. 

o Subtlivide each quadrant that is not all zero into 4 more pieces and code them similarly. 
Continue until one is down to the level of individual pixels. 

This coding (which Huang and Bijauoi call "hierarchic 4-bit one" coding) is obviously very 
well suite:d to the H-transform image because successively lower orders of the H-transform 
coe6cients are located in successively divided quadrants of the image. 



Figure 1. Original image of Coma cluster. Figure 2. Result of compression by ihctor of 10. 

Figure 3. Result of compression by factor of 20. Figure 4. Result of compression by hc tor  of 60. 

We follow the quadtree coding with a fixed Nuffman coding that use:$ 3 bits for 
quadtree values that are common (e.g., 0001,0010, 0100, and 1000) and uses 4 or 5 bits for 
less common values. This reduces the final compressed file size by about 10% at little corn- 
putational cost. Slightly better compression can be achieved by following quailtree coding 
with arithmetic coding (Written, Bell, and Cleary 1987), but the CPU costs of arithmetic 
coding are not, in our view, justified for 3-4% better compression. We have d s o  tried 
using arithmetic coding directly on the N-transform, with various contexts of :neighboring 
pixels, but find it to be both computationally inefficient and not significantly better than 
quadtree coding. 



For coanpletely random bitplanes, quadtree coding can actually use more storage than 
simply writing the bitplane directly; in that case we just dump the bitplane with no coding. 

Note that by coding the transform one bitplane at a time, the compressed data can 
be viewed as an incremental description of the image. One can initially transmit a crude 
representat.ion of the image using only the small amount of data that is required for the 
sparsely populated, most significant bit planes. Then the lower bit planes can be added 
one by one until the desired accuracy is required. This could be useful, for example, if the 
data is to be retrieved from a remote database - one could examine the crude version of 
the image (retrieved very quickly) and abort the transmission of the rest of the data if the 
image is judged to be uninteresting. 

5, A~~dromedric and Phodomedrie Properties of Compressed Images 

Astronomical images are not simply subjected to visual examination, but are also subjected 
to careful qiuantit ative analysis. For example, for the image in Figure 1 one would t ypicdy 
like to do ~~strometric (positional) measurements of objects to an accuracy much better 
than 1 pixel, photometric (brightness) measurements of objects to an accuracy limited 
only by the detector response and the noise, and accurate measurements of the surface 
brightness c~f extended sources. 

We have done some experiments to study the degradation of astrometry and photom- 
etry on the compressed images compared to the original images (White, Postman, and 
Lattanzi 1Sl91). Even the most highly compressed images have very good photometric 
properties for both point sources and extended sources; indeed, photometry of extended 
objects can he improved by the adaptive filtering of the H-transform (Cappacioli et al. 
1988). Astrometry is hardly agected by the compression for modest compression factors 
(up to about a factor of 20 for our digitized photographic plates), but does begin to degrade 
for the most highly compressed images. 

These results are based on tests carried out with tools optimized for the original 
images; it is likely the best results will be obtained for highly compressed images only with 
analysis toc~ls specifically adapted to the peculiar noise characteristics of the compressed 
images. 

In order to construct the Guide Star Catalog for use in pointing the Hubble Space Tele- 
scope, the Space Telescope Science Institute scanned and digitized wide-field photographic 
plates covenng the entire sky. The digitized plates are of great utiEty, but to date it has 
been impossible to distribute the scans because of the massive volume of data involved 
(a total of about 600 Gbytes). Using the compression techniques described in this paper, 
we plan to distribute our digital sky survey on CD-ROMs; about 100 CD-ROMs will be 
required if the survey is compressed by a factor of 10. 

The algorithm described in this paper has been shown to be capable of producing 
highly com:pressed images that are very faithful to the original. Algorithms designed to 
work on the original images can give comparable results on object detection, astrometry, 



and photometry when applied to the images compressed by a factor of 10 osr possibly 
more. Further experiments will determine more precisely just what errors are introduced 
in the compressed data; it is possible that certain kinds of analysis will give more accurate 
results on the compressed data than on the original because of the adaptive filtering of the 
H-transform (Capaccioli et al. 1988). 

This compression algorithm can be applied to any image, not just to digitized pho- 
tographic plates. Experiments on GGD images indicate that lossless compress:ion factors 
of 3-30 can be achieved depending on the CCD characteristics (e.g., the readout noise). 
A slightly modified algorithm customized to the noise characteristics of the CCD will do 
better. This application will be explored in detail in the future. 

We gratefully acknowledge grant from NAGW-2166 from the Science Operations 
Branch of NASA headquarters which supported this work. The Space Telescope Science 
Institute is operated by AURA with funding from NASA and ESA. 
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Abstract. An image compression system recently developed for compression of digital i l-na~es 
dominated by point sources is presented. Encoding consists of minimum-mean removal, vector 
quantization, adaptive threshold truncation, and modified Huffman encoding. Simulations art: 
presented showing that the peaks corresponding to point sources can be transmitted losslessly for 
low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) and high point source densities while maintaining a reduced 
output bit rate. Encoding and decoding hardware has been built and tested which processes 
552,960 12-bit pixels per second at compression rates of 10:l and 4:l .  Simulation results are 
presented for the 10: 1 case only. 

1. Introduction 

Infrared images of space can be characterized by point sources such as stars and galasies. sp:ttiall!/ 
structured sources from galactic matter, moving objects such as planets and asteroids, :inti  tile 

background due to the zodiacal dust in the solar system [ I ] .  We present a data conipr-ession 
algorithm tailored to this type of image when point sources and/or sniall moving ob-jects are rlle 
primary features of interest. 

The compression algorithm involves a combination of a the lossy algorithm, mean-residi~al vector- 
quantization (MRVQ) [2,3,41, and the lossless algorithms run-length encoding and tIuffm;iii 
encoding [5,6]. While moderate-sized MRVQ encodes many scenes very well, including space 
backgrounds of low spatial frequency, MRVQ is not efficient for encoding point sources, sirice 
they are characterized by very high spatial frequencies. Thus the intent of the lossless stage is to 
encode the largest of the MRVQ errors and transmit as many of them as possible from the spacc 
platform using the telemetry bandwidth not needed by the MRVQ. 

Section 2 discusses the compression algorithm. Section 3 describes the scene and insr rumen r 
models used for the experiments of Section 4. Section 5 is a summary and conclusioii. 

2. A Multi-Rate Hybrid Algorithm 

The descriptions of the algorithm given in this section includes some implementation details 
specific to the system built at the Space Dynamics Laboratory (SD) in Logan, Utah. for the Spirit 3 
infrared radiometer. Some hardware trade-off issues for this algorithm are discussed in  17 1 .  W h ilc 
hardware details are distinct from the algorithm itself, they may help the reader to vis~~;ilize ~i ic  
encoding process. Refer to Figures 1 and 2 for a block diagram of the following erlcodiii? 
algorithm steps: 

1) Minimum-Mean Removal. The mean background level is estin-rated and s~~btrnctcd ~ ' I -OIU 

the original image. The estimate is made by con~puting the sample means of four 10-pixel 
blocks (vectors) and choosing the minimum. The minimum mean is subtracted from all t i ) ~ ~ r  
vectors, resulting in the mean residual. The mean value is passed to the data mill tiplexor (Step 
7) via a f i r s t -  first-out (FIFO) buffer, along with a small amount of side information w hicii 
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VQ address 

Mean value 

IMinimum of four vector sample means is recomputed every fourth vector. 
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Figure I. Block diagram of lossy encoding section, steps 1 through 3. 

Mean Value 

I I 

Figure 2. Block diagram of lossless stage, steps 4 through 7. 



includes some key housekeeping words. From the side information the decoder dererrnrneb 
whether the data is being compressed at a ratio of 4:l or 10:l and adjusts itself accordingly. 

Vector Quantization (VQ). Each vector of mean residual is quantized to one of 256 
codebook vectors. The codebook is structured as a 2-level tree with 16 vectors on the top Ie\/ci 
and 256 vectors on the bottom level. The codebook is searched real-time using a custom V L S I  
chip developed at Utah State University (USU) for VQ applications. The 13-bit mean sesiili~~il 
pixels are converted to 9-bit values prior to VQ to accolnrnodate the codebook processor chip: 
This is done by scaling the magnitude logarithmically using a look-up table. The magnitude of 
all values in the encoding codebook are also scaled in the same way (off-line). The address of 
the codebook vector with the least absolute difference from the residual vector is given to the 
data multiplexor (Step 7) via a FIFO buffer. 

Residual Formation. The residual is the difference between the input vector and the h4 R V Q  
result. It is formed by an inverse VQ process and subtraction from the mearl residunl. 'I'he 
inverse VQ process involves accessing the decoding codebook memory to look up the 12-l31t 
(magnitude not scaled) vector corresponding to the codebook vector chosen in Step 2. 

Adaptive Tkreshojd Truncation. The residual is compared pixel-by-pisel agaiiisz a 
threshold which depends on the instantaneous fullness level of the buffer of lossless data (see 
Step 5). If the threshold is exceeded, the residual value is sent to the nest encoding step, 
otherwise 0 is sent to the next step. The image formed by these values is callel3 the rrri~zcrrri!ii 
residual. 

Pixel-Based Huffman Encoding (PSYCHE). The truncated resicrluul 1s encocled 
losslessly by a combination of run-length and constrained Huffman coding The codeuoidj 
are precomputed off-line using an algorithm for constructing codewords of limi red m,lsli?iiirn 

length [6]. A special "header" codeword is reserved to prefix very large or verk i i i~ l lhe i>  

residual values. This reduces the amount of memory recluired to store trle c o d e w o ~ ~ l \  
Encoding involves grouping the zeroes into runs and retrieving variable-length cotie\tol ci$  
from memory to represent runs and residual values. Codewords are packed end-to-ciici , i l l t i  

placed in a FIFO buffer. The buffer is also accessed by the data multiplesor (Step 7) ,  \ v i i ~ c I ~  
empties it at a constant rate that depends on the selected compression ratio. The buffe1- fuliilc\\ 
level is used to establish the adaptive threshold of Step 4. 

Synchronization and Error Detection. At the end of each frame a synchroi~izalioi~ 
codeword is transmitted, followed by a frame count. The synchronization codewor-d is such 
that it cannot be confused with any possible concatenations of codewords. The franie coil112 is 
used by the decoder in the event of a loss of synchronization to correctly associate rhe lossless 
data frame with the MRVQ data frame. A 16-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is inserrecl by 
the data multiplexor (Step 7). If the CRC computed by the decoder does not niiitch, ilie 
lossless frame is not decoded. This feature prevents the large errors that would occur- if n m is- 
aligned truncated residual were summed with the decoded MRVQ image. 

Data Multiplexing. A predefined telemetry frame format is i~nderstood by both encoder a i l d  
decoder. This format specifies the number of bits of mean, VQ, and lossless data sent i n  each 
telemetry frame. Mean values, VQ addresses and lossless data are drawn from their i-espeurivc 
FIFO buffers according to the telemetry frame format and transmitted to Earth. The ovu1-:111 
compression ratio is determined by the number of bits per frame into the compressor divideti 
by the number of bits in the telemetry frame. Therefore adjustments can be ii~acit .  to iilc 
compression ratio by adjusting either the input data rate and/or the telemetry fs:+n~e itself. I'\Yo 
modes are defined in the Spirit 3 compressor with compression ratios of 10: 1 and 1: I .  ' 1 ~ 1 1 ~  

difference between the two modes is that the 4: 1 mode has a slower input sate and ;i rele~ncir.~, 
frame with a higher proportion of lossless data. This ~iiultiple-rate capability is nec.cssi1i.y 



desirable in many image compression systems, particularly for sensors which have the 
capability of sampling at various rates but transmit their data through a telemetry ch:innel of 
fixed Ijandwidth. 

8) Estab~lisfhment of E r r o r  Bounds. Post processing can optionally be done to generate 
intervals that bound the true input signal. Whenever a non-zero residual value was transmitted 
Iosslessly the error is zero, thus the algorithm provides a subsampled image that is trarls~ilitred 
Iosslessly. Pixels where the residual was truncated by the adaptive threshold are in el-1-0s by '11 

most plus or minus the value of the threshold. Since the lossless buffer level c~t11 ht: 
deternnined by the delay between the MRVQ data and corresponding lossless data, the 
threshold can also be determined after encoding without sending side information i f  the 
threshold dependence on buffer level is known. In order to do this to full advantage, the 
hardware should be designed so that the signals which fill and empty the lossless FIFO ;~rc' 
derived from the same clock, so they can be simulated exactly. 

The decoding algorithm is simply the inverse of the encoding algorithm and will not be e1abor:tted 
upon here, 

3. Scene and Sensor R4odel 

The hardware compression system is part of the Spirit 3 infrared radiometer built by the Space 
Dynamics Laboratory (SD) in Logan, Utah. This radiometer acquires data in five spectral bands 
from 2 to 26 microns in wavelength. An image is scanned across long rectangular focal plant: 
arrays VPAs) to form the scene. Some of the instru~llent parameters rind perfomlance esti~ilare\ 
used in modelling the radiometer are given in Table 1. The data compressor provides quick-look 
capability to the instrument but is not the critical path for the data. 

'Pable 1. Parameters used for simulating the SPIRIT 3 I-adionieter 

SPECTRAL BAND 
NAME -- Units - A - B - C - D - t.: 

Center Wavelength P-Lm 8.5 4.4 12 15 2 3 
Bandwidth Pm 5 0.2 2.1 2 .5  9.0 
Integration Time ms 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2. S 
Detector ;Field of View s r 8.1E-09 8.1E-09 8.1E-09 8.1 E-09 8. I LO9 
Noise-Equivalent Radiance w/cm2-sr 3.1E- 10 1.8E-09 2.2E- 1 0  1.7E- 10 I .8E- I0 

One s f  the missions of the instrument is to resolve natural and artificial point sources. To evaluate 
the performance of the algorithm under worst case conditions for point source scenes wc i~\t.d a 
scene generated by a state-of-the-art infrared scene generator, the Strategic Scene Gener:ttor Motiel 
(SSGM) version 2.3. In particular, we generated a scene of the galactic center where the  mint 
source derlsity is the greatest. SSGM 2.3 documentation states that space scenes are s~b~ jec t  to 
undercounting in the galactic plane, so the scene we generated is somewhere between the typical 
scene and the worst case. 

In addition to the starfield and background, the sensor characteristics provide structure to the 
scene. In this system the data is delivered to the compressor uncalibrated, i.e. the measurelnents 
have not &en corrected for the non-uniformity of response of the individ~~al detectors in the assay. 
Due to hardware constraints the image blocks are formed as 16x1 vectors with each pixel wit ti in a 
vector receiving data from the same spectral band, but from a different detector. Such non- 



uniformity translates into higher entropy for the data stream and increases the importance of 
accurate sensor simulation when attempting to evaluate algorithm performance. 

In our simulations we model the detector input, x, as 

where L is the radiant flux value generated by the scene generator model (in ~cm-'s.r- ') ,  iir is the 
nominal radiance responsivity (with units of counts per Wcm-2sr-1) that converts rad iancc !o 
counts, N is a zero-mean unity-variance Gaussian random variable, and pi is a detector coefficiei~r 
to model the photon noise. Photon noise is a signal-dependent noise source that increases i n  direct 
proportion to the square root of the flux. Photon noise is caused by fluctuations i n  :~rr-iv:il I-:ire of 
incident photons and ultimately limits the SNR [8]. 

We model the detector output as 

where a;, bi and ci are coefficients for offset, gain, and non-linearity that approsin~aic i l~e  
responsivity curve for each detector, and di is the standard deviation of the dark noise for each 
detector. The detector outputs are then uniformly quantized to obtain the 12-bit integer that  is the 
input to the data compressor. 

4. Experimental Results 

Several experiments were performed to evaluate the performance of the algorithm. As noted in  191, 
average RMS error is statistically precise, but not always appropriate. In particular, large locniizeti 
errors can occur with lossy compression techniques which do not increase the average crror- very 
much, but drastically diminish the quality of the compressed image by other standards. The1-efo1.e. 
in these simulations the distortion (in terms of RMS error) was tracked for pixels correspi~nriin~ lo 
point source peaks and reported separately from the distortion to pixels corre:spoiltiirlg~ig to 
background. All simulations were of the mode in which the compression ratio is 10: 1 (1 .2  bits per- 
pixel). 

3 .  Simulation #I included preliminary estimates of focal plane coefficients. A 1 deg- ~nfi-at-eti 
background scene for Simulation #1 was generated internally before the SSGM became nvaiX;~ble at  
SD. 

For Simulations #2 and #3 the focal plane coefficients were based upon noise and responsivity 
tests performed by the focal plane vendors. Compared to the estimates of Simul~~tion # 1 thc offset 
coefficients were less uniform, but the gain coefficients were more ~lnifor-m. The i n f r ; ~ ~ - ~ t l  
background scene generated by the SSGM was used for these simulations. 

4.1 Simulation #I. 

In this simulation the sensor coefficients were based on preliminary estim:ited v:~lue:; wit11 tlic :I,. 
bi, and ci uniformly distributed over the intervals [lo, 201, [0.8, 1.21, and I - 10-", 01, scspeciivzl~~. 
The dark noise, d., was modelled as uniform and equal to 1. The photon noise was :iiso i ~ i i  i t i)rr)i  

1 

across the detectors. 



The detector non-uniformities effectively increased the noise sigma at the input to the data  
compressasr from 1.0 to 5.5 counts. For this reason the point source SNR was referenced to the 
latter noise level. Point sources were positioned randomly and uniformly throughout the Image. 
Their amplitude at the detector output divided by the noise sigma was considered to be the peak 
SNR of the point source. 

Pse-processing consisted of generating an MRVQ codebook and PSYCHE codewords, which 
were shared by encoder and decoder. The residual codebook was generated using the LBG 
algofithm 14-1 from a training set consisting of the mean residual of a different background image. 
The PSYlCI31E codewords were based on codeword probabilities which were the average of 
probabilities estimated during preliminary runs of a different image with 12,000 and 24,000 point 
source pixels and SNR ranging from 5 to 30. The codeword lengths were computed using a 
modified :Fom of the Huffman algorithm of Murakami, et. al. 161. 

Root-mean-square (RMS) error in background pixels was nearly constant over the entire ensemble 
of simulation images as shown in Figure 3. Error in the point-source pixels is shown in  Figure 4. 
No enor occuned to point sources for SNR greater than 7 and number less than 24,000. Since the 
Spirit 3 ra&ometer scans a scene with four samples per dwell, and each point source is seen by all 
8 FPA columns that are compressed, 24,000 point source pixels corresponds to point source 
density of 750 per deg2. For SNR less than 7, error in point source pixels and backg~-ou~id pixels 
was cornpaable. As the number of point sources increased beyond 750 per deg2, a s~rbst:~nti;~l 
increase in error occurred which became higher with SNR (Figure 4). At such h i g h  densities 
PSYCHE was unable to encode all of the point source pixels with the allocated bandw~dth. 'I'hose 
which weire transmitted were still error-free. 

In this sinlulation the sensor coefficients were based on roughly measured values (the cfata used ro 
charactefize the focal plane was not intended for calibration), but were probably closer to rcitl~ty 
than in Simulation #I. The estimated means and standard deviations for the nominal detectors of 
the five focal plane arrays corresponding to the 5 spectral bands are given i n  Table 2. Where d:tti~ 
was not available (indicated by n/a) a uniform focal plane was assumed (standard deviation of 0) 
and an average of available data was used for the mean. 

Table 2. Sensor Parameters for Simulation #2 

ai Mean: 
S td: 

b i Mean: 
S td: 

'i Mean: 
S td: 

CB i Mean: 
Std: 

Pi Mean: 
S td: 

SPECTRAL BAND 
B - - c - D - UNITS E 
135 107 84 84 cnt 
n/a 19 23 17 cnt 
1.0 1.0 1 .0  1.0 cntlcnt 
n/a .015 .020 .017 
- - - - 1 0-5 cnt/sqrt(cnt) 
n/a n/a n/d n/a 
0.6 0.9 0.9 0.9 cnt mis 
n/a 0.17 0.22 0.21 
n/a . I28 . I23  . I22 cnt/sclrt(cnt) 
n/a .009 .008 .008 



RMS Error to Background 

Figure 3. Background error for varying SNR and number of sources, Simulation #I. 

RMS Error to Point Sources 

Figure 4. Point source error for varying SNR and number of sources, Simul;ition #I. 
24,000 point source pixels corresponds to 750 sources per deg2. 
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Separate images from the SSGM were used to train the compressor from those used to obtain 
performance results. As in Simulation #1, additional point sources of constant SNR were 
positioned randomly to evaluate how algorithm performance varied with point source density. 
Figure 5 shows the RMS error due to compression as a function of point soilrce SNR and nun~ber 
density. 'These indicate that most of the point source radiance peaks are encoded losslessly for 
SNW above about 60 and point source density below about 300 per deg2. We believe the reason 
the average error in this region is non-zero is due to the few bad detectors in the focal plant: assays. 
The compression error to the background remained nearly constant at 4.6 counts until point source 
density became very high. 

Note that in this simulation and the next, the definition of SNR was changed. The SNR was 
defined as the peak point source radiance in counts divided by the RMS dark noise, di. In  other 
words we used the detector SNR and did not include the pseudo-noise at the compressor input due 
to non-uniformity as we did in Simulation #I. 

Figure 6 shows the result when the simulation was repeated for a more ideal case. The dark noise 
was made equal for all spectral bands to 1 count rms, and the focal planes were assumed ro be 
perfecrly uniform (coefficients were set to the mean value for the nominal detectors). A significant 
improvement resulted. The point source peak radiance was encoded losslessly for SNR :\hove 
about 8 and point source density below about 1000 per deg2. The background was encoded with 
RMS error of about 0.9 counts in this region. 

4-3 Simulation #3. 

In this simulation the sensor coefficients were the same as in Simi~lation #2. The original SSGM 
scene of the galactic center was compressed with and without non-uniformities. As an add-hoc 
method of compensating for the point source undercounting in our version of SSGM, we doitblect 
the radiance of the SSGM scene. This gave a point source density of about 188 per deg2 for 
sources with an SNR of 3 and greater. 

Figure 7 shows the RMS error to point sources when FPA non-uniformity was included. In t h 1s 

case point source peaks were transmitted losslessly for sources of SNR greater t i i i ln  36. 
Background error was 4.5 counts rms. 

Figure 8 shows the RMS error to point sources for the same scene imaged with uniform detector 
arrays and dark noise of I count rms. This caused the threshold above which point source peaks 
were uansmitted losslessly to be reduced to 7. Background error in this case was reduced to 0.84 
counts rms. 

5. Summary and Conclusion 

A hybrid lossy/lossless algorithm for compression of space images dominated by point sources 
was described. State of the art simulation software was used to niodel the infrared sky for t i l t :  

spectral bands of the radiometer. The model used to simulate some of the ciorninant senxor 
characteristics was described. The data derived from these models fed several data compression 
experime~lts in which the images were segmented into pixels corresponding to point sources and 
pixels corresponding to background. Errors caused by the compressiori algorithm operating at u 
compression ration of 10: 1 were tracked separately for point sources and background. 

The simulations showed that background was encoded quite well, but that focal plane ilnifonnity 
could sigrlificantly reduce the errors due to the compression algorithm. A conclusion tha t  ci111 bt: 
drawn from this is that it is desirable to compress calibrated data when this is feasible. 



RMS E r r o r  t o  Po i n  t S o u r c e s  

Figure 5. Simulation #2. RMS error (in counts) to point source peak values due to 10:l 
compression. SNR was defined as the point source peak magnitude divided by the 
focal plane array dark noise coefficients. Non-uniformity of FPAs was simulated 
based on measured data. Background error was nearly constant at about 4.6 counts. 

RMS E r r o r  t o  Po i n  t S o u r c e s  

Figure 6. Simulation #2. RMS error (in counts) to point source peak values due 1:o 10:1 
compression. SNR was defined as the point source peak magnitude divided by the 
focal plane array dark noise. The mean offset and gain coefficients were used for 
all detectors of an array, thus simulating perfect uniformity. The background error 
was nearly constant at about 0.9 counts for the region plotted. 
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Figure '7. Simulation #3. RMS error to point sources in the galactic scene imaged onto 
non-unil'orrm focal plane arrays. Background error was 4.5 counts rms. 
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Figure 8. Simulation #3. RMS error to point sources in the galactic scene imaged onto 
perfectly uniform focal plane arrays. Background error was 0.84 counts rms. 



The simulations also showed that no error occurred to peaks of point sources over a wick riirige of  
point source densities and relatively low SNR. The trends of the graphs generated i n  Si~liiiii~rioris 
#1 and #2 held in Simulation #3, namely low average error to background arid lossiess 
transmission of point source peaks detected with sufficient SNR. Excellent peri-'orrna:~ce i n  riiae 
simulation indicates that the compressor should perform well when the sensor is sampling scenes 
that are dominated by point sources, such as those simulated. Reduction of simulated pei?'ou?i~:i~;ce 
is expected due to optical blurring which was not simulated. Bluning will reduce the point soill-ce 
peak SNR and effectively increase the point source density. 

Further research is needed to investigate the bounded error property of this algorithm and diiiign 
enhancements and new algorithms that use this property to increase coding efi 'acl i~r:~y 
Additionally, scientific algorithms for data reduction that use the time-varying compsejsnon cr-P 171 

bound could be designed. 
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